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1. Introduction 
 

Sanskrit, the language refined, polished and perfect flourished in ancient 

India. It is considered a sacred language and is often referred to as the language of 

the gods. It’s considered as difficult language.  

However, it is absolutely necessary for a more complete understanding of 

Āyurveda, an ancient system of Indian medicine, as well as Indian philosophy. The 

basic treaties of that are recorded in Sanskrit. All related knowledge as technical 

terms and doctrines are based on the Sanskrit language. 

Probably the earliest medical references were recorded in ÚÚÚÚgveda and 

Atharvaveda, very ancient treaties, with special emphasis on the latter. After the 

period of the Atharvaveda, the health, lifestyle and medical knowledge seems to 

improve them and develop and Āyurveda appears in all its perfection in the 

saṁhitās. The saṁhitās are compilations of all practical and theoretical medical 

knowledge, recorded in Sanskrit. This includes the eight branches mentioned 

above. A huge production of literature is developed originating the treaties knows 

as Caraka Saṁhitā, Suśruta Saṁhitā, Kaśyapa Saṁhitā, Bhela Saṁhitā, Hārīta 

Saṁhitā, Bharadvāja Saṁhitā, Agastya Saṁhitā, Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya, 

Aṣṭāṅgasaṅgraha, Mādhavanidāna, Sārṇgadhara Saṁhitā and Bhāvaprakāśa.  

The treaties known as Caraka Saṁhitā and Suśruta Saṁhitā form the basis 

of ayurvedic knowledge and are fundamental to the understanding of a whole 

science. Later, it joins them another, the Aṣṭāngahṛdaya, forming a set that is 

known as bṛhat-trayī or vṛddha-trayī, the great trilogy of Āyurveda. Subsequently, 

appearing the texts called Mādhavanidāna, Sārṇgadhara Saṁhitā and 

Bhāvaprakāśa that form the laghu-trayī or minor trilogy. 

All the knowledge expressed in these treaties was recorded in Sanskrit. 

Therefore, for a more complete understanding of Āyurveda is assumed of primary 
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importance the learning and knowledge of Sanskrit. In truth, the study and 

understanding of Āyurveda is based at least in the knowledge of Sanskrit and of the 

six philosophical systems, the ṣaḍdarśanas (Sāṁkhya, Yoga, Vaiśeṣika, Nyāya, 

Mīmāṁsā and Vedānta), without forgetting the commentaries to help a better 

understanding of the treaties, which provide the bridge between what was written 

in treaties and the knowledge of our era. 

In India, the systems of philosophy are classified into two classes, namely 

the nāstika and the āstika. The nāstika views are those which don’t accept the 

Vedas as an authority. These are principally the Buddhist, Jaina and the Cārvāka. 

The āstika or orthodox schools are six in number, Sāṁkhya, Yoga, Vaiśeṣika, 

Nyāya, Mīmāṁsā and Vedānta and will be object of study in this thesis. 

So, the Sanskrit is essential to understand the treaties of Āyurveda, with the 

help of commentaries and treaties of philosophy. And there are hundreds if not 

thousands of treaties and their commentaries relating to Āyurveda and ṣaḍdarśana. 

The ṣaḍdarśanas help to understand and explain the theoretical concepts of 

Āyurveda. 

For example, the Caraka Saṁhitā is mainly a medical text. The presence of 

philosophy as Nyāya, Vaiśeṣika and Sāṁkhya in this text themselve prove the 

importance of philosophy in the field of medicine1.  

1.1. What is Āyurveda? 

Āyurveda, the system of health, lifestyle and medicine born in ancient India, 

covers varied and multiple interpretations over time. Āyurveda is a Sanskrit word 

that results from combination of āyus, which has the meaning of life, long and 

healthy life and veda, which denotes the knowledge or science2. Thus, Āyurveda is 

the knowledge of life. 

To recognize the magnitude of this concept, it is necessary to understand 

what life is. Depending on the points of view, it has several meanings. According 
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to science, life is the time between birth or conception and death. But Āyurveda 

goes further, and says that the time span between death and birth or conception 

with utter happiness or joy physically as well as psychologically is life. This 

happiness is the reflection of health. 

Thus, health is understood as beneficial happiness to the body and mind. In 

Āyurveda, health is mentioned by the word svastha, which consists of two: sva and 

stha. Sva means the "self" and stha means "be stabilized". So, svastha means "to be 

stable within himself" (with happiness). When one is stabilized in (and connected 

to) himself he will be happy anyway. 

But to achieve and maintain this status, it is necessary a long and gradual 

work, with changes and compromises. It requires significant daily effort and a 

better knowledge about ourselves. Caraka also notes that into life four different 

types of elements come across: sukha (happy), duḥkha (unhappy), hita (beneficial) 

and ahita (unbeneficial)3. First element may be make one happy but it can be 

healthy or unhealthy as well. Second element makes one unhappy. It might be 

happy or unhappy. Hita is the element of life which is beneficial to himself or 

world and for the other. It is a way of being healthy it may and it makes you happy 

or unhappy. The opposite is ahita. 

One of the primary objectives of the Āyurveda is to maintain the health. Or 

better yet, prevent the onset of the disease. Āyurveda helps to indicate a range of 

"tools": dinacaryā (daily regimen), ahāra (diet including food and drink), therapies 

like abhyaṅga (oily massage), svedana (transpiration), pañcakarma (five actions of 

purifications), seasonal changes, exercise, behavior patterns, medicines, among 

many others.  

If the person is ill, so Āyurveda has the tools needed to heal. In sum, 

Āyurveda aims to maintain health and prevention from the disease. And if the 

disease is manifest, have the means to heal. Therefore, as regards Caraka4, the 
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"Āyurveda aims to protect the lives of healthy ones and alleviate the disfunctions 

of patients". 

Āyurveda, besides being a complete system of medicine, is a way to be in 

life, a philosophy of life, giving prominence to achieving the basic goals of life, 

which is reached only with a long and healthy life: dharma (virtue, merit, duty), 

artha (subject, purpose, target) and kama (fulfillment of desires) 5. The final target 

is mokṣa (salvation). 

Āyurveda is divided into eight branches6: 

• kāyacikitsā (internal medicine) 

• ūrdhvāṅga (diseases of the supra clavicular – ear, throat, nose and 

eyes) also called as śālākya 

• śalya (intervention of external elements in the body and removal of it 

by using surgical/parasurgical interventions) 

• graha (planet/astrology/demonology) 

• bāla (pediatrics) 

• damṣṭrā (toxicology and detoxification) 

• jarā (rejuvenation) 

• vṛṣa (virility) 

According to this science, the man is an epitome of the universe. He is a 

part, a microcosm of the macrocosm that is the universe. Therefore, all that is 

present in the Universe occurs in the human body. The macrocosm and microcosm 

are purely based on the five primary elements, the pañcamahābhūtas: pṛthivī 

(earth), ap (water), tejas (fire), vāyu (air) and ākāśa (ether). 

In truth, each substance in the universe is composed of these five elements. 

However, there are in different proportions: for example, in milk, ap mahābhūta is 
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in greater quantity than the other four mahābhūtas and in any metal, pṛthivī 

mahābhūta forms the major part. 

The human body is composed of three doṣas (active elements), seven dhātus 

(maintaining elements like tissues) and three malas (wastes to be excret). Vāta, 

pitta and kapha are the three active elements that regulate bodily functions. 

Rasa (lit. “taste, nectar, primordial juice” and therefore “lymph, plasma, 

quilo”), rakta (blood), māṁsa (muscle), medas (fat), asthi (bone), majjas (bone 

marrow) and śukra (semen) are the seven dhātus which sustains the body for basic 

functions. Purīṣa (faeces), mūtra (urine) and sveda (sweat) are the basic malas 

(excretions). These malas also have an important role in carrying out bodily 

functions. Several etiological factors influence the doṣas. This vitiates them. They 

vitiates the dhātus and/or malas causing disease symptoms. 

The balance of the doṣas is manifested by health. When they are out of 

balance, the diseases appear7. 

But the Āyurveda is not just for humans. Thus was developed: 

• aśvāyurveda (Āyurveda for horses), namely the treatise Śālihotra 

Saṁhitā, compound by Śālihotra; 

• hastyāyurveda (Āyurveda for elephants), whose treaty most 

important is Pālakāpyam, elaborated by Pālakāpya; 

• vṛkṣāyurveda (Āyurveda for trees and plants), that most of the old 

treatises did not survive until today. However, there is just a work 

entitled vṛkṣāyurveda, which was elaborated by Vāvilarāmasvāmi. 

The dates of these authors and treatises are uncertain. 
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1.2. An brief History of Āyurveda 

The origin of Āyurveda is lost in the mists of time. It emerged with the 

evolution of life and living beings and as such, cannot find the beginning. Caraka 

refers to Āyurveda as begginningless and eternal8. So they linked the Āyurveda 

with Gods. Lord Brahmā memories the Āyurveda and handed over to Dakṣa 

Prajāpati. This chain continues through God to human via some Úṣis like Ātreya 

though it cannot be confirmed today.  

However, we can go back on the timeline and try to give an idea of its 

history by dividing it into yugas (periods). Thus: 

• Vaidika Yuga (vedic period) - from Prehistory until 1500 B.C 

• Saṁhitā Yuga (compilation period) - from 1500 B.C until 500 B.C 

• Bauddha Yuga (the Buddhism period) - from 500 B.C until 600 A.D 

• Pauraṇika Yuga (the period of puraṇa texts) - from 600 A.D until 1000 

A.D 

• Mahammadeya Yuga (the muslim period) - from 1000 A.D until 1700 

A.D 

• Angla Yuga (the western colonial period) - from 1700 until 1947 

• Modern period – From 1947 until our days 

The treatise object of study of this thesis, the Aṣṭāngahṛdaya, is supposed to 

be composed in 600 A.D. In order of that, and to trace a history of Āyurveda 

according with it, is it going to put more emphasis in the first three periods (until 

600 A.D). The fourth period, Pauraṇika Yuga, starts from that date. 

1.2.1. Vaidika Yuga (vedic period) – from Prehistory until 1500 B.C 

The origin of Indian civilization is undoubtedly linked to the Indus Valley 

Civilization dating back probably to 3000 B.C, as regards Basham9. It consists 

essentially of two major cities, Harappā and Mohenjo-Dāro. Excavations revealed 

that they were scattered over a wide area and pointed to the existence of a well 
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organized system of government. The drainage system was well prepared and 

planned revealing that attention was paid to health aspects. It was found the 

structure of the Great Bath at Mohenjo-Daro, a pool with 12 by 7 meters and a 

depth of 2.40 meters in the middle of a quadrangle with small rooms and balconies 

on all sides. In truth, the careful planning of cities, an adequate water supply and 

an efficient drainage witness an advanced state of civic authority conscientious of 

their responsibility to protect the health of its habitants10. Personal hygiene was of 

immense importance has been discussed in ancient texts as dinacaryā (daily 

regimen) and ṛtucaryā (seasonal regimen). The existence of well-developed health 

systems and planned is indicative of the emphasis that people gave to cleaning. 

The snāna (bath) also indicates the importance of the daily life of its habitants. The 

snāna has a great importance in preventive medicine because the water has 

beneficial properties to outside cleaning as well as to maintain good circulation of 

physiological fluids, the doṣas. The importance of the bath is described in 

Āyurveda
11. It is also referred to the common use of abhyaṅga (oil application)12 

and sauvīrāñjana (eye drops)13. 

P.V. Sharma14 refers to the use of medicinal plants in rituals, ceremonies and 

sacrifices in addition to its use as medicine to relieve diseases of humans and 

animals. People were wearing body stamps about animals as amulets to ward off 

evil spirits, as regards Zysk15. Of all the seals found, one comes with a special 

relevance which depicts a multifaceted, adorned with horns on his head, seated in a 

yogic posture and surrounded by many animals. It is generally assumed that this 

figure is Rudra, the Lord of Animals. 

1.2.1.1. Medicals references in Vedas 

Probably, it has been between 4000 B.C and 1500 B.C that the four sacred 

Vedas (ÚÚÚÚgveda, Yajurveda, Atharvaveda and Sāmaveda) were composed in Vedic 

Sanskrit. Medical referrals are more present in the Atharvaveda and less weight in 

ÚÚÚÚgveda.
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There are several medical references in ÚÚÚÚgveda. As an example, we have the 

prayers offered to Aśvins to grant effective drugs16 and prayers for both remain 

physicians17. The knowledge about drugs and herbs is often through these gods18. 

Also refers to the prayers for visual acuity, eternal youth and life of one hundred 

years19 and effectiveness of sun-baths for heart problems20. The medicinal qualities 

of water21 are mentioned. 

In CS22, refers the devotion to the Atharvaveda as it deals with drugs for 

auspicious rites, offerings, rules of conduct, expiation, charms, etc. Thus, there are 

a number of hymns on special procedures and rejuvenating treatments and cures 

that are not found in any other veda. 

In Atharvaveda is mentioned hymns against several diseases like fever and 

other ailments23 and acute diarrhea or dysentery24. 

It cites the power of apāmārga (Achyranthes aspera L., prickly chaff 

flower), a plant endowed with virtues which secure immunity from various kinds 

of evil, and restoration of health25 as well a hymn which extols the excellence of 

medicinal herbs and is an incantation designed to restore a sick man to health26. 

It refers the healing power of the horn, to drive away hereditary disease27 

and a prayer for recovery and preservation of health28. The medicinal properties of 

water are mentioned29 and several others examples can be found. 

1.2.2. Saṁhitā Yuga (compilation period) - from 2500 B.C until 500 B.C 

After the period of the Atharvaveda, the medical knowledge seems to 

improve develop themselves and Āyurveda appears in all its perfection in 

Saṃhitās. The Saṃhitās are compilations of all the theoretical and practical 

medical knowledge, recorded in Sanskrit. This knowledge included the 

aforementioned eight branches of Āyurveda. 
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 A huge production of medical literature is patent elaborating the treaties 

known as Caraka Saṁhitā, Suśruta Saṁhitā, Kaśyapa Saṁhitā, Bhela Saṁhitā, 

Hārīta Saṁhitā, Bharadvāja Saṁhitā, Agastya Saṁhitā, etc. 

The treaties called Caraka Saṁhitā and Suśruta Saṁhitā form the basis of 

Ayurvedic knowledge and are fundamental to understand all the science. Later, 

joins them one another, the Aṣṭāngahṛdaya, the treatise of this thesis, forming an 

assembly that is known as bṛhat or vṛddha-trayī, the great trilogy of Āyurveda. 

1.2.2.1. Caraka Saṁhitā 

The oldest Ayurvedic compilation that is available is the Caraka Saṁhitā 

(CS). It was originally comprised by Agniveśa who compiled the teachings 

imparted by his guru, Ātreya Punarvasu. Thus, this treatise comes in the form of 

dialogue between the guru and his disciple, through a set of fairly broad questions 

and answers. 

In its original form, it is believed that it was known by Agniveśatantra and 

probably was smaller in size and subjects. During a later stage, was increased by 

Caraka and became known as Caraka Saṁhitā. During a long interval in time, 

parts of it were lost, and the treaty was rebuilt and restored by Ïṛḍhabala, 

constituting the last phase30.  

Thus, the Caraka Saṁhitā composed in the manner as presently known is 

not the work of a particular author but the finished results of different authors over 

time as shown below: 

1 - Atreya - Agniveśa (before II-III century B.C) 

2 - Caraka (II-III century B.C) 

3 - Ïṛḍhabala (IV-V century A.D) 

There is some controversy about the identity and date of Caraka. Filliozat31 

tells us that the Chinese Buddhist sources allude to a certain Caraka or Cara, the 
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king's doctor Kaniṣka (II-III century B.C). Sylvain Levi substantiates this fact 

drawing on a Chinese translation of a Buddhist text called Saṁyuktaratnapiṭaka 

Sūtra. Even if accepted, it is difficult to prove that is the same Caraka which 

increased Agniveśatantra. 

The name Caraka comes from the Sanskrit root CAR which means "move". 

One possible explanation may be the doctor goes from place to place to cure their 

patients, adding the fact that at that time was a fairly common name for a doctor. 

Some authors support the hypothesis that Caraka of the king's court Kaniṣka has 

been one of them. 

There is also a branch of Atharvaveda known as "vaidyacāraṇa”, now 

extinct, who was perhaps intimately connected with the tradition of vaidyas 

(ayurvedic doctors) who served the people moving from village to village. 

This cāraṇa, or mobile character, it may have been responsible for the 

designation of “Caraka”. Others consider that Caraka was the name given to one of 

the branches of black Yajurveda and the persons who followed this branch formed 

a sector named Caraka32. 

On the other hand, Bhāvamiśra said that Caraka was the incarnation of śeṣa, 

queen of nāgas (serpents demon) that is based, on the one hand, the identity of 

Caraka, and on the other hand, responding to speculation that Caraka belonged to 

sector of the nāgas which was very powerful and influence in various parts of the 

country33. 

1.2.2.2. Suśruta Saṁhitā 

The current treatise Suśruta Saṁhitā is not the original text written by 

Suśruta but rather the result of a number of changes over time34. The original 

foundation is usually attributed to Divodāsa Dhanvantari, king of Kāśī, who, 

probably at the end of their life, established a āśrama (hermitage, school) for 

training and development of surgery. 
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In truth, these teachings began with Dhanvantari, grandfather of the king of 

Kāśī, who emerged as an incarnation of Viṣṇu and received the knowledge of 

Āyurveda. It is said that divided Āyurveda in eight specialties. In the āśrama, 

Divodāsa trained his disciples where Suśruta, the son of Viśvāmitra, studied and 

absorbed the teachings directly from his master. 

However, with respect to authorship, some scholars argue that the Suśruta 

Saṁhitā is not a personal work of a particular Suśruta but the manual published 

anonymously by a school that chosen Suśruta as patron35. 

As Dalhaṇa, one of the commentators of Suśruta Saṁhitā, Nāgārjuna also 

drafted this treatise, assuming that he added the Uttaratantra, the final chapter, to 

its original form which contained only aspects of surgery to make it understandable 

in the light of all members of Āyurveda
36. 

Finally, Candraṭa, son of Tīsaṭa, modified some parts of the text looking to 

the commentary of Jejjaṭa as a base. Thus, authorship of Suśruta Saṁhitā is the 

result of several modifications over time37: 

- Divodāsa Dhanvantari (1500-1000 B.C) 

- Suśruta (II century A.D) 

- Nāgārjuna (IV-V century A.D) 

- Candraṭa (X century A.D) 

1.2.2.3. Divine origin 

The Great Trilogy refers to the divine origin of Āyurveda. Thus, Āyurveda 

was created by Brahmā, the Creator who transmitted the knowledge to his disciple 

Dakṣa Prajāpati, who taught the twins gods, Aśvins. They passed it to Indra38. 
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But while all this was happening in the divine plan, the humanity continued 

to suffer from illnesses. The great sages continued to meditate to find a way to 

solve all ills, but in vain.  

So it was decided that the wises Dhanvantari, Bharadvāja and Ātreya would 

communicate directly with Indra to receive directly this divine science of health. It 

was from this stage that Āyurveda left the divine plan and met the suffering’s plan 

of ordinary mortals, and it is from here that the vision of three treaties differs. 

According to Caraka Saṁhitā, Indra sent the knowledge of Āyurveda to 

Bharadvāja, the first human to receive these teachings who passed it to Punarvasu, 

son of Atri (Ātreya), which in turn transmitted it to his six disciples: Agniveśa, 

Bhela, Jatūkarṇa, Parāśara, Hārīta and Kṣārapāṇi39. All produced compendiums but 

Agniveśa was the first to write a treatise which gave rise to Caraka Saṁhitā40. 

On the other hand, in Suśruta Saṁhitā is said that Indra taught Āyurveda to 

Dhanvantari, the destroyer of diseases and death of the gods41 who incarnated as 

King Divodāsa of Banaras (Varanasi) who transmitted his knowledge to the 

disciples Aupadhenava, Vaitaraṇa, Aurabhra, Pauṣkalāvata, Karavīrya,  

Gopurarakṣita, Suśruta, among others42, with special reference to surgery. 

Finally, in Aṣṭāngahṛdaya, Indra transmitted the knowledge to the son of 

Atri (Ātreya Punarvasu or Kṛṣṇa Ātreya) and other sages. They passed it to 

Agniveśa and other gurus, who composed several treatises43. On the next page, 

there is a table that reflects what was mentioned. 
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1.2.3. Bauddha Yuga (the Buddhism period) - from 500 B.C. until 600 A.D 

When Lord Buddha (560-480 B.C) appeared, Āyurveda existed and of 

course the Buddhist tradition drank their knowledge. 

Lord Buddha is said as mahābhiṣak (great physician) because he shows the 

path of liberation from disease and death and had paid particular attention to the 

spread of medical education. Vinayapiṭaka is one of the principal sources of 

Ayurvedic knowledge in Buddhism. In the chapter bhaiṣajyaskandha, is it possible 

to find medicine and their manufacturing processes, sudation (svedanakarma) and 

healing of wounds (vraṇacikitsā), collection and maintenance of materials, non-

edible meat, location for storage of materials in monasteries and processing of milk 

products and fruit extracts.  

For Buddhists, the medicine was an important tool for missionary service to 

humanity and animals. So, all the universities had medicine as important subject of 

teaching. The University of Takṣaśilā was quite renowned for this and flourished 

during the Buddha’s time. It is said that Ātreya was the great teacher and Jīvaka, 

physician of Buddha, studied there to have their education. In Takṣaśilā, courses in 

all branches of Āyurveda were offered. 

The University of Nālandā established during the reign of Kumaragupta 

(413-455 A.D.) had medicine as one of the subjects of teaching. Possibly in later 

periods, it also developed section on Rasaśastra. Mahāvagga (book VI) gives 

valuable information on diseases, their treatments and medicaments. 

During this period were constructed many hospitals especially under Gupta 

dynasty where Aśoka has spread Āyurveda along with Buddhism. Thus, Aśoka 

sent his missionaries to Ceylon, China, the Southeast Asian Countries, Tibet, and 

even, according to some, to Egypt and with them, the Āyurveda. It was a period of 

flourishing of Āyurveda. 
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Caraka Saṁhitā and Suśruta Saṁhitā were been rewritten both and the 

latter was supplemented by a famous buddhist, Nāgārjuna, the founder of 

Mahāyana school. 

Finally, it is believed that the treatise in study of this thesis, Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya, 

was composed in this period (600 A.D). 

1.2.4. Pauraṇika Yuga (the period of puraṇa texts) - from 600 A.D until 

1000 A.D 

The purāṇas are secondary epics (though sometimes very large) of 

mythological content. Their origins are ancient but the present texts are from the 

VII century A.D to XI century A.D. The main ones are eighteen in number. 

Besides, there are upapurāṇas. As this literature is relatively extensive, it will be 

mention a few points of only two purāṇas. Thus, in Brahmapurāṇa, jvara (fever) 

is described in detail and is said to be originated from Rudra’s sweat44. It is also 

distributed in different creatures by different names, jvara is a terrible power of 

māheśvara (māheśvara tejas)45. In Matsyapurāṇa, Vāyu is mentioned like āyus 

(life) of all the beings46. A long list of herbal drugs is given classified in six groups 

(gaṇa) according to rasa
47. The plants growing in Himalayas are enumerated48. 

Abnormalities of delivery and deformities of fetus are also mentioned49 as well the 

utilizations of medicines to dispel the effect of poisons50. 

1.2.5. Mahammadeya Yuga (the muslim period) - from 1000 A.D until 

1700 A.D 

In this period, India was dominated by Muslims, with the dynasty known as 

Moguls. The Āyurveda began to decline. However, was still possible to develop 

rasaśāstra by writing the main treatises of that like Rasaratnasamuccaya, 

Rasendra Sāra Saṅgraha, Rasaratnakara, etc. 

It was also written the commentaries of main treatises. From these 

commentators, is it possible to speak about Cakrapāṇi for Caraka Saṁhitā, 

Dalhaṇa for Suśruta Saṁhitā and Aruṇadatta for Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya. Also, the laghu 
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trayī (minor triad) is completed with Śārṅgadhara Saṁhitā (XIII century) and 

Bhāvaprakāśa Saṁhitā (XVI century). The odest one of this triad, 

Mādhavanidāna (VIII century) was already composed. 

1.2.6. Angla Yuga (the western colonial period) - from 1700 until 1947 

This period is mainly filled with the contact between India and westerns. 

The colonial rulers were not in favor of Āyurveda. Yet, in 1822, they started a 

school for native doctors in Calcutta with a course of study combining indigenous 

and European medicine. Similar schools were also proposed in Bombay and 

Madras. Anatomy and modern medicine were introduced in the curricula in the 

Sanskrit Colleges of Calcutta and Madras.  

The medical practice is supported by state and the introduction of western 

medicine makes that Āyurveda to not be supported officially and in some parts 

even banned. It was a difficult period. Still, it appeared some treatises like 

Yogāratnākara, Bhaiṣajya Ratnāvali or Bharat Bhaiṣajya Ratnākar. This was a 

period when there are started to be made some governmental institution, rules and 

regulations for medical and pharmaceutical practice. 

The Europeans came in contact with Āyurveda and appeared the first 

translations in Latin and English of Suśruta Saṁhitā and Caraka Saṁhitā.  

1.2.7. Modern period – From 1947 until our days 

Together with the independence movement, Āyurveda has been revived. In 

India and since 1970 (roughly), the university began offering BAMS and post-

graduate courses in this science.  

Today, Āyurveda has been the target of interest from the general public 

around the world and spread throughout Europe (UK, Romania, Germany, France, 

Portugal, Spain, etc.), Japan, North and South America. Many ayurvedic 

conferences, sponsored by governments and/or medical associations, have taken 

place in Brazil, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and other countries. For 
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example, in Romania, there is a Society recently created who provides the learning 

of Āyurveda for western doctors, taught by the visiting of Indian Ayurvedic 

doctors. 

  

1.3. About the Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya 

Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya is one of the authoritative texts of Āyurveda. With Caraka 

Saṁhitā and Suśruta Saṁhitā, is becoming part of the three main treatises in 

ayurvedic literature (bṛhat-trayī). Written by ācārya Vāgbhaṭa, has a beauty and 

brevity poetical composition, sequential arrangement of topics, clear description of 

precepts and practices of medical science which embody the essence of ayurvedic 

knowledge. In fact, Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya means “octopartite essence” or the heart of 

eight parts of Āyurveda and is a great synthesis of this science. It is an epitome of 

Caraka Saṁhitā (CS) and Suśruta Saṁhitā (SS), adding some new topics and 

modifications catering to the needs of the students, scholars and practitioners. Its 

popularity is substantiated by the large number of commentaries and appreciation 

by the scholars of other countries.  

AHr contains six sthānas (sections), one hundred and twenty adhyāyas 

(chapters) with seven thousand and one hundred and twenty ślokas (verses of 

thirty-two syllables).  

The sthānas are: 

• Sūtrasthāna: It contains thirty chapters dealing with topics such as basic 

doctrines of Āyurveda, principles of health, disease prevention, properties of food 

and medicine, physiology of the humors and pathology, different types of diseases 

and treatment methods. The Sūtrasthāna is considered the best sthāna, superior to 

its counterparts in Caraka Saṁhitā and Suśruta Saṁhitā. 

• Śārīrasthāna: This contains six chapters referring to issues such as 

embryology, anatomy, physiology, physiognomy, physical and psychological 
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constitutions, dreams of foreboding omens and signs of poor prognosis and 

imminent death; 

• Nidānasthāna: It contains sixteen chapters and describes the causes, 

premonitory symptoms, pathogens and prognosis of some major diseases in the 

context of Kāya Cikitsā (internal medicine); 

• Cikitsitasthāna: It contains twenty-two chapters that describe the 

treatments of the major organic diseases, including medicinal recipes, diet and care 

of the patient. 

• Kalpasiddhisthāna has six chapters referring to the preparation of 

revenue, management of purificatory therapies and management of complications 

and principles of pharmacy. 

• Uttarasthāna has forty chapters and is dedicated to the seven branches of 

Āyurveda that remains to be described. So, bāla cikitsā (paediatric) has three 

chapters, graha cikitsā (demonology) is completed in four chapters and ūrdhvāṅga 

cikitsā (treatment of diseases related with organs located in the head) has seventeen 

chapters divided into: 

o netra cikitsā (ophthalmology) - nine chapters 

o karna cikitsā (otology) - two chapters 

o nāsa cikitsā (rhinology) - two chapters 

o mukha cikitsā (mouth, teeth and throat) - two chapters 

o śiroroga (diseases of the head) - two chapters 

Then, appears śalya cikitsā (surgery) with ten chapters, damṣṭrā (toxicology) 

with four chapters, jarā cikitsā or rasāyana (rejuvenation therapy) containing a 

chapter and finally, vṛṣa (vājīkaraṇa) that is therapy for aphrodisiac and virility 

with a chapter51. 

1.3.1. The author 

 Vāgbhaṭa, like many Indian authors of the past, is surrounded by uncertainty 

to his life, person and work. Thus, a careful look at the history of Sanskrit literature 
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provides a glimpse about ten Vāgbhaṭas (according to the Catalogus Catalogorum 

of Aufrecht52): 

1 – Author of Vāhaṭānighaṇṭu; 2 - Author of Vāgbhaṭasmṛtisaṁgraha; 3 – Son of 

Simhagupta, grandson of Vāgbhaṭa and author of Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya, Vamanakalpa 

and Vāgbhaṭīya; 4 – Father of Tisaṭa, author of Cikisākalikā; 5 – Minister of 

Mālavendra and father of Deveśvara; 6 – Son of Nemikumāra, jain author of 

Alaṇkāratilaka, Candonuśāsana, Vagbhaṭālaṇkara and Śṛṇgāratilaka; 7 - 

Author of Padārthacandrikā, Bhāvaprakāsa, Ratnasamuccaya and 

Śāstradarpaṇa; 8 – Author of Vāgbhaṭakośa; 9 – Vrddhavāgbhāṭa, mentioned in 

ÂÂÂÂodarānanda and Bhāvaprakāsa; 10 – Author of Vāgbhaṭālaṅkāra. 

However, this study aims to address the character on the authorship of 

Ayurvedic texts. Therefore, there are three related works, as regards Rao B. 

Rama53: Aṣṭāṅgasaṅgraha, Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya and Rasaratnasamuccaya. 

Rasaratnasamuccaya deals with medical chemistry, chemical pharmacy and 

treatment of diseases with mercurial and mineral drugs.  The author of this text 

calls himself as Vāgbhaṭa, son of Sinhagupta. But there is no similarity between 

this text and Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya and Aṣṭāṅgasaṅgraha and no proof of common 

authorship. This text is assignable to 12th century A.D, posterior to the author of 

the two first treaties by more than six centuries. 

To try to identify the author of AS and AHr, it can be possible to collect 

some references of these two treatises: 

a) In the final verses of AHr, the author wrote: “By churning the great 

ocean of the eight branches of medical science, a great store of nectar, the 

Aṣṭāṅgasaṅgraha, was obtained. From that (Aṣṭāṅgasaṅgraha) this text is born 

(Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya) separately, which is greatly beneficial, for satisfying the less 

studious54. By studying this text, the physician will be able to understand the 

saṅgraha
55. 
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b) The author of Aṣṭāṅgasaṅgraha, has furnished the following 

information about himself and his work in the final verses of this treatise: “There 

was a great physician by name Vāgbhaṭa who was my grand-father, I bear his 

name. His son was Sinhagupta and I am from him (Simhagupta) born in the 

country of Sindhu (river Indus and its tributaries)56. Having learnt from Avalokita, 

the preceptor and even more from the wisdom (merit, experience) of my father and 

after a study of a large number of texts of medical science, this text has been 

composed (with all branches of Āyurveda) suitably classified (into sections, 

chapters, etc.)57 

c) In some manuscripts of AHr there is a colophon at the end of Nidāna 

and Uttara sthānas which reads as “thus ends the Nidāna sthāna in Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya 

Saṁhitā composed by Śrīmad Vāgbhaṭa, son of Śrī vaidyapati Sinhagupta”. But 

the absence of such a colophon at other places and in some other manuscripts and 

the use of honorific term “Śrīmad” as a prefix to the author’s name have made the 

present day scholar to doubt the authenticity of the colophon, as Murthy58. 

d) Commentators on other Āyurveda treatises have quoted verses of 

Aṣṭāṅgasaṅgraha and Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya calling them as “from Vṛddha Vāgbhaṭa” 

and “from Laghu/svalpa or (simply) Vāgbhaṭa”, respectively. 

 Although there are no doubts about the authorship of the third which he 

attributed to another Vāgbhaṭa, the same is not true to the first two. Question: 

Aṣṭāṅgasaṅgraha and Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya are works by the same author? The 

controversy continues cementing the existence of two antagonistic groups: 

 The first group, which advocates that the two treatises are the same author, 

is, according to Srikantha Murthy59 and B. Rama Rao60, consisting by Hariśāstri 

Parāḍakara, Yādavaji Trivikramji, editorial panel of Caraka Saṁhitā (Jamnagar 

Edition), Vogel, Cakrapāṇidatta, D.C. Bhattācārya, Swami Lakṣṁirāmji, Hardatta 

Sāstri, Bhaṭṭa Narahari, Atrideva Gupta among other current scholars. Presents the 

following facts: 
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- The testimony of the author himself at the end of AHr stating that this one was 

born from the AS and was written for those who have less knowledge; 

- Specific mention of the name and other personal details from the author at the 

end of AS, which does not happen in AHr; 

- Incorporation of a large number of verses with no change in AS to AHr; 

similarity in the arrangement of the section, chapters, topics, views on the practices 

and precepts, etc. between the two texts, summary and simplification of AS 

noticeable in AHr; 

- At certain times of the past in which the same author wrote more than a book of 

the same theme. 

 The second group, which argues that AS and AH are from different authors, 

consists of Ïalhaṇa, Śrīkaṇṭhadatta, Hemādri, Śivadāsasena, Hoernle, Keith, 

Jyotisachandra Saraswati, Hariprapanna Shastri, P.K. Gode, P.V. Sharma, P.C. 

Ray, Hariprannaji, G.N. Mukhyopadhyaya and other current scholars. To justify its 

position, the second group contains the following points: 

- Commentators have used different terms, as Vṛddha Vāgbhaṭa when referring to 

the AS and laghu Vāgbhaṭa or svalpa Vāgbhaṭa or simply Vāgbhaṭa when referring 

to AHr, suggesting two different authors; 

- There are some contradictions between the two texts on topics like nature of the 

composition, social and religious beliefs, scientific principles and practices, etc.; 

- Both texts are about the same size and no academic would spend time and energy 

to write more than one book on the same theme. 

 Unfortunately, there are no many references relating to the author of AHr. In 

truth, even today the Indian and European scholars have many doubts and 

controversies about his life. Whether they have been produced by the same author, 

a new question arose over time: what the treatise older? According Srikantha 

Murthy61, there are two different opinions: first, that the majority of Indian 

scholars consider the AS as the oldest, and the second in whom European scholars 

believe that the AHr is the oldest. 
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The support points of this view are: AHr was very popular in neighboring 

countries of India and was translated into Tibetan and Arabic very early, but does 

not so with the AS. Moreover, there are a greater number of commentaries to AHr, 

which was included in bṛhat-trayī, the great trilogy of Āyurveda, and AS do not 

have that privilege. 

In fact, students throughout India’s medieval period memorized the 

Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya as the principal core of their medical education. This tradition still 

alive and in the high-caste “aṣṭavaidya” families of Kerala, scholars can be found 

who known Vāgbhaṭa by heart or, as they say, “they have it in their throats”62. The 

same can be found in other places of India. In fact, Vāgbhaṭa unified a mass of 

disordered and sometimes conflicting medical data originating from Caraka 

Saṁhitā and Suśruta Saṁhitā whereas many times a particular concept was 

analyzed in different ways. At the time there was a large divergence between the 

followers of Caraka Saṁhitā and Suśruta Saṁhitā. The Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya rapidly 

established itself as the Sanskrit medical text par excellence and within a century 

of its compositions, many translations appearing in many countries near of India. 

So, the Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya was translated to Tibetan, Arabic and other languages. 

Speaking almost certainly of this work, the Chinese pilgrim I’tsing, who 

travelled in India from 672 to 688 A.D. speaks of a compiler of the eight 

parts/branches of the Āyurveda: “These eight parts formerly existed in eight books, 

but lately a man epitomized them and made them into one bundle”. About its 

importance, he said: “all physicians in the five parts of India practice according to 

this book”. So, it can be said that this work influenced the medical tradition of the 

whole of Asia. 

There is controversy about the dates of this work and the author. However, 

there are many scholars that place his composition at about 600 A.D. 
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1.3.2. The religion of Vāgbhaṭa 

The religion to which Vāgbhaṭa belonged is another topic of discussion. In 

fact, the references in AHr are indirect or ambiguous. For example, the celebrated 

invocation of AHr pays obeisance to the apūrva vaidya
63 – the Vaidya 

extraordinary with no precedent – who is believed to be the Buddha, but the 

reference is not explicit, as Valiathan64. AHr contains several hymns: 

“O Lord, you are the procurer, you are the life, you are present everywhere, 

may dhātā bestow (me good), may Vidhātā bestow the brahmavarcas (divine 

radiance), may Brahman, Bṛhaspati, Viṣṇu, Soma, Sūrya, Aśvins-twins, Bhaga, 

Mitra and Varuṇa”65. 

Another hymns states Vedic gods and Buddhist divinities: 

“Let Brahmā, Dakṣa, Aśvins, Rudra, Indra, the earth, moon, sun, air, fire, 

sages; comity of herbs and of living beings protect you; let this medicine be to you 

like rasāyana for the sages, nectar for gods and sudhā for the good serpents; Om, 

salutations to the worshipful Bhaiṣajyaguru, the vaiḍūrya prabharāja, the 

Tathāgata, the Arhat, the Samyak saṁbuddha; Om, bhaiṣajye, bhaiṣajye, mahā 

bhaiṣajye, samudgate (salutations to you the medicine)”66. 

 “By worshiping Īśvara with twelve shoulders, Nātha the lord (of the 

universe) Ārya, Avalokita, the treater of (destroyer of) all diseases, and by doing 

japa all the graha (evil spirits) can be won (dispelled, killed). So also diseases such 

as insanity, epilepsy and others disorders of the mind. The patient who is made 

clean (both in body and mind) should be made to listen Mahā vidyā and Māyurī 

vidyā – always. Sthāṇū (Śiva), the bhūteśa (lord of creatures) and the pramatha 

gaṇa should be worshipped, the potent, hymns concerned with them should be 

chanted. These will dispel/drive away all the grahās (evil spirits)”67. 

In fact, Mahā vidyā and Māyurī vidyā are well known Buddhist rituals. 

However, it is very difficult to conclude about the religion of Vāgbhaṭa. 
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1.3.3. Commentaries and translations of Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya 

 The popularity of Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya as medical treatise with high value was 

such that originated more than forty commentaries, number greater than those 

produced by CS and SS. In fact, after its appearance, this treatise has caught the 

attention of scholars and practitioners of Āyurveda throughout India and beyond. 

Next, list out some commentaries made over time68, as stated Srikantha 

Murthy69 and P.K. Gode70: 

 

• Padārthacandrikā of Candracandana (10th century) 

 Padārthacandrikā is the first available commentary of AHr. However, only 

parts were printed and supplied in the footnotes in the edition of Hariśāstri 

Parādkar. In its edition in Tibetan, it is available in full. 

 

• Sarvāṇgasundarī of Āruṇadatta (12th century) 

 Sarvāṇgasundarī is the only commentary available in full. It is quite 

elaborate, explains the meanings with the help of grammar, consolidates with 

quotations from other texts and gives synonyms for drugs and even common 

names for their identification. 

 

• Āyurvedarasāyana of Hemādri (13th century) 

 Āyurvedarasāyana is not available in full but only for Sūtrasthāna, 

Nidānasthāna, the first six chapters of Cikitsitasthāna and all chapters of 

Kalpasiddhisthāna. 

 Hemādri incorporated the chapters of Kalpasiddhisthāna in Sūtrasthāna. 

This author states that that this work clarified the doubts of several points that the 

previous reviewers had not reached an agreement. 
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• Hṛdayabodhikā of Śridāsa Pandita (14th century) 

 It is a brief commentary that reveals equivalents to Malayalam for the names 

of medicines. Only the first part, consisting of Sūtrasthāna, Śārīrasthāna and 

Nidānasthāna was printed. 

 

• Nidāna Cintāmaṇi of Todaramalla Kanha Prabhu (14-15th century) 

 It is a commentary on Nidānasthāna and was printed in the footnotes of the 

edition of Hariśāstrī Parāḍkara71. 

 

• Tatvabodha of Śivadāsa Sen (16th century) 

It is a commentary on Uttarasthāna. Probably, it was written in 1500 A.D 

and its printed. 

 

• Vāgbhaṭa maṇḍana of  Bhaṭṭanarahari (15th century) 

It not a commentary on Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya but a compendium intended to 

defend it from certain allegations. A scholar by name Soura Vidyādhara finds 

many faults in AHr and abuses its author Vāgbhaṭa. Bhaṭṭanarahari refutes all the 

allegations of Vidyādhara and defends Vāgbhaṭa. 

 The first impression of this treatise was made under the supervision of Aṇṇā 

Moreśvar Kuṇṭe, Bombay, in 188072. Between 1880 and 1892 were published 

about ten editions of AHr in India. This treatise was first published in Sanskrit and 

Bengali in 1886 by Vijayratna Sen Gupta who added the commentary of 

Āruṇadatta to its publication. In 1889, it was made a Gujarati translation published 

by Nathuram Behichar Lal, of Ahmedabad. 

 The first translation into Hindi occurred in 1890 in Mumbai and was 

performed by Robi Dutta. In the following year came the translation to Marathi 

published by Ganesh Krishna Gadre, of Pune. Then came more translations: one, 

the whole work and other, by sthānas of AHr. Thus, the AHr is translated into 
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several Indian languages like Hindi, Marathi and Bengali. Across the border, this 

work was translated into Tibetan by the name of "Rgud Bzl" during the reign of 

Khri-Sron-Dehu (728-786 or 755-797 A.D.) by the Indian monk Jarandhara and 

the monk Tibetan Rin-chen-bzan-po (Ratnabhadra)73. The first five chapters of this 

translation have been translated into English by Claus Vogel and published in 

1965. 

 AHr was also been translated into Arabic and published with the name 

"asṭankār" during the reign of Caliph Harun al-Rashid (786-808 A.D). Its 

popularity beyond the border became evident when a Persian physician who wrote 

Firdaus al-Hikma in 850 A.D referred to AHr as a major work of medicine. The 

authors Luise Hilgenberg and Willibald Kirfel translated AHr into German and 

published it in 1941. Recently, and in 2005, the Sūtrasthāna and Śārīrasthāna 

were translated into Romanian by Dr. Eugen Stefan. 

 

1.4. Research work done so far and objectives 

The basis of the present thesis is Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya. About this treatise in 

particular, there is some research work done according to the clinical perspective, 

as exemplified in the works of A.V. Panse74, S. Verma75, Acharya Dhani Ram76 

and M.S. Valiathan77. However, outside this perspective, the existence of work 

done on AHr is practically nil. Thus, there is not any significant work done about 

philosophical features of AHr. It’s a big lacuna in the field of Sanskrit literature. 

So, to minimize this situation, there is a need to work to find philosophical traces 

in Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya. 

Āyurveda used the six darśanas as mean of philosophical study for their 

texts. This thesis aims to lay the foundations of incorporation of the philosophy of 

the six darśanas (Sāṁkhya, Yoga, Vaiśeṣika, Nyāya, Mīmāṁsā and Vedānta) in 

Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya. Thus, it is an explanation of the concepts involved, applying them 

in the context of Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya and, obviously, Āyurveda. 
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Thus, this study has the following major objectives: 

1 - Contribute to bridging the gap of lack of texts on philosophy applied to 

AHr. 

2 – Lay the foundations of incorporation of the philosophy of the six 

darśanas (Sāṁkhya, Yoga, Vaiśeṣika, Nyāya, Mīmāṁsā and Vedānta) in AHr. 

Therefore focus on a few thematic areas such as Sanskrit language, 

Āyurveda and Indian philosophy. 

In fact, this thesis attempts to highlight the philosophy of AHr, discussing 

how this treatise adopts the ideas of the six darśanas (Sāṁkhya, Yoga, Vaiśeṣika, 

Nyāya, Mīmāṁsā and Vedānta). It wants to show how those foundational ideas 

drawn from various philosophies are applied, in what context and extents are they 

applied.  

The possibility of going deeply in the knowledge about the AHr, along with 

Sanskrit and philosophy, so important to understand Āyurveda, was the main 

motivations that led me to choose this theme. 
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1.5. Notes and Sanskrit references 

 

                                                           
1
 An example of it is the work of Dasgupta Surendranath, A history of Indian philosophy, 1st vol. 13th ed (Delhi: 

Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 2006), p. 213-215 and p. 301-302  

2
 Through a grammatical rule, āyus joins to veda originating the term Āyurveda. 

3
 �������� � ��� ��� ��� ��� �������� �। ��� � � �  �ऽ"#��� �$%&� � '(�)॥४१॥ (CS. Sū, 1. 41) 

4
 ू�".�� ��� /0� /�1234��� �2� �$5�2ू6��� �॥२8॥ (CS. Sū, 30. 26) 

5
 9��� 5������ )� :�� ;< ;� ����:�� � |  

  9� �$%&">&)6)? � �$: )�� >2��&2�॥ २॥ (AHr. Sū, 1. 2) 

6
 5��@�Aम�"C;D6E&�F�.2�$G@�� �॥H॥ 

  IJ�$D���  ���K�L�5M�  � )? �  ���ौ��। (AHr. Sū, 1. 5) 

7
 2"O�� &"?$ P?Q� &"?��Q�2"O��। 

  ��.�OR ��$S�O )� �ऽ 2"O� �T:� UG���॥२०॥ (AHr. Sū, 1. 20) 

8
 �"W���� �$%&� 6�X�" ���&Yँ �� ) I���&[�� � /S�$����\A34[�� � S�$/S�$��][� । (CS, Sū 30. 27) 

9 Basham A.L., The Wonder
 
that was India, 3rd ed. (Londres: Fontana, 1971), p. 14. 

10
 Sharma P.V., “Pre-Vedic Medicine” In History of Medicine in India, ed. Sharma P.V., p. 4 (New Delhi: Indian 

National Science Academy, 1992). 

11
 &^>� � $G_��� �_� `����a.� ;@Aू&� �। 

   5bca�Aौ�/)&�d��Ge�&��>�f�.� �॥१8॥  

   'g�h���W:�5��� >�2? )5" @A�$��। 

   � )� P$ �ai��D� @Ajk)6�3 �?�� �॥१l॥  

   `����&Y�� )ऽ��54;2"O������2? �।  

   ौ�m��>^���.^4 ;S �#$M� � O��Y�� �॥१n॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 16-18) 

   >�$ऽ� $G_��� �_� ौ�/)&�A�>�� �।62^2@A�o��� `���".p2� >2� �॥q४॥ (CS. Sū, 5. 94) 

   ��ि�&��ौ��2� /)&5bca�G?�>�� �॥ 

   js� �A�2� ौ )t� �$%�d��$?":�� �॥Hl॥  
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   �d�>�f">6��� � ��J&� > ��u$: ;�� �॥ 

   2#ू��&� � ���> `���v)L &^>�� �॥Hn॥(SS. Ci, 24. 57-58) 

12
 IwD���2)�x]� � .2ौ�$����। 

    �Jू��&> �J� ��/y� �[  z&5G � �॥n॥  

    �62�ौ$4>�&)? � �� �$6)? )4 6^A� )� �। 

    ${|WwD� 5}म�5G ���6 �~ .^�4 ;�S�॥q॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 8-9) 

    �6;� )Ww��:5" $�� �� �6;� � � /O��ौ�� �।/(L >2�wD�U�i� 6^A� )x2�॥nl॥ (CS. Sū, 5. 87) 

13
 ��$^2���� � ��]� �����"��" S.)� �। (AHr. Sū, 2. 5) 

    �)."�>�$�� � P$ ��� ) ������>�॥ 

   � � )ऽ2"O� .��R) �U�&�����2)� �॥१q॥ (SS. Ci, 24. 19-20) 

14
 Sharma P.V., “Medicinal Plants in Vedas” In History of Medicine in India, ed. Sharma P.V., p. 37 (New Delhi: 

Indian National Science Academy, 1992). 

15
 Zysk Kenneth G., Medicine in the Veda. 2nd ed (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1998), p. 3. 

16
 �x"� $��"� ��"�S � $��� � S )?�.� ������ >G��<�$^ ������ s��। 

 ���$��4� �"��� ��"� ��"�S �$��&��X�� �4 ��� �:�� � ��$� �॥४॥ (RV. 1-89-4) 

17
 � ��$� ��  0" �S�?.�� S )?�. )�S�2<"� � 0" 2 ���� 2�)��S�। 

   I<"� � 3�ऽ��:� :� 'म�� �" $��� �� �$�������� &�&�6�॥8॥ (RV. 1-158-6) 

18
 ���� )����v� य�����$�2� )<�� �>� ����^��a. ; ��U� I:i�। 

    �� ?^� )� I�ऽ���X� ��$��^��� ��ऽ��< ��: �$ ;�O4� /���॥n॥ (RV. 1-116-8) 

19
 ू $��� &�������X��$$"���� >���: ��� � ��O$�: � ��$^2� :। 

   '�� >ँ��x�� �$�^�� ;��� ��2�����$ )���2 ���4�� .OQ�� �॥२H॥ (RV. 1-116-25) 

20
 '�sx�s ���ऽ�� 9�2"��ऽ �i�2��� �&$�� �। 

 j�ि"�O� ��� �a� ; ��2 ���4�� � ��6�॥११॥ (RV. 1-50-11) 
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21
 9>� �T� '� S )?�.^2�>"� I�^$������^�। 

    9>�: �$ ;�� S )?�.^���)� 5G b$R � S )?�.� �॥8॥ (RV. 10-137-6) 

    9>�: >G4^�� S )�?�.� $�� �� ���)����। {"5 � ��  �a�� ��6)॥२१॥ (RV. 1-23-21) 

22
 �ऽ �S?.� >GJ )� P$� �� �4� ;�G����. �2<$ ;$ )&�������"W<$ ;$ )& ) S�#2�&)ँ �� $ )&" ��<$ ;4" 

&��/���@�A�DA�"�����ू���Li">$������&>�2म��� �5M�� ू�� ���5M� ��� �?" �����">�&ँ��)॥२१॥  (CS. 

Sū, 30. 21) 

23
 �" �O� �2�.���<� $^��:��� @A�$i��। 

    5�t )���  � ��6� �� �� � ���6���x���॥१॥ 

� �>�4 ;�� �$�� ) �O�2� .���� ����$�����2�। 

:�P �2 ��S ौ ��[� ���R �$����Y �� ���6��� �॥२॥ 

I�X��" &)�$��&���G�^��������" �&��$। 

�ऽ���G���� �� ��4� & )�$�� 5�t��$��॥३॥ 

���2 �2���^� ��2��2��\2�2��@o�� �&��$। 

�ऽ���G���� > �¢� & )�$�� 5�t��$��॥४॥ 

���2 �2�����: >£"� 9��x�2�ऽ��4 ��2�2�����। 

��$"� ��2 �2���^ �2������S�: 5�t� ���2�$��� �॥H॥ 

���� �¤ 5� t� �a�� ? �� ��� $��� �� ��¥�� �। 

�� �� � ) IO�&� 5G� �:॥8॥ 

&)�$ )w"� I�:� .���"�W��� �"������� ���� �����। 

� ू��4��� ¦������ �§�? ) � ) I�U P �G�c॥l॥ 

'&�¨ .���" ����$���: � ू��(�� �^ ��� )� .��� �। 

�ऽ� 5�t��� ������ �i������ �$ S )��.2)॥n॥ 

'�i��" ���� 5�t��i��" ���� � ) �>���। 

�d��� ��  �$� ���6�� �� �� �� ��2 �� � 5G� �:॥8॥ 

6^�?� ;����� ��>��]�����"���"�३ 2>�:। 

5�t��M$�� ��¥� 2 �$� ���� $G् ���� �॥१०॥ (AV. 5. 4 1-10) 
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24
 �$�s� 6� 2�� �>��2�� >�. ;��� Sa�2�:���� �। 

�$�s" ��� ���2�� ���2�� > G�<�$ª Sa�2�$> ;�� �॥१॥ 

{��5� >�2�  4" ����ँ���� � ����� 5G �:। 

$^�c�$ ;2^��"W2���^�2>� T)?����� 5G� �:॥२॥ 

$G�� �ि�$�� >�2?/.���� I�� �«��2� 6� 2� I��¬G�S �� �। 

6�� ��Us��$� �&�s ����d॥३॥ 

�<�� s�� �� >G�<�$ª ���R��t���� � ).��� �। 

�$� 2"O�� ��®��$� ���R���t� �� � ���  �� �॥४॥ (AV. 1. 2 1-4) 

25
 ¯6��4�� [� S )?�.����� �� )�?� 9 2�S���)। 

��ब)  ���ॐ�$^��� �$�U� ²?: ) [�॥१॥ 

��]��.��� 6><���$��ª� �������� > �����2�� �। 

�$� ;�: ���³"?�:^�2 ��" ��: >�2����&���॥२॥ 

�� 6�6�>� 6>�� )�� ��:� �a2���&�: )। 

�� 2���� �2�4�� .�����2 �S ) �"�5��i ��  ��॥३॥ 

��� � )� ��ब� 2��� ) >�ऽ )�  ��� ��ब��´AA"���� )। 

9�� ) ����� ) 5G �]�� ��� ��ब����� 5G ]�5G �"� .��॥४॥ 

&���µ�� &�.´�$]�� 2d"� I�¶��2��·�:। 

��4� ;ॅ ^�: �$�� ��$� ;���� I�Ux��6�����॥H॥ 

§�������2� �G�g����2��O"�����>�]���� �। 

I>����O ;�  [��� $��� �$�� �&>� �G¹�)॥8॥ 

�Gg�����2� d��:����2�<"� Id>2�.��� �। 

I>����O ;�  [��� $��� �$�� �&>� �G¹�)॥l॥ 

I� >�����O ; ²?�:^���� �$������ )5�  �T�6^। 

� )�� � ) �G¹� 9�0����<� [��O�&L�2॥n॥ (AV. 4.17 1-8) 

26
  �� @�ॅ$"� ��L� 6 �ब� 2"���4^��� >G����। 

I���º^� 5G �g� ²?�:^�: �$�� I�»�$�&����॥१॥ 
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ऽ���R������ > ��� ? �� �¼��8$ )�?����&�:�। 

������ s��¢��� >G��<�$^ ����� ��� ��ि" �aA� $^��:�� @�Sa$�॥२॥ 

9>"� Iम �&�¦� ²?�:��। 

���)� �½¾��� )�����D��&D�&�^�6� �॥३॥ 

�ू�G4��^ ���h�^�2)5� 6 �D�� ू����^2"?�:^�2� $�&���। 

I�6 �� ��^ �: 5��2c�^��� ; �$6����� ¿����� � ) $^��:"� $ PX&)�$^��म�� > ���?�.^$��^� ॥४॥ 

�T�: ��� : ������ $^��� ��� $^� @A�� �। 

� )� )����U�sd���� ��� ? � > �À��?:^�2<"� 5G 4"�� S )?�.� �॥H॥ 

.^�$�A�� �����2 �?�� .^ �$�R^�"?�:^���� �। 

I���o��^� ��x��Rª > ��¢�� �: ����^���� K�$ )�WU� I��2 �J����� )॥8॥ (AV. 8.7 1-6) 

27
 ���2 �4�� 2: �_&"W�:� 6^�? ;�4� S )?�.� �। 

� ि)��ऽ��� �$�?�4��� �$?a��^����^�6� �॥१॥ 

I� �� [� ��2 �4" $G?�� >��dL� � ��S�2ब�^� �। 

�$?��4 )�  �$ _� O ��¢��� �&�� �)�ऽ��� j��&॥२॥ 

I� &" �&�$�2"��� )� �� ��¢d��$ »��&�। 

� )��� � )� �$� d)�ऽ���D)�w" ��6�����॥३॥ 

I��a � ) �&��$ � �SO )� �$��G��� ���� ��2�5) । 

�$ �d� �ऽ���� � �À���:��� >�6�� �i��� �॥४॥ 

9>� �T� '�  S )?�.^2�>"� I�^$������^�। 

9>"� �$X�� S )?�.^��u�� � �ÀR � d)�ऽ���� �॥H॥ 

�&��� �� )� �ब���������� d)�ऽ��� [�� ¦���6)। 

$ )&���� ��� S )?�.� d)��ऽ��� ���6����� [� �॥8॥ 

I� >�$��� ) �d�ऽ�4��>$��� '�?���� ���। 

I>��UM$� �Sa ;���>� d)�ऽ��� ��»� �॥l॥ (AV. 3.7 1-7) 

28
  &"�?" O��� @G��ि��� s ���\)���। 

9<�$ ;4 ����� &)�$� ���$���2�� �॥१॥  
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�� �� J���� �" I�R� ��o� � �a�� ��। 

��]�� � �$�����ि"�:$��� � ��6 )$�� �॥२॥ 

� :�� ��� & )�$� ���$��� ����$?&��G������ Sa�2�। 

'�S ) � ��J���^ � ��O���$ )॥३॥ (AV. 6. 53 1-3) 

29
 �^ �"� & )�$^2 ��SJ��� Áू�>"� S$R � >"��� )�।  

    6� �"2 ��S ॐ�$R � ��॥१॥ 

    Á �ूÂ � � )�  �"�"� Áूॄ$^&�R�$ ;X���� S )?�.�। 

    Á �ू�v�  �� �$�X6��S �$� �॥२॥ 

    Áू�>�: >G4^�� S )�?�.� $�� <� ���)�३ ���। 

    {"Ä� �a�� ��6)॥३॥ 

    6� �� Áू�>"� :�����३: 6� �� �Å�a�Æ��:। 

    6� ��: �����ऽ��� Áू�>�: 6� ��  ��� 5� �Ç Áू�SG����। 

    �6� $� ��: �R �� $��? ;5^�॥४॥ (AV. 1. 6 1-4) 

30
 Banerji Sures Chandra, A Companion to Sanskrit Literature (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1989), p. 166-167. 

31
 Filliozat Jean, La Doctrine Classique de La Médecine Indienne (Paris: École Française D’ Extreme-Orient, 1975), 

p. 12. 

32
 Caraka Saṁhitā of Caraka, 1st vol. Trans. Sharma P.V., Chaukhambha Orientalia, Varanasi, 2005, p. ix. 

33
 Ibid. 

34
 Suśruta Saṁhitā of Suśruta, 1st vol. Trans. Sharma P.V., Chaukhambha Visvabharati, Varanasi, 2004, p. 1. 

35
 Banerji Sures Chandra, A Companion to Sanskrit Literature (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1989), p. 337. 

36
 Suśruta, p. 4 

37
 Ibid. 

38
 ॄÈ� UG[�WW� �?" $ )&� ू.�>���.म�� �। 

   �"W�X�� �� ��ॐ�3� �"W�ऽ> �ऽ��&5����^� �॥३॥ 

   � )W�v$)6��&5���) � � >G<5 � ����4 � )��2)। (AHr. Sū, 1. 2-3) 

   �&� ;�^�$����»Ê2T�. '>�O�� �। �d� �म�>� @ �Ë� 62b���2)X2� �॥३॥ 

   ॄÈ4� �� �<�ू"#��� �$%&� ू.�>���।.म�� ����A)��&�$�X�� � � > �����॥४॥ 
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   I�Xw�� SO$�Ìब� ू��> )& ) � 5) $A� �।��?ू"#" S2T�.�U�»ब��>�O�� �॥H॥ (CS. Sū, 1. 3-5) 

   �� �Í�� �$%&� ���">�D�<$;$ )&��� ���s P$ ू.�� Î"56���ॐ�Ï����ॐ� � 5G �$�� � /�Ça� ��"WÐ�� �Ñ>Ð�):u�  

��A"Ò �24�� Sa�"WJ:� ू4^�$�� �॥8॥ (SS. Sū, 1. 6) 

   ॄÈ� ू"$�� ��� ू.�>��2�:.O) �U�&�X�� I�Xw���d� �d�&�� ��� �/� ू&)���< ;w� ू.�����)�"�॥२०॥ (SS. Sū, 

1. 20) 

39
 I< � Pऽ^>2� > �b���� �$%&�  > ��$ ;� ��। �6_)w" &i$�� � ?Ó� �$ ;Sa��� �5Ô��॥३०॥ 

    9�v$)6L S )A(c)L .�a54 ;� >2�62�। ��2^�� 3�2>��4L .OGK���� )$ ;��॥३१॥  (CS. Sū, 1. 30-31) 

40
 $ �\)�$ ;6)?�ऽ��"x">&)6�R2� � �� )�।��� 5�� ; ू<���v$)6" ��"WS$� �॥३२॥  (CS. Sū, 1. 32) 

41
 I�� �� :�R�22��&&)$" .2��.��G] ��2"W�2�4�� �॥ 6E�D�DP2>2P�> )�� ू�Ö�"W�U O�� Sa� ��">&)J�� �॥२१॥ (SS. Sū, 1. 

21) 

42
 I< �× SO$R��2$2�G�?O4>�2$G���ौ�0� 5��62�.� �&$"&��� 

:�R�2��>: )�$$ P�24�2ॅ>�¥A�$�52$^� ;O"> �22�3�� �ौ ��ूSG�� '� ��॥३॥ (SS. Sū, 1. 3) 
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 �"W�X�� �� ��ॐ�3� �"W�ऽ> �ऽ��&5����^� �॥३॥ � )W�v$)6��&5���) � � >G<5 � ����4 � )��2)। (AHr. Sū, 1. 3) 
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 �L P? > ��?" .��� /)&.�) � �2? ;S। 

   Ø2�� ��� P? :� ;Ù A"5) ? � ू���2_��॥n8॥ (BP. 39. 86) 

45
 I$�Æ � �<� S�O� �<"#�  �"��� S$� 

Ø2� � �$ ;:� ;Ù" @K:� ¦S.i&�॥११२॥ 

6�¬<� �$ ;Sa����� �4 �C�< $ P �T.��  

�6���S��>" ��O���� >$ ;����� �6A�.� �॥११३॥ 

I>�� � � �^�A5�� �$s��x�|5" S �.O )? � � 

�"25� ��2S )���a�2� >G�<$^�A)॥११४॥ 

6 �����> � :� ;Ù� ��Jू]$2":�� � 

2Ú�O��<�X���� �6�"Ûि)&L @��Y4�� �॥११H॥ 

� )ऽ2�O� 5"�5A���� T)?� ू"#" ������� � 

.������> S )&L �$%?����� �� ौ ��� �॥११8॥ 
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6�5�����> �$%?�� ���Ü5� ू"(�) Ø2� 

6�Ý ;A)�< $ P �$ू�� ौ�" Ø2 ��"(�)॥११l॥ 

��� �? )? � � �$ ;Ù� Ø2" ��� P? 5^�� ;�� 

�24) .��� �<� �Ï) ���> ��$)�6��॥११q॥ (BP. 40. 112-119) 

46
 ��ू�4� �$ ;Sa����� >À:� �Ss�) �G? �। 

�Þ:�� �O�" A"5�� ®^�:�2 ���2 �॥२n॥ 

���K2�v5�� ;2� �$ ;ू S$�^X2� �। �Þ/2O�"�L ��]D^�S ;�&^� ;� )॥२q॥ 

�� $&¬�i�� Sa�� �� $&¬�62^�24� �।���K2�5�6O�� 6^यO�6ß�"�O�� �॥३०॥ 

� $�� �� �$ ;Sa��� ��àa�� /)� � ).��। $$ Pम¦<�� � & P]�� � ू��A"����"�&�॥३१। (MP. 174. 28-31) 

47
 As an example, the pungent group: 

�>áA^ �>áA^�aA�¦��ऽ5��O2� �। 

5�@ )25�  ��2�5�  �6म �Sâ���@ ;>��॥8२॥ 

5�t�.�"&��5�4�^��D��aA5:��5� �। 

5�2$^5� �À5� ��{� � �� ��� 5�A���A5�॥8३॥ 

}�4�5"<A6�� � Sa�G4�� � �2�R<�। 

5��0� � $�0� � ��2��A� ����6A�॥8४॥ 

I�G�� � �&R^ � 2"��?� 5�ãä�R<�। 

.�� 2bc5�bc^2� �â5^���5� �<�॥8H॥ 

�$;�>i��� �aऽ��4 ू��"��2�5��� �।  

}A��� � P$ �� �<� �aå PA� ��D�>�â5�॥88॥ 

$��&^�� ������ O4� 5æ�5���Ù��।  

2�.� ��À� ���ç �O% ू�è )� �G>"i�॥8l॥ (MP. 217. 62-67) 

48
 6�AP��APL5�4 ;5�2P��6��AP�।  

�म": PL�<�X�P� �62^? P� �6�6>�ि�� P�॥३॥ 

�����hP�<� ��hP�� ;O �;bc^�S�;�2ि�� P�। 

&)$&�����$G3 P�<� 5�A)�5ि�� P�॥४॥ 
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>é5PL�� P�@ ;Í P� 5�>�P� 2#$�� P�। 

$���ॆ��2J5�3"æP2ß5PL �<�. �;� P�॥H॥ 

���54ë� � ���� P� 5"�$&�2P� � �> ��¢� P�।  

ू��^���A5PL��> :�5P � ��2�æ5P �॥8॥ 

�.a;2P�� ;�25)APL �ू��Í�ॆ��5)D �& P�।  

�R ���AP: ;$ PS ;¦ P� 5�ँ�^2^>�4�S�<�॥l॥ 

.��^}AP� >aO}AP� 5ìAPA�$A^}AP�।  

���2P� 5"�$&�2PL �5� 6 �5P � 5�� ����6 �5P �॥n॥ 

�$�� P� 6��>4� ;� P$%�� P2h �$ )�� P�। 

2#���2D��2DP��YD ��S� ��ू�D�S ॥q॥ 

2#�6"5P�<�6"5P2�5âP2�$��25P �।  

� ��5�� P�<� 5�� P2�æ�?>�?5P�॥१०॥ (MP. 118. 1-10) 

49
  OO ; '$��। 

I5�Aू�$� ��� ;� 5�A��^�ू.��<�। �$5G �ू�$�L P$ � �í���ू �$��<�॥१॥ 

I��� �?� �� �bc��L ����¦����<�। 

�^��D� I��5�D�L .��R) ��& $� �®��॥२॥ 

>6$�>�34L P$ �< P$ � �2^�G>��।�$��6R� &)6� 5�A� � �$���&Y6)�॥३॥  

�$$��� )i�xG>��� /2�F�� � �®�L >a{�L ��" �T. )d��। 

5�)»5P ॄ� ;È4�> ;4À A"5)  ��� 6��R� �> P�� >�>� �॥४॥ (MP. 235 1-4) 

50
  �î '$��। 

�$Í�æ5^ �$3�2� >�æA�$��ï5"?4��।  

ौ^>4´ 6â5^� �#"��Ü�<� ू"34�>2� �॥२॥ 

��$?� ू"�3�� � )� �s" S$�� ���$ ;?� �।  

�$� Po$>��^�$®6·���"&5� �॥३॥ 

5$��S24� ðऽ� @�A¦.�$)ँ ���� �।  

6)×� >�ñA����$?� �6म ��a$� ; > ��� ;$�॥४॥ 
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��D�$G?�aAÀ 5�>�$G?6"�4�� �।  

���&R6ñRT� � ू"34� �$?��6�� �॥H॥ (MP. 218. 2-5) 

51
 In the appendix C, there is a list with the contents of each sthāna. 

52
 Cited by Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya of Vāgbhaṭa, a Compendium of the Ayurvedic System with Sarvāṇgasundarī of 

Aruṇadatta and Āyurvedarasāyana of Hemādri, edited Kuṇṭe Aṇṇā Moreśvar, Kṛṣṇaśāstrī Navare and Parāḍkara 
Hariśāstrī, Chaukhamba Surbharati Prakashan, Varanasi, s.d., p. 1. 

53
 Rao B. Rama, “Vāgbhaṭa” in History of Medicine in India, ed. P.V. Sharma, p. 205 (New Delhi: Indian National 

Science Academy, 1992). 

54
 IJ�D$ Ps5��"&�:�£� )� �"WJ�D�ò�����G�2��62�Þ�। 

   �U�&Ð}A�Ð�� �s����� �ू]< ;� )���&�� >G<O )$ �®� �॥n०॥ (AHr. Utt, 40. 80) 

55
 ��ñ� � �ò�@":6#� /w�5�� ; �S?Oू5ó�। 

   95Ô�]��$6�A��5G ���S�"O�� � ��& �x ��ऽ� �॥n३॥ (AHr. Utt, 40. 83) 

56
 �S?í$2" $�ôæ �]Sa�) �>����" ���:2"W�U ��। 

   � ��"S$i� � ����O �Þ���Æ�� ��o �? � Aõ.��॥२०३॥ (AS. Utt, 50. 203) 

57
 ���:OQ O �2"2$A"�5��� � O ���2�  �>� �� ू��<�� ���। 

   � �@KS )?.6�ॐ�$A"���� � � ��$���"WD�$S�O�$��4 ;��॥२०४॥ (AS. Utt, 50. 204) 

58
 Aṣṭāñgahṛdaya of Vāgbhaṭa., 1st vol, trans. Murthy Srikantha, Satguru Publications, Varanasi, 1999, p. XII. 

59
 Ibid. 

60
 Rao B. Rama, “Vāgbhaṭa” in History of Medicine in India, ed. P.V. Sharma, p. 205 (New Delhi: Indian National 

Science Academy, 1992). 

61
 Aṣṭāñgahṛdaya of Vāgbhaṭa, 1st vol, trans. Murthy Srikantha, p. IX. 

62
 Aṣṭāñgahṛdaya of Vāgbhaṭa, 1st vol, trans. Murthy Srikantha, p. XX. 

63
 2�O��&2"O�� � ����� �?#��6)?5��ू�G���6)?�� �। 

   öM�Ò�"��2��&��:�� �"W>a$ ;$ Ps�� ��"W�� �UP॥ १॥ (AHr. Sū, 1. 1) 

64
 Valiathan M.S, The legacy of Vāgbhaṭa. (Hyderabad: Universities Press (India) Private Limited, 2009), p. V 

65
 ÷9��2�� 9� �2�� �$ ;�� ू��t��� :��� [�� &��� � �$���� [�� &��� � ॄÈ$� ;�� S$)��। 

    ॄÈ� @G�����$ ;g �� �"�� �a� ;�<�W�X��। 
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    SO"W< ��ऽ�$�4� $^2� &&� � � ) � ��� �॥३३॥ (AHr. Śā, 1. 33) 

66
 ॄÈ&3��X�ि)dSa�d�5� ;��A��A��। 

   �?�� ��?�:म��� Sa��ø�L >�R � $�॥१8॥ 

   2������$?´4���2�4���$��G�� �। 

   � �: )$"i���O���� S P?{��&��� � )॥१l॥ (AHr. Sū, 18. 16-17) 

67
 ¯X2� T�&6S �.� ��<���� ;$A"�5�� �। 

   �$ ;¦������5M�� � .>� � �$ ;म��� � .� )� �॥H०॥ 

   �<"��&��>U�2���� $� ��i�$ù$� �।  

   ����$s�� � ���a2ª 6 ���� �� ौ�$� )M&�॥H१॥ 

   Sa� )6� >a.� )� � 0�4 �� ू�<�ú��L �û4� �। 

   .>� � ��\��L ��®�� � �$� ;�>"���॥H२॥ (AHr. Utt, 5. 50-52) 

68 In the appendix B, there is a list of commentators on Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya. 

69
 Aṣṭāñgahṛdaya of Vāgbhaṭa., 1st vol, trans. Murthy Srikantha, XXII-XXV. 

70
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2. Sāṁkhya 

2.1. Antecedents 

Sāṁkhya is an India's oldest philosophical systems along with other 

philosophical disciplines called śaḍ darśanas. The founder of the system have 

been the wise Kapila, as noted Radhakrishnan1, one can found its seeds in 

ÚÚÚÚgveda, some Upaniṣads (Śvetāśvatara, Kaṭha, Praśna and Maitrāyaṇī), the 

Mahābhārata (anugītā), the book of Manu, the Purāṇas, Vedānta books and in 

ayurvedic saṁhitās like Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya, Caraka Saṁhitā and Suśruta Saṁhitā. 

The term "Sāṁkhya" seems to be derived from the root khyā together with 

the prefix sam meaning “numeration”, “calculation”, "reckoning”, “summing 

up”, etc. as stated Larson2. As an adjective, the term refers to any set or group 

listed and can presumably be used in any investigation in which the enumeration 

or calculation has an important role, like in mathematics, grammar, medicine, 

etc. As a masculine noun, the term refers to any who calculates, enumerates or 

discriminate properly or correctly. As a neuter noun, the term refers to a specific 

system of dualist philosophy which uses a method of enumerating the contents 

of experience and the world for the purpose of achieving the radical liberation 

(mokṣa, kaivalya) from frustration and rebirth, as noted by Larson and 

Bhattacharya3. 

The first mention of the Sāṁkhya is in Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad
4, although 

the most important elements of the system are found in earlier Upaniṣads. One 

can easily find central principles such as knowledge as the way to achieve 

mokṣa (salvation) and puruṣa (soul) be the pure subject and also the concepts of 

rebirth and dissatisfaction about the world, in Upaniṣads. 

The concept of vyakta (manifested) and avyakta (unmanifested) in 

Sāṁkhya, can be found in Kaṭha Upaniṣad
5. The avyakta remains at the top of a 

series of developments in matter plan, from which manifests the great soul 
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(mahān-ātmā), intellect, mind, objects and senses. The egoity (ahaṁkāra) is not 

mentioned and the supreme spirit is admitted. The classification of mental 

functions appears to have been suggested in Praśna Upaniṣad
6, regarding to 

sleep, dreams, etc. 

The Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad contains Sāṁkhya elements like the three 

guṇas7, pradhāna
8, māyā9, brahman

10 and puruṣa11 and the Maitrāyaṇī 

Upaniṣad
12

 refers to tanmātras (subtle elements), the three guṇas (quality, 

property) and the distinction between spirit and nature, elaborated by Sāṁkhya.  

In the Mahābhārata, we found a movement of thought similar to 

Sāṁkhya. In the 50th section of book 14, the Anugītā of Mahābhārata explains 

the distinction of puruṣa and prakṛti. Puruṣa is the subject of knowledge, and is 

formed the set of the twenty-five principles against the other twenty-four 

principles of nature. There is recognition of the fundamental distinction between 

spirit and nature. The plurality of spirits is empirical. The souls are many. 

Although Manu in his book does not mention Sāṁkhya by name, the 

concepts relating to the creation given in the first chapter, the acceptance of the 

three sources of knowledge, the detailed description of the three guṇas show the 

influence of Sāṁkhya. 

The contribution of Sāṁkhya given by Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya, Caraka and 

Suśruta within Āyurveda probably represents a previous school. The Purāṇas 

and later Vedānta books use the theories Sāṁkhya. 

According to Larson and Bhattacharya13 and Dasgupta14, the texts of the 

Sāṁkhya’s antecedents are listed in the following table: 
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Treatise Probable Date 

ÚÚÚÚgveda 4000 B.C - 1500 B.C 

Kaṭha Upaniṣad 

700-600 B.C 
Maitrāyaṇī Upaniṣad 

Śvetāśvatara Upaniṣad 

Praśna Upaniṣad 

Mahābhārata 

200 B.C – 200 A.D Anugītā 

Bhagavadgītā 
Caraka Saṁhitā 78 A.D 

Manu 100 A.D 
Suśruta Saṁhitā 200 A.D 

Purāṇas 300 A.D and later 
Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya 600 A.D 

Table 2 – The treatises and dates 

 

2.2.  Literature 

According to the bhāṣya of Gauḍapāda (SK 1), Kapila is one of the seven 

great sages (along with Sanaka, Sananda, Sanātana, Āsuri, Voḍhu and 

Pañcaśikha).  As noted, he is the responsible for the trend of thought Sāṁkhya. 

As Radahkrishnan15, there is no certainty to the composition of 

Sāmkhyapravacana Sūtra and Tattvasamāsa, generally granted to him.  

Iśvarakṛṣṇa in its Kārikā, describes himself as belonging to the succession 

of disciples of Kapila through Āsuri and Pañcaśikha. Probably, Āsuri lived 

before 600 B.C. The date of Pañcaśikha can be pointed to the first century of our 

era. Pañcaśikha systematized the theory of the three guṇas and said puruṣa as 

atomic in size.  

The Sāṁkhya Kārikā of Īśvarakṛṣṇa is the oldest book and most popular. 

It is supposed to be a work of the third century of our era. It is a philosophical 

poem, laying out the contours of the Sāṁkhya system in a relaxed and artful 

manner, presenting its content in serious and elegant verses that flow easily. Its 
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verses have been remarkably influential both as a summary of the Sāṁkhya 

position and as a symptom of Sāṁkhya contribution to India’s philosophical and 

cultural heritage16. 

Gauḍapāda and Rājā wrote a commentary on Kārikā and Vācaspati Miśra 

made the same, with his book called Sāmkhyatattvakaumadī (9th century). 

Nārāyaṇa wrote Sāmkhyacandrikā, a commentary on the book of Gauḍapāda. 

The Sāmkhyasūtras that have been commented by Vijñānabhikṣu in 

Pravacanabhāṣya (16th century) seems to be the work of an unknown author 

after the ninth century. Aniruddha (15th century) was the first to write a 

commentary of Sāmkhyasūtras. Vijñānabhikṣu also wrote another work on 

Sāṁkhya called Sāṁkhyasāra. Another short work is Tattvasamāsa which is 

dated, probably, to the 14th century. Later, two other works of Sāṁkhya are 

elaborated, Sāṁkhyatattvayāthārthyadīpana of Bhāvaganeśa and 

Sāṁkhyatattvavivecana of Simānanda. The Yoga Sūtra of Patañjali (subsequent 

to 147 B.C) has been reviewed by Vyāsa (400 A.D) and this by Vācaspati Miśra 

in the book called Tattvavaiśāradī (9th century), with two main commentaries: 

Bojavṛtti by Boja (10th century) and Yogavārttika by Vijñānabhikṣu (16th 

century). 

 

2.3. Principles 

According to SK17, the creation is brought about the union of the prakṛti 

(nature) and puruṣa (soul). From the prakṛti (nature) proceeds the mahat 

(intellect), thence ahaṁkāra (ego), thence the group of twenty one and from five 

out of this group of twenty one, the five gross elements18. The group of twenty 

one is constituted by the eleven sensory motor organs – the five organs of sense, 

viz., śrotra (ear), tvac (skin), cakṣus (eyes), rasana (tongue) and ghrāṇa (nose), 

the five organs of motor action, viz., vāc (mouth), pāṇi (hands), pāda (legs), 

pāyu (anus) and the upastḥa (genitals organs)19 and the eleventh mind having 

the characteristics of both (organs of sense and action). These are born by 
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combination of sattva (light) and rajas (energy). Then, the pañcamahābhūtas 

(five gross elements) are born by combination of rajas and tamas (inertia): 

ākāśa (ether), vāyu (air), tejas (fire), ap (water) and pṛthivī (earth). Thus, from 

the five gross elements are born, the subtle elements are born. They are called as 

pañcatanmātras, the particles (atomic level) of pañcamahābhūtas which may 

result in śabda (sound), sparśa (contact), rūpa (form), rasa (taste) and gandha 

(smell). 

Ahaṁkāra (ego) is self-consciousness. Two kinds of creations proceed 

from it, viz., the group of eleven and the five subtle elements20. From the vaikṛta 

ego, proceeds the group of eleven, characterized by sattva. From the bhūtādi ego 

proceeds the group of subtle elements which is tāmasa. From the taijasa ego 

proceed both21. The mind is of the nature of both (organs of sense and action)22. 

The function of five (organs of sense) with respect to sound and the rest is bare 

awareness while the functions of the other five (organs of action) are speech, 

taking, walking, excretion and pleasure23. 

To a better explanation, the following diagram was prepared: 
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Chart 1 – The principles of Sāṁkhya philosophy 

karmendriyas (motor organs) 

pāṇi (hands) 

pāda (legs) 

vāc (mouth) 

upastḥa (genitals organs) 

pāyu (excreting organs) 

 

prakṛti (nature) + puruṣa (soul) 

mahat (intelligence) 

ahaṁkāra (ego) 

sattva (light) rajas (energy) tamas (inertia) 

buddhīndriyas (sensory 
organs)  

cakṣus (eyes) 

śrotra (ear) 

tvac (skin) 

ghrāṇa (nose) 

rasana (tongue) 

 pañcamahābhūtas (five gross 
elements) 

pṛthivī (earth) 

ap (water) 

tejas (fire) 

vāyu (air) 

ākāśa (ether) 

manas (mind) 

Pañcatanmātras (five subtle 
elements) 
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2.4. Sāṁkhya in Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya 

Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya, written by ācārya Vāgbhaṭa, is one the ayurvedic basic 

treatises. It is part of bṛhat-trayī (big trio) and it designed in poetrical way. It 

occupies a special place as for as sanskrit literature is concern because it is 

related to health but written in poetical way, gramatically perfect, following 

different cchandas and vṛttas. The way it is arranged, it AHr can be a good 

example of literature so follows different philosophical concepts, the śaḍ 

darśanas. AHr has one more speciality, i.e Vāgbhaṭa used minimum words with 

great or maximum meaning. To continue this speciality, Vāgbhaṭa in AHr, 

discusses more the application of philosophy or applied philosophy than just the 

discussion of philosophy. 

The Sāṁkhya is present with the following doctrines: 

- vyakta-avyakta
24 

- prakṛti25 

- dravya-mahābhūtas26 

- triguṇa - tridoṣa27 

- prāṇavāyu
28 

- examination meters specially analogy, logic, etc29 

- means of right cognition30 

- bodily misery and the doṣas31 

- embriology32 

- satkāryavāda
33   

In AHr, the principle of avyakta (unmanifest) and vyakta (manifest) is 

used in the following verse34: 

Some others (authorities) consider uṣṇa (hot) and śīta (cold) only the two 

(guṇas) as vīryās, because even thought, substances are of many kinds and 
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qualities, only agni (tejas) and soma (ap) are very strong (powerful) just as 

vyakta (manifest) and avyakta (unmanifest) are for this universe and these 

cannot be surpassed (vanquished).  

The similarity of vyakta and avyakta and the universe in this verse also 

points to another doctrine of the Sāṁkhya philosophy, which states in the very 

beginning (before the evolution of the universe) there existed only principle and 

it was avyakta (unmanifest). From this were evolved many principles which 

became vyakta (manifest in from). So it is categorically said that avyakta 

(unmanifest) and vyakta (manifest, evolutes forming all the different substances) 

are the two important principles which cannot be surpassed. 

Kārikā35 mentions that it is composed of the triguṇas (sattva, rajas and 

tamas) and AHr agrees stating that all the things of the universe cannot exist 

apart from them36. They are primary or natural qualities which responsible for 

creation of all the substances of the world and said to be present in every one of 

them and concerned with intelligence stuff. Sattva is considered to be light and 

bright, rajas is exciting and mobile and tamas is only heavy and enveloping37.  

In Kārikā38, the basic principles or tattvas of Sāṁkhya are established in 

conjunction with their inter-relationships. The prakṛti or mūlaprakṛti (primordial 

materiality), when in proximity with puruṣa (soul), it suffers transformations 

and from this transformation appears buddhi or mahat (intellect). Of this, and as 

the change or transformation continues, emerge or appears ahaṁkāra (egoity). 

However, from ahaṁkāra, the "group of twenty one" emerges. This group 

includes manas, the five senses capacities (buddhīndriyas), the five action 

capacities (karmendriyas) and the five gross elements (mahābhūtas)39. Finally, 

from this last set of five, emerge the five tanmātras or subtle elements. 

AHr doesn´t explain this process. However, emphasizes the concept of 

nature of human constitution, the prakṛti stating seven kinds40 depending on the 
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doṣa, originated from the five bhūtas (ākāśa, vāyu, tejas, ap, pṛthivī). The body 

and mind of the person with the predominance of vāta has properties like all 

pervading, quick acting, strong, tendency to aggravate others (doṣas, dhātus and 

malas, etc.), acting independently and are unsteady in respect of courage, 

memory, thinking, and others41. The person with predominance of pitta have 

very keen thirst and hunger, are brown pinkish reddish color of the skin and 

warm in the body, brave and proud and so on42. Finally, the person with 

predominance of kapha is mild in nature, possesses deep seated, unctuous and 

well-covered joints and muscles, is not much troubled by hunger, thirst, 

unhappiness, etc43. 

Like Sāṁkhya
44, AHr mentions that bhūtas has qualities: śabda (sound), 

sparśa (touch), rūpa (vision), rasa (taste) and gandha (smell) are the qualities of 

kha (ākāśa), anila (vāyu), agni (tejas), aṁbu (ap) and bhū (pṛthivī) 

respectively45. And there is a closed bhūta-body relation. Thus, from ākāśa 

bhūta, the orifices like tubes, channels and pores, the ears, the sound (voice, 

sound of the heart, lungs, intestines, etc.) and empty spaces are produced. From 

vāyubhūta, the touch, the skin and movements like respiration are produced. 

From agni bhūta, the eyes, vision, body temperature and digestion are produced. 

From ap bhūta, the tongue, taste, fluids and moisture are produced. Finally, 

from pṛthivī bhūta, the nose, the smell, the bones and structure of body46 are 

produced. A resume is in the following table: 
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Bhūta sparśana (sense organs)47 tanmātras 

ākāśa ears sound (śabda) 

vāyu skin touch (sparśa) 

agni eyes vision (rūpa) 

ap tongue taste (rasa) 

pṛthivī nose smell (gandha) 

Table 3 – Bhūta, sparśana and tanmātras relationship 

Each dravya (substance) is pañcabhautika (composed of five elements). It 

has kṣmā (pṛthivī bhūta) as its substratum and takes origin from aṁbu (ap 

bhūta), agni (tejas bhūta), pavana (vāyu bhūta) and nabhas (ākāśa bhūta) with 

their inseparable combination for its formation and specificity. Its identification 

or designation is by predominance of the bhūta present in it48.  

It envisages the pañcabhūta doctrine of the Sāṁkhya, which has been 

adopted by Āyurveda. The pañcabhūtas are the five primary elements viz. 

pṛthivī (earth), ap (water), tejas (fire), vāyu (air), ākāśa (space) which are 

sūkṣma (minute, subtle); each one has guṇas (qualities) – one viśiṣṭa (special) 

and others sāmānya (general); even these general qualities also being somewhat 

specific. Gandha (smell) is the viśiṣṭa guṇa (special quality) of pṛthivī bhūta 

(earth element), while guru (heaviness), khara (roughness), kaṭhina (hardness), 

etc. are its other guṇas (qualities); rasa (taste), rūpa (vision, appearance), sparśa 

(touch) and śabda (sound) are the specific qualities of the others four bhūtas 

respectively in addition to many other qualities. 

These bhūtas (elements) do not remain separate in their sūkṣma (minute) 

form but soon combine together in an inseparable combination (samavāya), 

become sthūla (gross) and give rise to the formation of all the substances of this 
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universe. Hence the entire universe is pañcabhautika (composed of five 

elements). The proportion/quantity of each bhūta in this combination varies and 

hence the existence of myriads of substances in this universe, each one different 

from the other. With this variation in the quantity of the five bhūtas (elements), 

whichever the one that is predominance/preponderant in any substance bestows 

its name to that substance. So, if pṛthivībhūta is more than the other four in a 

certain combination, then the substance that gets formed is called pārthiva; if 

apbhūta is more the resulting substance is known as āpya; if tejasbhūta is more 

it will be āgneya; if vāyubhūta is more it will be vāyavīya and finally, if 

ākāśabhūta is more, it will be nābhasa. All the substances are classified in the 

five kinds above. Each combination has properties, predominance in certain 

tanmātras and the functions that are described in the following table: 
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Composition of 
bhautika 

predominance 
Properties 

Predominance 
in tanmātras 

Function 

1. pārthiva
49 guru (heaviness), 

sthūla (bulky) and 
sthira (stable) 

gandha 
(smell) 

Heaviness, 
stability, 
compactness 
and growth 

2. āpya
50 drava (liquidity), 

śīta (cold), guru 
(heaviness),  
snigdha 
(unctuousness, 
moisture, oiliness), 
manda (slow), 
sāndra (viscous, 
dense) 

rasa (taste) Lubrification, 
secretion, kleda 
(keeping wet), 
satiation and 
cohesion 

3. āgneya
51 rukṣa (dry), tīkṣṇa 

(penetrating, sharp), 
uṣṇa (hot),  viśada 
(non slimy), sūkṣma 
(minute)  

rūpa (vision, 
appearance) 

Burning 
sensation, 
lustre, 
expression of 
color and 
digestion 

4. vāyavīya
52 rukṣa (dry), viśada 

(non slimy), laghu 
(lightness) 

sparśa (touch, 
tactile 
sensation)  

Dryness, 
lightness, 
transparency, 
movements and 
exhaustion 

5. nābhasa
53 sūkṣma (minute), 

viśada (non slimy)  
and laghu 
(lightness) 

śabda (sound, 
hearing) 

Cavitation 
(hollowness) 
and lightness 
(weightlessness) 

Table 4 - The properties, predominance in certain tanmātras and the function of each dravya combination 
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Hence, there is no substance having only one guṇa (quality) because of 

the combination of the bhūtas. Because of that (presence of many qualities in 

every substance) diseases also are not be produced by any doṣa only (as every 

substance consumed by a person may increase more than one doṣa at the same 

time). 

The doṣas have the following properties: rukṣa (dryness), laghu (light in 

weight), śīta (coldness), khara (roughness), sūkṣma (subtleness) and cala 

(movement) are the properties of anila (vāta)54. Sasneha (slight unctuousness), 

tīkṣṇa (penetrating deep), uṣṇa (hot, heat producing), laghu (light in weight), 

visra (bad smell), sara (free flowing) and drava (liquidity) are the properties of 

pitta
55. Snigdha (unctuousness), śīta (cold, producing coldness), guru (heavy), 

manda (slow in action), ślakṣṇa (smooth), mṛtsna (slimy) and sthira 

(stable/static) are the properties of kapha
56. 

In the presence of the pañcamahābhūtas, the tridoṣas should also be 

inferred since there are the products of pañcamahābhūtas itself, as AHr57. And 

the doṣas are very important in Āyurveda because it is considered as chief 

causes for all diseases58. In fact, the disease is the effect of disequilibrium of the 

doṣas while health is the result of the equilibrium of the doṣas59. So, there is a 

correlation between the triguṇas (sattva, rajas, tamas) from Sāṁkhya
60 and the 

tridoṣas. AHr states that the rajas and tamas are enumerated as the doṣas of the 

manas (mind)61 when they become increased above the specific limit. In fact, 

rajas and tamas produce disequilibrium that originates vāta, pitta or kapha 

diseases.  

AHr states that person born with predominance of two doṣas and all three 

doṣas possess features of two or all the doṣas together. Likewise, by features 

such as cleanliness, belief in god, etc. persons are to be understood as belonging 

to the category of three guṇas62. And depending of the primary qualities, AHr 

identifies sāttvika (derivation of sattva guṇa), rājasa (derivation of raja guṇa) 
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and tāmasa (derivation of tamas guṇa) persons. Thus, the first ones are 

cleanliness, belief in gods, inclination to follow the path of pure virtue 

(righteousness)63 and experiences, enjoys happiness and misery without 

agitation and humility (depression or weak mind)64. The second kind of persons, 

the rājasa ones, is talkativeness, pride, anger, vanity and jealousy. The tāmasa 

ones have fear, ignorance, sleep, laziness and grief65. This last two kinds of 

persons not can enjoys the happiness and misery like sattva ones66. And this 

happens because birth, death and organs are allotted separately and there are 

different modifications of the triguṇas as stated by Īśvarakṛṣṇa67.  

The five types of vāta, viz., prāṇa, udāna, vyāna, samāna and apāna68 are 

the common functions of all organs. Prāṇa69 is going towards the head and 

moves in the chest, throat. It controls the mind, heart, sense organs and 

intelligence. Its function is expectoration, sneezing, belching, inspiration and 

swallowing of the food. The chest is the seat of udāna
70. It moves in the nose, 

umbilicus and throat. Its function is initiation of speech, effort, energy, 

enthusiasm, strength (capacity of work), color, complexion and memory. 

Vyāna
71 is located in the heart, moves all over the body in great speed, attends to 

functions such as walking, bringing the body parts downwards, lifting the body 

parts upward, opening and closing of the eyes, etc. Generally, all the activities 

concerned with the body. Samāna
72 is located near the digestive activity, 

beneath umbilicus, moves in the koṣṭha (alimentary tract and other abdomen 

viscera), withholds the food in the (alimentary tract for some time), cooks (helps 

cooking/digestion), separates the essence and wastes (from the food) and helps 

elimination the waste, through respective eliminatory channels. Finally, the 

apāna
73 is going towards in the large intestine and anus, moves in the waist, 

bladder, genitals and thighs and attends to the functions such as elimination of 

semen, menstrual fluid, feces, urine and fetus. 
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Sāṁkhya philosophy mentions examination meters like perception, logic, 

etc74. AHr states the concept of artha
75 (senses and their correlations). Hinayoga 

association of artha is poor contact or non-contact with the objects of the senses 

(sound, touch, sight, taste and smell) with their respective sense organs (ears, 

skin, eye, tongue and nose). Atiyoga is too much contact (excess, great, hyper). 

Seeing objects which are very minute, bright, frightening, very close, very far, 

disliked and abnormal, etc. are dreadful mithyāyoga (improper association) for 

the organ of sight. Similarly, hearing of very loud sound, decomposed smell, etc. 

of the other sense organs are to be understood (as improper association). 

SK states that the perception, inference and valid testimony are the three 

means of right cognition76 (the first one and the last one are mentioned in AHr). 

Ïṛḍhabala, in the commentary to the fourth verse of SK mentions that the ear, 

the skin, the eye, the tongue and the nose are the five organs of sense. Sound, 

touch, sight, taste and smell are respectively the five objects of these. The ear 

comprehends sound: the skin, touch; the eyes, sight; the tongue, taste; the nose, 

smell. This mean of right cognition is called perception. In fact, AHr mentions 

ear, skin, eyes, tongue and nose77 and sound, touch, vision/sight, taste and 

smell78 in relation with the bhūtas. The ear, skin, eyes, tongue and nose are the 

seats of sense organs (indriya adhiṣṭhāna), the ear has śabdendriya (organ of 

sound perception), and the skin has sparśanendriya (organ of touch perception), 

rūpendriya (organ of perception of vision/sight), rasanendriya (organ of taste 

perception) and ghrāṇendriya (organ of smell perception). 

In fact, an object which cannot be apprehended by the first two is 

apprehended by the third, valid testimony. For example, the existence of Indra, 

the king of the gods, the nymphs in the Heaven and so on, which is not 

apprehended by perception or inference is apprehended by valid testimony. 

Moreover, it is said: “Scripture is valid testimony. A person is called valid 

because he is free from blemishes. He who is free from blemishes will not tell a 
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lie because there is no occasion for that” and “He who is engaged in his duties is 

free from attachment and aversion and is always respected by persons like 

himself – such a person is known to be valid”. And valid testimony consists of 

holy teachers and revelation79. 

The valid testimony is very present in AHr. In the first śloka of each 

chapter there is the mention “thus said Ātreya and other great sages”80. In the 

last śloka of each chapter there is the mention “composed by Śrīmad Vāgbhaṭa, 

son of Śrī Vaidyapati Simhagupta”81. However, there are another’s mentions to 

Ātreya like: 

Ātreya proclaims that there is ūṣmā (heat, fire-like agency) in each one of 

the doṣa, dhātu and mala
82. 

And AHr refers to Caraka: 

“Caraka says that vīrya is that property through which action is made 

possible, no action is possible without vīrya and all actions are affected by the 

vīrya only”83. And there is others mentions to Dhanvantari. One of them is: 

“Dhanvantari says there are three hundred only”84. AHr mentions Agastya: 

“This rasāyana formulated by sage Agastya is a best rejuvenator”85. And 

Vasiṣṭha: “…this rasāyana formulated by sage Vasiṣṭha is more effective than 

the previous one, is unavoidable to the healthy (always necessary) and ideal in 

all seasons”86. 

Jaimini says: there are six means of right cognition. Well, what are these 

means of right cognition? It is presumption (arthāpatti), probability (sambhava), 

negation (abhāva), imagination (pratibhā), tradition (aitihya) and analogy 

(upamāna). The presumption is of two kinds – “seen or heard”. “Seen”, e.g., if 

the existence of soul is admitted in other cases as well. “Heard”, e.g., Hari does 

not eat during the day and yet he looks stout. Therefore, it is presumed that he 

eats at night.  
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This presumption is related with diagnosis. If a physician sees red, he can 

conclude that it’s inflammation. Thus, AHr mentions the five means of 

diagnosis (nidāna): pūrvarūpa (premonitory symptoms), rūpa (signs and 

symptoms characteristic of the diseases), upaśaya (diagnostic test) and 

saṁprāpti (mode of manifestation of the disease) are the five means of obtaining 

full knowledge (diagnosis) of disease87. 

Ïṛḍhabala, in the commentary to the first verse of SK mentions vāta, pitta 

and kapha: The three kinds of misery are internal, external and divine. The 

internal is two-fold: bodily and mental. The bodily misery (fever, dysentery and 

the rest) is due to disorder of vāta, pitta and kapha; mental is separation from 

what is liked and union with what is not liked and the rest. The external misery, 

due to four-fold living beings, viz., viviparous, oviparous, born of sweat and 

born of soil, arises from men, beasts, deer, birds, serpents, gnats, mosquitoes, 

lice, bugs, alligators, sharks, unmoving objects and the rest. The divine misery, 

i.e., daiva, because it belongs to gods or comes from heaven, that which arises 

with reference to these, is cold, heat, storm, rain, thunder-bolt and the rest. Thus, 

on account of affliction from three-fold misery, inquiry should be instituted. In 

fact, AHr mentions that: 

Doṣas only are the chief causes for all diseases. Just as the bird flying for 

the whole day throughout the sky, will not be able to transgress its own shade, 

just as all the things of the universe cannot exist apart from (devoid of) the three 

guṇas (sattva, rajas, tamas), similarly, all the different kinds of diseases cannot 

be apart from (devoid of) the doṣas. Even so, those caused by (arising from) the 

abnormalities of the dhātus, cannot be without the (involvement) of the doṣas88. 

2.4.1. Embryology 

The creation is brought about the union of puruṣa and pradhāna (or 

prakṛti, nature)89. AHr states that satva (ātma or soul) impelled by the affliction 

of his own past actions, entering into the union of pure śukra (semen, the male 
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seed) and ārtava (menstrual blood – the female seed) gives rise to the formation 

of the embryo. It’s like the fire from two pieces of womb (rubbing together)90.  

The embryo formed from the causative and subtle mahābhūtas, followed 

by (or later associated with) satva (soul) grows slowly in the abdomen (womb of 

the mother), nourished by the essence of the food of the mother91. And just as 

the rays of the sun intercepted by the lens is not seen getting on to the fuel 

(blades of grass, pieces of wood or paper, etc on which it is focused) similarly is 

the entry of satva into the womb92.  

With the explanation of the doctrine Satkāryavāda explained below, AHr 

refers that by nature, the satva takes on different yoni (species, category of birth) 

and ākṛti (shapes) just like the molten metal93 and a male (child) will be 

produced when śukra is more, a female when rakta (menstrual blood) is more 

and a eunuch when both are equal94. 

Śukra and ārtava getting divided into many parts (after their union) by 

vāyu (vāta) gives rise to multiple embryos. Embryo dissimilar to the yoni 

(species, kind) or of abnormal shapes is produced by the abnormal (vitiated) 

malas (doṣas)95. 

In the first month, during the first seven days, the embryo becomes a 

kalala (jelly mass) and is unmanifest (undetermined in sex). Hence pumsavana 

(methods to beget a male offspring) should be done before manifestation 

(differentiation of sex), because powerful (potent) puruṣakāra (actions of the 

present life) will even overcome daiva (effects of actions of previous lives)96. 

During the second month, from the kalala state (jelly mass) are produced the 

ghana (hard mass), peśī (muscle) and arbuda (anti-hill) to be born as a male, 

female or eunuch (hermaphrodite), respectively97. Since its fetal heart is 

maternal in origin and is connected with the heart of the mother, the desires 

(longing) of the pregnant women should not be dishonored (refused, denied). 
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Even unsuitable (unhealthy) things should be given to her, mixed with healthy 

ones and in small quantity. Refusal of the longings may lead to abnormalities in 

the fetus or its premature expulsions98. During the third month, the five parts of 

the body become manifest, viz., the head, two legs and two arms and also the 

minor parts. Simultaneously with the head, etc., the knowledge of pleasure and 

pain also99. In the fourth month, all the parts become manifest and in the fifth 

month, the cetanā (consciousness, life activity). In the sixth, the tendons, veins, 

hair, strength, color, nails and skin (become manifest). In the seventh, the fetus 

is developed in all its parts and nourished well100. During the eight month, ojas 

travels between the mother and the child alternately. Because of this, they 

become fatigued or contented respectively. The child born during this month 

does not survive and life of the woman is also doubtful, because the absence of 

ojas
101. Ojas is the essence of all dhātus of the body responsible for strength 

(natural resistance) and is considered essential for life. It is said to be present in 

the heart and its loss or absence leads to death. Its presence in the fetus and the 

mother produces strength and contentment and its absence leads to fatigue and 

anxiety of life. Anytime, after even one day after the eight month, is the time for 

the birth of the child102. 

SK states that subtle (elements) those born of parents and the gross 

elements are the threefold specific objects. Of these, the subtle are permanent, 

while those born of parents are perishable103. In the commentary, Ïṛḍhabala 

states: subtle, i.e., the subtle elements composed of which and characterized by 

mahat and the rest, the subtle bodies always exist and undergo transmigration; 

they are subtle. And those born of parents who aggregate (i.e., compose) the 

gross bodies: they compose the gross body inside the womb by the mixture of 

the seminal fluids of parents, cohabiting after the menses. That subtle body is 

the nourished through the umbilical cord by the various saps of food and drink 

taken by the mother. The body thus commenced by the three specific objects, 
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viz., and the subtle elements, becomes furnished with back, stomach, thighs, 

chest, head and the rest and is enveloped in six sheaths. It is endowed with 

flood, flesh, tendons, bones and marrow and is composed of five gross elements. 

Ether provides space (for the body), wind provides growth, fire provides 

cooking, water provides aggregation and earth provides stability. Thus endowed 

with all the limbs, the body comes out of mother’s womb. 

AHr mentions that soft parts such as blood, muscle, marrow, the rectum, 

etc. are mātṛja (derived from the mother). Those which are static (compact, 

hard) such as the semen, arteries, bones, hair, etc. are pitṛja (derived from the 

father). And from stimulation of cetanā (ātma or soul) are derived the mind, the 

sense organs and birth in various species of living beings104. Ātma (soul), who is 

immortal, undergoes the ordeal of being born in different species of living 

beings depending upon the good or bad actions he performs, good actions lead 

to birth in good noble species while bad actions lead to birth in bad men species. 

The effects of these actions do not end with death in one life but are carried by 

him to his next life.  

AHr adds that from sātmya or the effect of getting habituated to foods, 

drinks, activities, climate, place of living, etc. are derived the life (duration of 

life), health, enthusiastic activity, radiance (brilliance in all activities, color and 

complexion, etc.) and strength (physical and mental)105. From rasa (nutrient 

portion of food) is derived the birth (origin) of the body (formation and 

development of fetus), its maintenance (continuance of life activity), growth and 

non-attachment (to sensual activities)106. In fact, food is the cause for man’s 

behavior in respect of his sensory activities. Certain foods make for great 

involvement in sensual activities even neglecting one’s routine imperative 

duties. In order to this, SK states that the embryo and the rest subsist in the 

effect (i.e. the body)107. With the union of sperm and ovum are produced the 

embryo and the rest, viz. flesh, muscles, etc which cause the growth of the body. 
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And the state of infancy, youth and old age are produced as a result of the saps 

of food and drink. Therefore, they are called as subsisting in the effect and are 

caused by the enjoyment of objects like food and the rest. 

And AHr mentions that cleanliness, belief in gods, inclination to follow 

the path of pure virtue (righteousness) is sāttvika. Talkativeness, pride, anger, 

vanity and jealousy are rājasa and fear, ignorance, sleep, laziness and grief are 

tāmasa. Thus, the body is composed of the bhūtas. 

2.4.2. Satkāryavāda 

It is a concept proposed in Sāṁkhya system, well explained in the verses 

of Kārikā108. It means that the kārya or effect is sat or existing, even before the 

causal operation to produce the effect, as Dasgupta109: the oil is in sesame, the 

statue in stone. The effect is only an explicit manifestation or transformation and 

therefore there is no new production. Prakṛti, the primordial cause of creation is 

a cause not caused and will be transformed into various forms and sizes of the 

manifest universe expressed as the result of the imbalance of the three guṇas 

(sattva, rajas and tamas) that are always present, active and have potential for 

transformation. They are never changing. Before the moment of creation or at 

the time of dissolution, they leave its nature of being processed and remain in 

the state of equilibrium.  

The essence of this concept goes around five postulates, as B.G. Gopinath 

says110: 

- if the effect is not to be the cause itself, cannot be produced by any 

effort, like it is not possible to extract oil from sand or butter from the sky; 

- each effect is caused by a particular cause, as the curd is formed only of 

milk and not by another method; 

- only a powerful cause can produce a desired effect; 

- if the effect is not present in the cause, has to accept that the existing 

comes from the non-existent; 
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- the effect is not different from the cause: are the unmanifest and the 

manifest state of one and the same thing. 

In the Āyurveda, the cause and effect relation is a theory that has a wide 

application field. It can be the balanced state of health and happiness, disease, 

the action of the drug or other aspect of life. A plant cannot be existing without a 

seed. A particular type of plant cannot be produced by a seed belonging to other 

species. The seed of man (sperm and ovum) can produce only humans, not an 

animal like the horse or cow.  

AHr states this doctrine related with fetal development. The effect being 

similar to the cause, by nature, the ātman (soul) takes on different yoni (species, 

category of birth) and ākṛti (shapes) just like the molten metal111 and a male 

(child) will be produced when śukra (semen) is more, a female when rakta 

(menstrual blood) is more and a eunuch (child neither definitely male nor 

definitely female but having features of both sex) when both are equal112. In fact, 

with the union of sperm and ovum are produced the embryo and the rest, viz., 

bubble, flesh, muscles, etc. which cause the growth of the body; and the state of 

the infancy, youth and old age are produced as a result of the food and drink. 

Therefore, they are called as subsisting in the effect and are caused by the 

enjoyment of objects like food and the rest113. Also in Āyurveda generally and in 

AHr in particularly, all the nidāna (diagnostic methods) are based on cause and 

effect relationship. Sometimes it is manifested clearly showing the clear linking 

and sometimes not but the whole diagnostic skills are based on this.  

To conclude, is it possible to say that AHr uses the doctrines of Sāṁkhya 

system like dravya-mahābhūtas, triguṇa-tridoṣa, prāṇavāyu, examination 

meters specially analogy, logic, etc., means of right cognition, bodily misery and 

the doṣas, embryology and satkāryavāda. 
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   9Æ� ` )���$_��&ूï�&@o5G � �। (AHr. Sū, 9. 6) 

51
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   9v)�� &��S�$4 ;ू 5�6>����5� �। (AHr. Sū, 9. 7) 
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54 �ऽ �3" A� �� 6^�� �2� �aåLA"W��A� । 

   �>i� �` )��^�"g� A� � �$ॐ� �2� ि$� �॥११॥ (AHr. Sū, 1. 11) 
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 Ibid. 

56
 �`í:� 6^�" O ����� Î�" �G
� �02� 5}�। (AHr. Sū, 1. 12a) 

57
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 &"?� $ �� �$%?�� 2"O�4�� )55�24� �। 

   �<� >3^ >�2>�� � �$ ;�� 	$�Æ��॥३२॥ 
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   �$5�2.��� ऽ^�"?�� � (AHr. Sū, 12. 32-34) 

59 ��.�OR ��$S�O )� �ऽ 2"O� �T:� UG���॥२०॥ (AHr. Sū, 1.20) 

60 �ऽO �4��$$)�5 �$?�� �������)�� � ू�$:�� ;। 

   ¦#�  �<� ू:�� � ��T>2^��<� � > ���� �॥११॥ 

   �ू]ू^���$?�&��5�� ू5�6ू$G�i�����<� ;�। 
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   O �� $245�)$ ��� ू&^>$ �< ;�" $G�i�॥१३॥ (SK 11-13) 

61 2.��L ���" T� � &"?�$ �&�j��॥२१॥ (AHr. Sū, 1.21) 
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   6����� ��&�S! P$� O �4 PO �;4��"$ ;& )� �॥१०४॥ (AHr. Śā, 3. 104) 
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   ����� S��Ù�� � ��ि�WWA�� �$?��&��। 

   ��� Sa���" &)�� (AHr. Śā, 3. 7-8a) 

64
 I� �M)5�& P�� � � ��� ���� � � )$� )। 

   �ý$���Æ����� 2�.�" � P$ �����॥११q॥ 

   &��6^A&���]ॄÈ�� ;5G �é���। 

   2������� � Pऽ^ � > �b��� �$G ;�\5G #4� ॥१२०॥ (AHr. Śā, 3. 119-120) 

65
 ���[5�  6������Ò� 6 �":�;���� ;���। 

   2�.�� @KS��?[� ���बçÇ�M2� �॥l॥ 

   ����� S��Ù�� � ��ि�WWA�� �$?��&��। 

   ��� Sa���" &)�� (AHr. Śā, 3. 7-8a) 
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    �ý$���Æ����� 2�.�" � P$ �����॥११q॥ 

    &��6^A&���]ॄ��� ;5G �Ù��� 

    2������� � Pऽ^ � > �b��� �$G ;�T5G ि4�॥१२०॥ (AHr. Śā, 3. 119-120) 
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   > ��?@K[� ��\� ऽ PO �b��$>� ;�� P$॥१n॥ (SK 18) 

68 /�A3b�� $G�i®�� S P?� S$�������। 

   �����52$G�i� ू�4�s� $��$� >% ��॥२q॥ (SK 29) 

   ू�4"Wऽ �a� ;O�। 

   '2� 5bñ�2" @ ��\j&� )�d���i:G5 �॥४॥ 

   t^$�3$<aû�2���X���xू�)65G � �। (AHr. Sū, 12. 4) 

69 ू�4"Wऽ �a: ;O� । 
   '2� 5bñ�2" @ ��\j&� )�d���i:G5 �॥४॥ 

   t^$�3$<aû�2���X���xू�)65G � �। (AHr. Sū, 12. 4) 
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3. Yoga 

3.1. Introduction 

Etymologically, the word yoga comes from the root yuj, "join", "stay 

united", "yoke", "put under the same yoke", that also come from the Latin 

jungere, jugum, the English yoke, etc. The term usually is used to describe any 

technique of asceticism and method of meditation, as Eliade1. As one would 

expect, this asceticism and meditations were valued differently by many Indian 

schools of thought. Within the literature of Yoga, there is a treatise called Yoga 

Sūtra, composed by the sage Patañjali (200 A.C – 400 D.C), which marks the 

foundation of Yoga called “classic”. Parallel to this "classic" Yoga there are, 

however, many forms of "popular” Yoga and also the not brāhmaṇic Yoga, such 

as the Buddhists and the Jainas. According Patañjali, the Yoga is the inhibition 

(controlling) of citta (fluctuations of the mind)2, by controlling the different 

nature, physical or mental elements or mind tendencies of human. Patañjali 

insists in various practices that seek to heal the body of their agitation and 

release him from impurities. These practices increase longevity and vitality in 

order to improve the spiritual path. Other methods are used to purify and 

tranquilize the fluctuations of the mind. 

3.2. Antecedents  

A vision in ancient India is the existence of various mental and physical 

powers not attainable by ordinary man but by the aid of discipline, which 

restricts the mental and physical activities to help relieve the suffering. The 

hypnotic trance and ecstasy can be found in ÚÚÚÚgveda. Atharvaveda speaks about 

the transmission of the concept that can achieve supernatural powers through the 

practice of austerities, with the aid of tapas (heat, pain, religious austerity)3. The 

Upaniṣads take the practice of Yoga to a conscious search after making 

knowledge of a true reality. Insists on the meditation and concentration, since a 

direct knowledge of the subject as self is not possible. The Upaniṣads take the 
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tapas and brahmacarya (chastity) as virtues that give rise to great powers. The 

Upaniṣads who speaks in Sāṁkhya theories also refer to practices of Yoga. The 

Kaṭha, the Śvetāśvatara and Maitrāyaṇī refer to the practical side, separate 

from the theoretical research of Sāṁkhya. The Yoga, as technical term, occurs in 

Kaṭha, Taittirīya and Maitrāyaṇī Upaniṣads, but the described Yoga is not 

identical to the Yoga of Patañjali. The Kaṭha Upaniṣad speaks of the high 

condition of Yoga as a state in which the senses, mind and intellect, are led to a 

"paralysis". The Maitrī Upaniṣad mentions the technical terms of the system 

Patañjali. Apparently, the Yoga of Patañjali was not improved in the times of 

Upaniṣads. In the Mahābhārata, the Sāṁkhya and Yoga are used as 

complementary aspects of a whole, meaning theory, practice and philosophy.  

The Upaniṣads, the Mahābhārata, including the Bhagavadgītā, Jainism 

and Buddhism accept the practices of Yoga. 

3.3. Literature 

According to Yājṇavalkya smṛti, Hiraṇyagarbha, who lived before 

Patañjali, is considered the true founder of this system that is undeniably linked 

to Sāṁkhya, according to the commentator Jayamaṇgala. However, the Yoga 

Sūtra (YS) of Patañjali (200 B.C - 400 A.D) is the oldest book of the school of 

Yoga, as Radhakrishnan4 and consists of four chapters or books (pāda). The first 

addresses the nature and purpose of samādhi (samādhipāda), the second 

explains the significance of achieving its ultimate objective (sādhanapāda), the 

third talk about supernatural powers that can be achieved through the practice of 

Yoga (vibhūtipāda) and the fourth refers to the nature of the release 

(kaivalyapāda). 

The techniques of asceticism and meditation expounded by Patañjali are 

not discovered by him nor of his time. It already had been proven 

experimentally many centuries before. The period of Patañjali, the grammarian, 

is referred to mid-second century before Christ, but his identity with the author 
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of Yoga Sūtra is not proven. The commentary of Vyāsa to the Yoga Sūtra (4th 

century) gives a presentation of the principles of Yoga. Vācaspati wrote a 

glossary of the commentary of Vyāsa, called Tattvavaiśāradī (9th century). The 

book of Bhoja, Rājamārtaṇḍa, is of great importance. It gives clarification on 

certain practices of Yoga. As J. Filliozat, "was perhaps in part in this text, then 

very recent, that Alberuni began in Yoga of Patañjali on which wrote, moreover, 

a work in Arabic”. The Yogavārttika and Yogasārasaṁgraha of Vijñānabhikṣu 

are very useful manuals. The last Upaniṣads like Maitrī, Śāndilya, Yogatattva, 

Dhyānabindu, Haṁsa, Varāha and Nādabindu speak of the principles of Yoga. 

3.4. Principles 

Mind is assumed of the capital importance in the context of Yoga. Thus, 

Yoga prescribes eight practices5, which serve as instruments to achieve the 

control of mind: 

1 - yama (ethical and moral principles); 2 - niyama (internal purification 

by discipline); 3 - āsana (posture); 4 - prāṇāyāma (exercise and control of 

prāṇa); 5 - pratyāhāra (emancipation and retreat of the mind from the area of 

the senses and external objects) 6 - dhāraṇā (concentration); 7 - dhyāna 

(meditation) and 8 - samādhi (the state of super-consciousness). 

The yamas of Yoga are well known. Thus, ahiṁsā (non violence), satya 

(honest, true), asteya (do not steal), brahmacarya (continence, chastity) and 

aparigrahaḥ (without possession)6 are rules to be observed by beings as 

members of society. 

The five niyamas are: śauca (purity, cleanliness physically and mentally), 

santoṣa (contentment), tapa (heat, intensity of discipline, austerity), svādhyāya 

(self-study), īśvara praṇidhāna (surrender of the self to creator). 

Śauca can be internal or external. Passing stool in the morning every day 

is internal. Āsana and prāṇāyāma cleanse one internally (thoughts, words and 
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actions). A daily bath is external. Santoṣa brings about a state of cheerfulness 

and benevolence. Tapa is a burning effort involving purification, self-discipline 

and austere practice. Purges and purifies the body, senses and mind. Svādhyāya 

enlightens the practitioner with the knowledge. Īśvara brings the inner being of 

his creator. 

Āsana means posture, the positioning of the body as a whole with the 

involvement of the mind and soul. Prāṇāyāma is the expansion of the life force 

through control of the breath. Prāṇa means life force and ayāma means exercise, 

ascension, expansion and extension. 

Pratyāhāra achieves the conquest of the senses and mind. It is the result 

of the practice of yama, niyama, āsana and prāṇāyāma, forms the foundation for 

dhāraṇā, dhyāna and samādhi.  When dhāraṇā (concentration) is maintained 

steadily, it flows into dhyāna (meditation). When the meditator and the object 

meditated upon become one, dhyāna flows into samādhi. Thus, dhāraṇā, 

dhyāna and samādhi are interconnected7.  

3.5. Yoga in Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya 

Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya is one of the most important treatises of the ayurvedic 

literature. It is arranged in poetical way and is very practical. The author, 

Vāgbhaṭa, discusses more the application of philosophy than just its discussion. 

The Yoga is present with the following doctrines:  

- controlling mind tendencies8  

- yamas
9 and niyamas

10 

- prāṇavāyu
11 

- udānavāyu
12 and samānavāyu

13 

- cakra
14 
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- āsana as physical exercise15 

- perfect physical body16 

- ear17 

- nidrā18
 

- abhyāsa
19 

Patañjali mentions that Yoga is the cessation/control of the fluctuations of 

the mind20. Thus, Yoga is the control or restraint of the movement of 

consciousness, leading to their complete cessation. YS refers that aversion is a 

residue of suffering21 and rāga (passion, desire, attachment) is a residue of 

pleasant experience22. So, it is necessary control the mind tendencies. AHr 

mentions the same:  

Obeisance be, to that apūrva vaidya (unique/unparalleled/rare physician) 

who has destroyed, without any residue (all) the diseases like rāga (passion, 

desire), etc. which are constantly associated (innate/inherent) with and spread all 

over the body, giving rise to outṣukya (anxiety), moha (delusion) and arati 

(restlessness)23, that are mind tendencies. Also, AHr refers that one should 

maintain a single mind (balanced mind) during (the period of) wealth as well 

during (period of) calamity24. But YS states that sorrow, despair, unsteadiness of 

the body and irregular breathing further distract the citta
25. AHr also state the 

rajas and tamas are the doṣa of mind which can distract. In fact, it is necessary 

to know the signs and symptoms to find these four causes of distractions of the 

mind. Thus, AHr mentions the five means of diagnosis: nidāna (cause), 

pūrvarūpa (premonitory symptoms), rūpa (signs and symptoms characteristic of 

the diseases), upaśaya (diagnostic test) and saṁprāpti (mode of manifestation of 

the disease) are the five means of obtaining full knowledge (diagnosis) of 

disease26. Knowledge of all these five is not essential for the diagnosis of every 
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disease. Many can be diagnosed by knowing any one or two, sometimes all the 

five are necessary. 

On the other hand, it is said in YS that through cultivation of friendliness, 

compassion, joy and indifference to pleasure and pain, virtue and vice 

respectively, the consciousness becomes favorably disposed, serene and 

benevolent27. These qualities keep the mind in a state of well-being. In fact, if 

one fails in cultivate friendliness, compassion, delight and equanimity, sorrow 

and unhappiness arises28. YS give some methods of calming the mind:  

- by pausing after breath flows in or out29. One should inhale and exhale 

slowly and pause, maintaining the retention for as long is comfortable; 

- by contemplating an object that helps to maintain steadiness of mind and 

consciousness30. One may equally attain an exalted state of consciousness 

by becoming totally engrossed, with dedication and devotion, in an object 

of interest. 

- by experiencing thoughts that are luminous and free of sorrow31. 

- by focusing on things that do not inspire attachment32. 

- by recollecting and contemplating the experiences of dream filled or 

dreamless sleep during a watchful, waking state33. 

- by meditating on any desired object conducive to steadiness of 

consciousness34. 

AHr refers that the features (signs and symptoms) of mild and grievous 

diseases might appear differently due to the strength and weakness of the mind 

and the body, hence the physician should be very attentive35. In a person who 

has strong body or a strong mind the symptoms of grievous diseases might 

manifest mildly whereas in a person who has a weak body or a weak mind the 

symptoms of even a mild disease might appear powerfully. And it makes some 

contributions for the therapies of the mind that can help the one achieve the 

inner stability so important in Yoga: 
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Dhī (discrimination), dhairya (courage, strong will) and ātmādi vijñāna 

(knowledge of the soul, etc.) are the ideal therapies of the mind36. Dhī is the 

ability of the person to decide good and bad, dhairya is ability to adhere the 

good, avoid the bad and withstand difficulties with strong will. Ātmādi vijñāna 

is possessing or obtaining correct knowledge of the soul, of the aims and 

pursuits of the present life as well as of future life, etc. These are especially of 

great value in the treatment of mental disorders. AHr gives special attention to 

unmāda (insanity) and apasmāra (epilepsy). For the treatments: upholding the 

satva (mind), proper knowledge and avoiding desire in the objects (of the sense 

organs) are also needed37. 

Unmāda (insanity) is disorder of the manas (mind) produced by the doṣas 

moving in the wrong paths (because of their increase). It is of six kinds, by each 

doṣa separately, by the combination of all of them, by sins and by poison38. 

Indulgence in unsuitable (unhealthy) foods and drinks, foods which are spoilt, 

unaccustomed, containing dirt (contaminated) and using (foods and drinks) in 

improper manner, those who are dejected (due to worry, grief, etc.), who are of 

weak mind, by the effect of sudden increase of diseases, emaciated persons 

indulging in activities in improper ways, committing mistakes in the procedures 

of worship of the worshipful, by committing sinful acts, loss of balance of mind, 

by the effect of strong poisons or weak poisons – by these causes the doṣas 

getting increased in the heart (mind) in persons of feeble mind, produce vitiation 

of the mind and destroying (invading) the manovahā śrotas (channels of the 

mind) cause unmāda (insanity). Dhī (discrimination/deciding capacity), vijñāna 

(capacity of special knowledge to understand the science, arts, etc.) and smṛti 

(power of remembrance of earlier happenings) having abnormal (lost or 

impaired) make the body lose the feeling of happiness and unhappiness and like 

a chariot devoid of a charioteer, the person begins to resort to activities without 

any thinking39. For example, in unmāda (insanity) caused by (increased) vāta, 
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the body is emaciated, the person weeps becomes angry, laughs, smiles, dances, 

sings, plays musical notes, speaks, does movements of the different parts of the 

body, and makes loud sound – all these at improper time and place; imitates the 

sound of the flute, vīṇā (lute), etc. violently and often; froth exudes from the 

mouth, roams about constantly, speaks too much, decorates himself with non-

decorating things, and attempts to travel on things which are not vehicles; 

desires foods but abuses them after obtaining, the eyes are protruding and red in 

color and the disease (symptoms) appearing after the food is digested40. In 

unmāda (insanity) caused by pitta, the patient threatens others, becomes angry, 

attacks others with the fist, stones, etc. desires cool shade and cold water, 

remains naked, has yellow color (of the skin, etc.) sees fire, flames, stars, and 

lamp which are not actually present41. In unmāda caused by kapha, the person 

has loss of appetite, vomiting, very little of desires, foods and talk, desire for sex 

and solitude, copious saliva and nasal secretions flowing, terrifying activities, 

desire to cleanliness, sleep, swelling of the face, symptoms strong during nights 

and soon after taking food42. In unmāda caused by mental shock: loss of money, 

wife, etc. which is unbearable, which persists for long time leads to insanity. 

The person becomes pale, timid, faints often, weeps making sounds such hā, hā, 

etc. weeps without any (other) reason; dies (loses consciousness), praises the 

qualities of the things lost, with the mind suffering from grief, he worries much, 

keeps awake without sleep and does unusual acts43. At last, in unmāda caused by 

poisons (administered by others or consumed by himself) the face is blue, there 

is loss of complexion, strength and sensory activities, has unstable mind even 

during the intervals (of different stages of poisoning) and the eyes are red. Such 

a patient should be rejected44.  

The mind which has become disordered due to loss (destruction) of the 

thing most liked should be made to become normal by supplying identical 

things, assurances and consoling words. That insanity caused by lust, grief, fear, 
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anger, joy, jealousy and greed should be mitigated by exposing him to their 

respective opposite qualities45. In unmāda caused by vāta, drinking of oil 

(internal oleation therapy) should be administered first. If there is obstruction of 

the channels, mild purgatives mixed with fats should be given. In that caused by 

kapha and pitta, emesis, purgation and enema therapies should be administered 

after doing oleation and sudation, so also purgative therapy for the head. After 

the body becomes purified by these therapies, the mind becomes tranquil 

(calm)46. The treatment attends to internal oleation therapy, purgation, enema, 

nasya, oil massage, medicated ghee, etc. The person of a strong mind who does 

not indulge in meat and wine and who eats healthy food, remains clean (both 

physically and mentally) does not become affected by either nija or āgantu 

unmāda (endogenous or exogenous insanity)47. 

Apasmāra (epilepsy) is apāya (going away, loss, destruction) of smṛti 

(memory, knowledge of the surroundings, of past events) and results from loss 

of dhī (understanding, wisdom) and satva (consciousness, mind) when the citta 

(mind, thinking) gets deranged by (the effect of) worry, grief, fear, etc., by the 

doṣas getting increased in the same way as in unmāda (insanity) localized in the 

heart (mind) and deha (body). When the mind gets deranged by the obstruction 

of the samjñāvahā channels (pathways of consciousness) the persons enters into 

darkness (loss of consciousness) with his mind becoming inactive, performs 

terrifying actions such as grinding the teeth, emitting froth from the mouth, 

shaking the hands and feet violently (convulsions), seeing non-existing things, 

loses balance and falls on the ground, with irregular eyes (movements) and 

eyebrows, gets up regaining conscious after the expiry of bouts of the doṣas. 

After sometime (days or months) he acts similarly, performing such abnormal 

activities48. It is of four kinds: vāta, etc (vāta, pitta and kapha) separately and by 

their combination (sannipāta)49. The features of the forthcoming disease are 

tremors and feeling of the emptiness of the heart, dizziness, seeing darkness 
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before the eyes (loss of consciousness), worry, drooping of the brows, abnormal 

movements of the eyes, hearing non-existing sounds, sweating, flowing out of 

saliva and nasal secretion, indigestion, loss of appetite, fainting, gurgling noise 

in the abdomen, loss of strength, loss of sleep, body-ache, thirst, dreams of 

singing, dancing, drinking, oil and wine and urinating the same (all these in 

dreams)50. For example, in the apasmāra caused by vāta, the patient has tremors 

in the thighs, falls on the ground again and again, losing memory 

(consciousness) and gets it back soon, cries in a bad voice, eyes bulged out, has 

dyspnoea, vomits froth; shivers, strikes his head (to thins nearby), grinds the 

teeth, shoulders are bulged, places the body parts (arms, legs) here and there 

irregularly (convulsions), fingers are bent inward, dryness and bluish-red color 

in the eyes, skin, nails and face and sees things which are black, unsteady and 

rough in shape or things which have no shape and abnormal faces51. In the 

apasmāra caused by pitta, the person loses consciousness and quickly regains it, 

emits yellow froth from the mouth, the eyes, face, skin are yellowish, scratches 

the ground (during convulsions), sees terrifying, burning/bright red colored 

objects and suffers from thirst52. In that due to kapha, seizures are slow with 

long intervals, so also the awakening (regaining consciousness) actions 

(convulsions) are few and mild, there is more flow of saliva, eyes, nails and face 

are white, sees objects which are white in color53. The channels of dhī, citta and 

hṛt (mind) which have become covered/obstructed (by the doṣas) should be 

cleared first by therapies such as strong emesis, etc54. That caused by vāta 

should be treated especially with enema therapy, that caused by pitta especially 

by purgation therapy and that caused by kapha, especially with emesis therapy. 

For the medicinal recipes for the cure of epilepsy which are to be administered 

to the patient after doing purificatory therapies and assuring him of cure55. The 

treatment attends to purificatory therapies, medicated ghee, nasya, dhūpa 

(fumigation), etc. Since apasmāra arises from the aggravation (increase) of the 

doṣas of the body and mind together and the localized in a mahāmarma 
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(important vital organ – the head) so it is difficult to cure. Hence it should be 

treated with rasāyana therapy (rejuvinatory therapy). The person suffering from 

it should be protected from fire, water and such hazardous things always56. 

After the mind becomes cleared of all disorders, the patient should not be 

told, “You were doing such and such acts, etc.”; his mind (which is feeble) 

should be strengthened by supplying the things desired57.  

Yoga puts special emphasizes in yamas and niyamas. In fact, AHr 

mentions the practice of yamas in the following two verses. The first one refers: 

hiṁsā (causing injury, torture, etc.), steya (stealing, robbing), anyathākāma 

(unlawful sex activity), paiśunya (abusive or harsh speech), anṛta vacana 

(speaking untruth), saṁbhinna ālāpa (speech causing dissension, separation, 

breaking of company), vyāpāda (quarrel, intention of harming), abhidyā 

(jealousy, not tolerating good of others) and dṛgviparyayā (finding fault, 

misunderstanding, faithlessness, etc. with scriptures, elders, etc.) – these ten sins 

pertaining to the body, speech and mind should be avoided58. Of these ten sins, 

the first three pertain to the body, next four to the speech and the last three to the 

mind.  

The second verse is: āhāra (food), śayana (sleep) and abrahmacarya (non 

celibacy) properly indulged, support the body constantly just like the house (is 

supported) by the pillars59.  

In fact, the first one mentions the yamas named hiṁsā (violence) and 

steya (stealing), as something that should be avoided and the second states that 

abrahmacarya (non celibacy) needs to be properly indulged to support the body. 

The concept of brahmacarya in Yoga and Āyurveda is very similar. YS states 

that with celibacy one acquires vitality, vigor60 and AHr refers it as a support of 

life61. In fact, in Āyurveda there is a concept intimately linked with it and 

consequently, with vitality: śukra (reproductive tissue)62. And this śukra needs 
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to be managed. If it is increased, then produces great sexual desire and even 

seminal calculi (hardening of semen)63. However, if it is decreased, then gives 

rise to delay in ejaculation, ejaculation accompanied with bleeding, severe pain 

in the testicles and a feeling of hot fumes coming out of the urethra64. 

AHr mentions some considerations about abrahmacarya: in respect of 

copulation, one should not indulge in copulation after a heavy meal, without 

keen intention, when hungry or when his body is in uncomfortable postures, 

when thirsty, with children, with the aged, when troubled by other urges (such as 

of urine, feces, etc.) and when he is himself a patient65. During hemanta (and 

śiśira) or snowy and cold seasons, the person can indulge in copulation (daily) 

as much as he likes after making use of aphrodisiacs (and obtaining strength), 

once in three days in vasant (spring) and śarat (autumn) and once a fortnight in 

varṣā (rainy) and nidāgha (summer)66. Giddiness, exhaustion, weakness of the 

thighs, loss of strength, depletion of tissues, loss of acuity of senses and 

premature death occur from improper indulgence in the woman67. However, 

good memory, intelligence, long life, heath, nourishment, acuity of sense organs, 

reputation, strength and slow ageing accrue from disciplined (controlled) 

indulgence in woman68. 

The niyamas are well elaborated and incorporated in dinacaryā (daily 

regimen) mentioned in AHr. The observance of niyama cleans the body and 

mind. In fact, AHr recommends different types of conduct proper to maintain 

the purity of body and mind. AHr advices that person’s day should begin with 

śauca (cleanless of body and mind). Thus arose the concept of sadvṛtta69, i.e. a 

set of moral rules that everyone should follow to achieve health, wealth and 

eternal world70. So, and just to mention some of those rules, one should worship 

the gods, cows, the brāhmaṇas (Hindu priests), elders, the physician, the king 

and the guests71 and treating living beings with compassion and kindness, 

including insects and ants72. One should speak appropriate to the occasion, with 
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words which are good, in brief, which is not untrue and which is pleasing73. In 

all dealings (activities), one should adopt the middle mean only (avoiding the 

extremes)74. One should cut his hair, nails and mustaches (not allow them grow 

long), keep his feet and orifices of waste materials (ears, nose, eyes, urethra and 

anus) clean; take bath daily, put on scents and good dress which is not 

superfluous but is pleasant to look at75. It is very beneficial to have a balanced 

mind during the period of prosperity as well as calamity76 and stop the activities 

of the body, speech and mind before you become exhausted77. The physician 

must be pure of body, mind and speech78 and his assistant must be dedicated, 

clean, talented, intelligent and respectful79. As a daily routine, it is necessary 

intensity of discipline (tapas) to achieve these rules. The bath (snāna) is 

considered as a means of purification and included in the daily routine for 

maintaining health. It improves appetite, sexual vigor, span of life, valor 

(enthusiasm) and strength80. 

The principle of prāṇa is mentioned by Patañjali and Vāgbhaṭa. YS states 

that the consciousness becomes more serene and benevolent by retention after 

prāṇa (breath, vital force) flows in or out81. And in the YS, the concept of 

prāṇāyāma is explained. The word prāṇāyāma consists of two components, 

prāṇa and āyāma. Prāṇa is breath, vital force, energy when the self-energizing 

comprises the body. Āyāma means exercise, extension, expansion, regulation, 

restrain and control. When this self-energizing force comprises the body with 

extension, expansion and control, it is prāṇāyāma
82. And prāṇāyāma is the 

regulation of the incoming and outgoing flow of breath with retention83 and has 

three movements: prolonged and fine inhalation, exhalation and retention. All 

regulated with precision according to duration and place84. And the two results 

of prāṇāyāma’s practice are the removal of the veil covering the light of 

knowledge85 and the mind becomes prepared to the dhāraṇā (concentration)86. 
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In fact, prāṇāyāma destroys ignorance, desire and delusion which obscure the 

intelligence and is a gateway to concentration, dhāraṇā. 

AHr not mentions prāṇāyāma but refers to prāṇa as one of the divisions 

of vāyu (vāta). The five divisions of it are prāṇa, udāna, vyāna, samāna and 

apāna. Prāṇa is going towards the head and moves in the chest, throat. Supports 

the mind, heart, sense organs and intelligence, attends to expectoration, 

sneezing, belching, inspiration (and expiration) and swallowing of the food87. To 

highlight that prāṇa attends to inspiration and expiration that links with prāṇa 

stated in YS. Udāna and samāna has special attention in YS. In fact, there’s the 

mention that, by mastering the first, udāna, one can walk through the water, 

mud, thorns and other obstacles without touching down and also levitate88. By 

mastering the second, samāna, one glows like fire and becomes radiant89. AHr 

no mention the effects of mastering these two divisions of vāyu but describes its 

locations, movements and functions: 

The chest is the seat of udāna, it moves in the nose, umbilicus and throat. 

Its functions are initiation of speech, effort, energy, enthusiasm, strength 

(capacity of work), color, complexion and memory90. 

Samāna is located near the fire (digestive activity) or beneath umbilicus, 

moves in the koṣṭha (alimentary tract and other abdomen viscera), withholds the 

food (in the alimentary tract for some time), cooks (helps cooking/digestion), 

separates the essence and wastes (from the food) and helps in elimination of the 

waste in the respective area91. 

YS states that focusing with perfect discipline on the nābhi cakra (navel 

energy center) yields insight about the organization of the body92. AHr mentions 

nābhi in the following verses: 
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Nābhi (umbilicus), āmāśaya (part between umbilicus and chest), sweat, 

lasīka, blood, rasa (plasma), eye and the organ of touch (skin) are the seats of 

pitta, specially so the nābhi (region around the umbilicus)93 and 

The chest is the seat of udāna (vāta), it moves in the nose, nābhi 

(umbilicus) and throat; its functions are initiation of speech, effort, enthusiasm, 

strength (capacity of word), color (complexion) and memory94. 

Undoubtedly, AHr mentions that nābhi is the main seat of pitta and udāna 

vāta moves on it and is one of the seats of life95. In fact, AHr not refers the 

cakra (wheels, energy centres). 

Āsanas, the postures of Yoga, can be linked with vyāyāma (exercise) of 

Āyurveda. In fact, Patañjali states that āsana must be stable and comfortable96 

and, from then on, the practioner is undisturbed by dualities97 like heat-cold, 

pain or pleasure. But if we thought in secondary benefits of āsanas like health 

and resistance to tension and fatigue in physical body, then it is possible to link 

this practice to vyāyāma (exercise). AHr states that, with vyāyāma, is achieved 

the lightness of body, ability to do hard work, good digestion, depletion of 

excess fat, stable and a good physique98. And refers a concern in the intensity of 

exercise: persons who are strong and who indulge in fatty foods (daily); in cold 

seasons and spring (season) should do it (exercise) to half of their strength 

(capacity) only; while others (and in other seasons) should do it mildly99. With 

excess of exercise, one can have cough, fever and vomiting100. And also thirst, 

emaciation, severe dyspnoea (difficult or excess breathing), bleeding diseases, 

exhaustion, feeling of debility (even without any work), are caused by excess of 

exercise. 

Patañjali mentions that perfection of the body consists of beauty of form, 

grace, strength, compactness and the hardness and brilliance of a diamond101. 

This perfection is achieved with the dominium of pañcamahābhūtas102. For its 
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part, AHr links the excellence of body with the concept of sāra stating that there 

is eight kinds of it commencing with tvak and rakta and ending with satva, each 

succeeding one better than its preceding, have been enumerated for determining 

the quantity of strength of the body. AHr mentions the characteristics of the 

perfect physiognomy: 

Three and half hasta
103 (arms length) in one’s own arm is the height of the 

body suitable for a happy life. This measurement does not apply to those who 

belong to the eight kinds of nindita (unsatisfactory, abnormal, bad, psyche) such 

as aroma (hairless), asita (black), sthūla (big, obese) and dīrgha (tall), with their 

opposites104. Hair (on the head) should be smooth, soft, thin with only one root 

and firm. The forehead should be high with well joined temples and resemble 

the half moon (curved in front). The ears should be thin at the bottom and thick 

at the top, broad side wards, well joined and muscular. The eyes should have the 

white and black areas clearly visible, with well joined and thick eyelashes. The 

nose should have elevated lips, capable of deep breathing, with straight bridge 

and even (nether depressed nor elevated). The lips should be red and bulging 

out. The lower jaw should be big but not protruding. The mouth should be big, 

teeth should be thick (firm), unctuous, smooth, white and evenly placed. The 

tongue should be red, broad and thin. The chin should be muscular and big. The 

neck should be short, thick and round. The shoulders bulged out and muscular. 

The abdomen should have the umbilicus with a right whirl, deep and bulged 

evenly (in all places). The nails should be thin, red, elevated, unctuous (smooth), 

coppery-red all over and muscular. The fingers should be long and separate. The 

hands and feet should be big. The back should have the vertebral column 

concealed and big, the joints should be deep and firm. The voice should be 

courageous (loud, commanding attention) and vibrating. The color (of the skin) 

should be unctuous (greasy) and with good luster. The mind (mental activities) 

should be natural, firm (steady) and not undergoing change even at times of 
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danger (remaining steadfast even in trying situations). The body which has 

better features in successive states than those described so far, which has 

remained disease free since birth, which possesses the (normal) height, 

intelligence (common sense), scholarship and growing slow is auspicious (best 

for health and long life). In such a body, endowed with all good features, the 

span of life is one hundred springs (years), full of wealth, desires and all other 

comforts clearly assured105.  

The person endowed with all the sāra is sure to earn great respect, hopeful 

of success in all his activities, capable of withstanding troubles, will be wise and 

steady106. In fact, sāra means essence, possessing all good qualities in excellent 

standards and no defects. The eight kinds of sāra are: 1 - tvac sāra or rasa sāra 

– excellence in skin; 2 - rakta sāra – excellence of blood; 3 - māṁsa sāra – 

excellence of muscles; 4 – medas sāra – excellence of fat; 5 – asthi sāra – 

excellence in bones; 6 – majja sāra – excellence of marrow; 7 - śukra sāra – 

excellence of semen and satva sāra – excellence of mind. The dhātus (tissues) 

which has been such an excellence will have capacity to resist diseases and do 

all its normal functions efficiently. 

The hearing and, consequently, it organ, the ear, is mentioned in YS and 

AHr. The first one states that by focusing on with perfect discipline on the way 

sound travels through the ether, one acquires divine hearing107.  For its parts, 

AHr refers many verses related to the knowledge and treatment of diseases of 

ears. In above, there some of them: 

By increase of pitta there is pain associated with burning sensation, desire 

for cold things, swelling, fever; suppurating quick; discharges yellowish thin 

fluid; the places which this fluids comes in contact with, gets ulcerated108. 

Earache produced by the combination of all the doṣas is accompanied with 

swelling, fever, severe pain, desire for hot and cold comforts alternately, 

sluggishness of hearing; when ripe (after suppuration) copious quantity of white, 
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black and red thick pus flow out109. Itching and swelling are caused by kapha in 

the ears, these persist for some time110. And for treatment: 

Mahāsneha (mixture of four fats – ghee, oil, marrow and muscle fat) 

cooked with drugs mitigating vāta, liquids of sour taste (buttermilk, whey, etc.) 

and urine (of cow, goat, etc.) filled into the ears quickly cures pain, though very 

severe111. 

In karṇanāda (ringing in the ears) and bādhirya (deafness), the treatment 

prescribed for vātaśūla (pains caused aggravated vāta) should be done. When 

associated with śleṣma (kapha), it (kapha) should be got over earlier by emesis 

therapy, etc. When the ears are found to be sleeping (loss of hearing), then 

bloodletting should be done. When accompanied with swelling and exudation, 

the patient of poor hearing should be given vamana (emesis therapy). Deafness 

found in children and the aged and that persisting for a long time should be 

rejected112. 

YS states that nidrā is a process, the foundation of which is the experience 

of non-existence113. It refers to nidrā as a mental process and not a 

transcendental state, which must be restrained if the yogin want to achieve the 

supreme goal. Not propose deep sleep (nidrā) to help in concentration but the 

knowledge or experience appearing from it114. 

For its part, Āyurveda states nidrā (sleep) as a lack of knowledge or 

senses and put a special emphasis considering it one of the three pillars of 

health115. 

In fact, AHr states that happiness and unhappiness, nutrition for good 

psyche and emaciation, strength and weakness, impotence and sexual power, 

knowledge and ignorance, life and absence (death) - is all dependent on sleep116 

and refers that sleep indulged at improper time, in excess or not at all, destroys 

happiness (health) and life117. AHr mentions some considerations about sleep:  
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Sleeping during day time is beneficial during summer, because in that 

season, vāta undergoes mild increase, dryness is more because the season is 

ādāna (withdrawal of moisture by the sun) and the nights are short. The same 

(day sleep) at other seasons, causes aggravations of kapha and pitta, it is good 

for those who are exhausted by (too much of) speaking, riding, walking, wine 

(sexual intercourse), carrying heavy load, physical activities, tired by anger, 

grief and fear, for those suffering from dyspnoea, hiccup, diarrhea, for the aged, 

the children, the debilitated, the emaciated, those having injury (to the chest), 

thirst pain in the abdomen), indigestion, those assaulted, those intoxicated and 

those who are habituated today sleep. In them it maintains the normalcy of the 

tissues and the ślesma (kapha) nourishes the body118. Sleeping at improper time 

causes delusion, fever lassitude, nasal catarrh, headache, dropsy, and oppression 

in the chest (nausea), obstruction of the tissue pores and weakness of digestive 

function. For this fasting, emesis, sudation and nasal, medications are the 

treatment119. In case of excess of sleep, strong emetics, collyrium, nasal drops, 

fasting (or thinning therapy) worry, sexual intercourse, grief, fear and anger are 

advocated. By these the ślesma (kapha) gets decreased leading to loss of 

sleep120. 

In fact, YS states abhyāsa or practice (repeated) as a mean to still the 

movement of consciousness121 and as effort to stability (of mind)122. Thus, 

becomes firm when it is cultivated skillfully, for a long time and 

uninterruptedly123. In AHr, the principle of abhyāsa is used in the following 

verse124: 

Knowledge of successful treatment is obtained from constant practice just 

as knowledge of (determining) good or bad gems, etc. is not obtained from 

(knowing) the science. 

To conclude, is it possible to say that AHr uses the doctrines of Yoga 

system like controlling mind tendencies, yamas and niyamas, prāṇavāyu, 
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udānavāyu and samānavāyu, cakra, āsana as physical exercise, perfect physical 

body, ear, nidrā and abhyāsa. 
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�ॄÈ����2^ ���À��� ����� 2)��: >G�<�¦�� � )�� .^$�R �ू�&6�L��ॐ�॥१२॥ 

I�v� �a�% ��d���� �����2X�2È���� ;Â � ����:��� &�:���। 

�������´�?� >G<�O�ॅ ) ��2�R� �������{�� > ��� ?" $�? ;��>�:॥१३॥  

9�����|� �G] �$ ;�� 4� : �"�� ²?�:��: >��:। 

.^�Sa��� 9��0[����� P�2 �&� /2�SG��� �॥१४॥ (AV. 11. 5 1-14) 

4
 Radhakrishnan S., Indian Philosophy. 2nd vol, p. 341. 

5 ���������ू�4����ू����2:�24�Ï�����:�"WJ�$D���। २q। (YS 2. 29) 

6 I������]��)�ॄÈ��� ;>�2म�� ���� ।३०। (YS 2. 30) 

7
 Iyengar BKS, Light on the Yoga sūtras (Delhi: HarpersCollins Publishers India, 2005), p. 31 

8 Vide ref. nºs 23-24, 26, 35-57 of this chapter 

9 Vide ref. nºs 58, 59, 61-64 of this chapter 

10 Vide ref. nºs 65-80 of this chapter 

11 Vide ref. nº 87 of this chapter 

12 Vide ref. nº 90 of this chapter 

13 Vide ref. nº 91 of this chapter 

14 Vide ref. nºs 93-95 of this chapter 

15 Vide ref. nºs 98-100 of this chapter 

16 Vide ref. nºs 104-106 of this chapter 

17 Vide ref. nºs 186-112 of this chapter 

18 Vide ref. nºs 115-120 of this chapter 

19 Vide ref. nº 124 of this chapter 

20 �"O�Li$G�i��2":�॥२॥ (YS 1. 2) 
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21 ����� �6�^ T)?� ॥n॥ (YS 2. 8) 

22 � ���� �6�^ 2�O� ॥l॥ (YS 2. 7) 

23 2�O��&2"O�� �  ����� �?#��6)?5��ू�G���6)?�� �। 

   öM�Ò�"��2��&��:�� �"W>a$ ;$ Ps�� ��"W�� �UP॥ १॥ (AHr. Sū, 1. 1) 

24 '>5�2ू:��� ��&>5�2>2)WÆ2�। 

    �Ô�T>- )5��� �)��$^_%=A) � � �॥२H॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 25) 

25 ���&�� ;���D�).�[X��ूX��� �$3 )>��S �$� ॥३१॥ (YS 1. 31) 

26 ��&�� � > �$ ;�>��4 �>�b� �>6��<�। 

    �þ��ÞL)�� �$Ù�� � 2"O�4�� >À:� UG�� �॥२॥ (AHr. Ni, 1. 2) 

27 � Pऽ^5�4�� ��&�"> )3�24�� � �����> �b��> �b��$?��4�� S�$����Liू��&�� � ॥३३॥ (YS 1. 33) 

28 Iyengar BKS, Light on Prāṇāyāma (Delhi: HarpersCollins Publishers India, 2007), p. 81 

29 ू»&;��$:�24�w�� $� ू�4� ॥३४॥ (YS 1. 34) 

30 �$?�$�^ $� ू$G�i��x� ���� �0����@o�^ ।३H। (YS 1. 35) 

31 �$6"5� $� {"����^ ॥३8॥ (YS 1. 36) 

32 �$�2�O�$?�� $� ��i� � ॥३l॥ (YS 1. 37) 

33 /y��ि�Ù���Ah�� $� ॥३n॥ (YS 1. 38) 

34 �<��S��Ï���T� ॥३q॥ (YS 1. 39) 

35 O �$ ;Ð¦��:��0�� � �ý&)�@A�@A�� �। 

    �ँ�� )WÆ�<�5�2� ��Ux$���" S$)� �॥8q॥ (AHr. Sū, 12. 69) 

36 :^: P�� ;���&�$Ù�� � ��"&"?�?:� >2� �॥२8॥ (AHr. Sū, 1. 26) 

37 �[��Ah�� Ù���OG�\�$ ;?� )? � �॥१०n॥ (AHr. Ci, 7. 108) 
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38 '��&�� ?æ � >G<í&"?������:?"à$��। 

   '��&" ��� ���" &"? P���O ;O P� ;&�॥१॥ (AHr. Utt, 6. 1) 

39 6�2^2���� P� ;J P2����&x>����। 

    �$5G �������A��T?���>�"O��॥२॥ 

    �$?b4��Ð�ý� ¦��:$)O�� �#��� �। 

    3^4� � )J�$ P?Q�� � >a{>a.�¦��ब��� �॥३॥ 

    9�:�S�Li�$ॅ�6�& � �$? )4">�$? )4 �। 

    �S��Y �^��i$� j�& &"?�� ूÝ�?���॥४॥ 

    �:�"�$:�� 5�×_� �[���O� ;� � ��"$��� �। 

    '��&� 5�$ ;� ) � )� :^�$Ù��UG��ॅ��� �॥H॥ 

    & )�" ���� ��ॅJ" ॅJ��2�<$ि<�। 

    ॅ�]���R��2>� (AHr. Utt, 6. 2-6b) 

40 �ऽ $���kG 6�D��॥8॥ 

   L0�� ) 2"&��ब"6�����U��� ;�� �। 

   O^�$��&ऽ$�OD�$3 )>�«"æ���� �॥l॥ 

   I��`� $ )4 �$^4��&6ß�� �524� � �K�। 

   9��=) ��O�"W.ॐ�æ�� @KS��?��॥n॥ 

   IAã�2"W�Aã�2P2��� PO ;��"s��। 

   OG�\2w$���%? � �â�S ) ��$�����॥q॥ 

   '���bc���4��3[� .^4% ��x ) O&"#$�। (AHr. Utt, 6. 6b-10) 

41 �>i�MR.;� � ब":" � ��JA"J�s�Sि$�॥१०॥ 

   6^�»��"&5�5��� �v[� >^�$4 ;��। 

   I�]ØA�Ø�A���25�&ª>&6;�� �॥११॥ (AHr. Utt, 6. 10b-11) 

42 5}�&2"�5ँð�&Y2Ð)����2$�Ò��। 

   ®^5���� 2��ू^��A� ;A���ø�45ॐ ����॥१२॥ 
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   $ PSî� 6���$T)?" ��ि� X�< �2��� )।  

   '��&" @A$�� � 2�ऽ� S �#��ऽ ) � .��� )॥१३॥ (AHr. Utt, 6. 12-13) 

43 :�5�R��&��6)� ����)���S?D$�� �। 

    >�bc�&´�" � �K� �;�� � ���)�� >�2&)$� )॥१H॥ 

    2"�&]5U��?��) �û �4�� � @K ���)। 

    6"5��J��� Ï��� � .�O�5" �$� )J� )॥१8॥ (AHr. Utt, 6. 15-16) 

44 �$? )4 ँ��$$&�" �J»���@A)��ि��। 

    $ )O�R2)W�> �@�R" 2#�3�� �$$. ;� )� �॥१l॥ (AHr. Utt, 6. 17) 

45 �aऽ�>i65G â"�����;�S2��2)� �। 

    :a>: ������wDू&)�>�2? )��� �॥४३॥ 

    :a>� )M��� � P� � XO"�îP� � �>a���S�। 

    $��Î)���5)  ू��� > P�i5)  � � ू6��)॥४४॥ (AHr. Utt, 6. 43-44) 

46 I<���A. '��&) ` )�>�� � ू�".� )� �। 

   >a$ ;��$G���O% � � �` )�� �G� 6":�� �॥१n॥ 

   5}�>iS$)WÆ�&� $��� ��$2)��� �। 

   �`í:�/x� @��� � �62�� ��$2)��� �॥१q॥ 

   �<�W� 6 ��&)�� ू��&� AS�) ���। (AHr. Utt, 6. 18-20a) 

47 ��$Gi��?�s" �" ����6^ ू��� 6 ����। 

   ��.�OR ��S���& P� �[$�x � � �{�)॥Hq॥ (AHr. Utt, 6. 59) 

48 UG]>��" >U�2� � :^�ý��S��ù$�� �। 

   .��� )W�S�� ) ��i ) ��R�6"5S���&�S�॥१॥ 

   '��&$$5G �>� P�LA&)�O� P� ;AP�। 

   �� ) �ý) j�& ¦�Þ ) ��Ù$���? � � )? � �॥२॥ 

   ��" �$6� � �a����@|SM�� 5��� ) �ब���। 

    &R�� � ��&� � $�� � }) � � ��� >�&� � �$�3>� �॥३॥ 
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    >ँ�x��R �>��4 ूBA� � >��� �3��। 

    �$�. �3ॅ �$" &"?$)O )W�^� ) �$? �Ï�)॥४॥ 

    5�A�R2)4 � > ��L P$� )$ �$� )J� )। (AHr. Utt, 7. 1-5a) 

49 I>U�L� �S%&" $���s P�� ;�� )� �॥H॥ (AHr. Utt, 7. 5b) 

50 �>� ��î��� )W�U� � jkÔ� 6a���ॅ��। 

    ���" &6;� � Ï�� � ॅa¦ �&��"W�3$ P5G �� �॥8॥ 

    I6ßौ$4� /)&" A�A���ø�45ॐ ����। 

    I�$>�Ü"W����a ;»� ; 5���æ">" @A3��॥l॥ 

    ��ि���6"WD�&;�Gæ � /y ) O�� � ��� ;�� �। 

    >�� � � PA� �s� ��"2)$ � � )��� �॥n॥ (AHr. Utt, 7. 6-8) 

51 �ऽ $���C� 2M�Ò� ू>��L � �K� �;K�। 

    I>U2�� ��Ù�� � AS�) �$/2� �&� �॥q॥ 

    '���bc��3� X���� }) � � $��� 5Ô�)। 

    9�$Ï�� �62" &R�� � &6¦�m��5o2�॥१०॥ 

    >�2�" �$�3>]D� �$?�� �$���D��A�। 

    �3ँ��$��4��3[D���� 5Gg�^3�)॥११॥ 

    �>A� >�?� �>� �$�>� �$5G ����� �। (AHr. Utt, 7. 9-12a) 

52 I>U2�� �>i )� � �K� ��Ù�� � �$���॥१२॥ 

    >^�}) ���3$E[O�«�A��� � )�&�^� �। 

    S P2$�&^Þ��?��>&6´ �G?�����॥१३॥ (AHr. Utt, 7. 12b-13) 

53 5}�� 2)4 म�4� ��2)4 P$ �$@":�� �। 

   � )J�WÐ� Sa��^ A�A� 6 ��� )ऽ������॥१४॥ 

    6 ���S�>&�6;[� (AHr. Utt, 7. 14-15a) 

54 I<�WW$G����� :^��ijF���� ू�&@":�� �॥१H॥ 

   �^�P� 5��� ;&>U�2) 5� ;�S$ ;����&�S�। (AHr. Utt, 7. 15b-16a) 
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55 $���5�  @��Sa��t P� > Pi� ू��" �$2)�� P�॥१8॥  

   Î P��5�  $��ू�� P2>U�2� �>��2)� �। 

   �$ ;�� � ��$6 �\� �QO�X����� �॥१l॥ 

   I>U�2�$�"3�<� �"O�� � ��6���� � �4 �। (AHr. Utt, 7. 16b-18a) 

56 ��� 5�\ P2>U�2" &"? P� 6�2^2���� P�। 

    ����� ) ��L)? ����� ;���ौ��॥३H॥ 

    �U�ि���� P2)� � ��L�5î��>��2)� �। 

    �&��� ���v�"��&)�$ ;?����A� )M&�॥३8॥ (AHr. Utt, 7. 35-36) 

57 � �#�  ��" �$5�2)4 [���� 5G �$�����। 

   � ॄa���T?� P�2J P� ��J� � )�"W� @G��� )� �॥३l॥ (AHr. Utt, 7. 37) 

58 ������)���<�5��� > P6 ��� >�?��G� )॥२१॥ 

    ��Êx�A�>� ¦�>�&��SÏ� ��í$>� ;�� �। 

    >�> � 5�%�� &6:� 5��$�D��� P��.)� �॥२२॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 21-22) 

59 9��26���ॄ���ë� �;G� ू�"�.� P�। 

    62^2� ���� ) ��]��O�2��$ ��24 P�॥H२॥ (AHr. Sū, 7. 52) 

60 ॄÈ�� ;ू ��t���� $^� ;A�S�॥३n॥ (YS 2. 38) 

61 9��26���ॄ���ë� �;G� ू�"�.� P�। 

   62^2� ���� ) ��]��O�2��$ ��24 P�॥H२॥ (AHr. Sū, 7. 52) 

62 2���GH���� )&"�0��6�ब��4 :��$�। 

   �Þ Ý_�� �A� �aऽ65G- )&�&�"W�> �॥१३॥ (AHr. Sū, 1. 13) 

63 >$ ;� � 0aA�aA��� 5��� ;kG»�b��� �? �। 

   I��®^5����� $G\� 6 �ब�  6 �ब�ँ�2^��>॥१२॥ (AHr. Sū, 11. 12) 
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64 6 �ब)  ��2�� � ू��()� � 6 �ब�  6"�4��)$ $�। 

   �"&"W]<� $G?4�"�%ह� :a����^$ �॥२०॥ (AHr. Sū, 11. 20) 

65 I]��6�"W�G��� 3 �T�� � ���0��D� �>>�����। 

    @�A" $G\"W�$)O�i ;�.)ि"O^ � � P< ��� �॥l२॥ (AHr. Sū, 7. 72) 

66 � )$ )� 5���� 5��� �GÞ" $�.^5G ��� ��� )। 

    I��T�R62&"� >3�T?� ;��&���"�॥l३॥ (AHr. Sū, 7. 73) 

67 ॅ��"�"�&�@ ;E@A:��/�d�3���। 

    I>$ ;�24� � ��&�<� O»�� �`�� �॥l४॥ (AHr. Sū, 7. 74) 

68 UG��� ):�� �2�2"í�> �J^���ि��6"@A��। 

   I�:5� ��.2�" S$�R ®^? � ������॥lH॥ (AHr. Sū, 7. 75) 

69 .^4% ���� ���� ��s�x $ )O��^2� )�A�� �। 

   � $ )�O�"W�5�� ;� ��x��.[� ��Ï����� �॥१q॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 19) 

70 �]���2� ���� )� �� ू�y"�� ����2� �। 

   9� �2�2"í�� PX�� �6" A"5��L 6�X��� �॥४n॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 48) 

71 I� ;� )ç )$O"�$ू$G\$ Ps�G>���<^� �। 

   �$� ���x��< ;�� 5��� ;x�$��)� ���3> )� �॥२४॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 24) 

72 9�$M��� >ँ� )&�> 5^æ�>>^�A5� �॥२३॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 23b) 

73 5�A) ���� ���� ॄa��&�$��$��& > )6A� �। (AHr. Sū, 2. 26½) 

74 �ऽ$O ;6a�� ��2Ç� S.)i� ���$2":�� �। 

   I� �����$��>&� �$ ;:�%? � �Ï��� �॥३०॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 30) 

75 �^�2"���ँ�ौ��� ;� ;A��¨य�A���� 

    `��6^A� � �� �2�S� � �$ )?"W� ��4"JA�॥३१॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 31) 
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76 '>5�2ू:��� ��&>5�2>2)WÆ2�। 

   �Ô�T>- )5��� �)��$^_%=A) � � �॥२H॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 25) 

77 & )�$�K) ���� � )J�� ू�5 � ौ���T��$� ;� )� �। 

    �"C;.�� ��L2� ��t)� � (AHr. Sū, 2. 37) 

78 &3�^<� ;i6�®�<| çJ5�� ; 6 ����S ;?5 �। 

   @K5Ð� @KO �4� �Ôx� �"í���?:� �॥२n॥ (AHr. Sū, 1. 28) 

79 I� �2#� 6 ���&;3" @ ��\��� � >�2��25�। (AHr. Sū, 1. 29a) 

80 &^>� � $G_��� �_� `����a.� ;@Aू&� �। 

    5bca�Aौ�/)&�d��Ge�&��>�f�.� �॥१8॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 16) 

81 ू»&;��$:�24�w�� $� ू�4� ॥३४॥ (YS 1. 34) 

82
 Iyengar BKS, Light on Prāṇāyāma (Delhi: HarpersCollins Publishers India, 2007), p. 153 

83 ��U� � ��� X��ूX���"O ;���$»)&� ू�4�����।४q। (YS 2. 49) 

84 @�����wR2�Ç$G�i&%65�A�L��S� >�2�J" &^� ;�aå�॥H०॥ (YS 2. 50) 

85 ��� 3^�� ) ू5�6�$24� �॥H२॥ (YS 2. 52) 

86 :�24�� � � �"í��� ����॥५३॥ (YS 2. 53) 

87 ू�4��&S )&��À��� $� �� 

   '2� 5bñ�2" @ ��\j&� )�d���i:G5 �॥४॥ (AHr. Sū, 12. 4) 

88 '&��.���A>ã5bæ5��&��D 'M��RL॥४०॥ (YS 3. 40) 

89 ����.��JA�� �॥४१॥ (YS 3. 41) 

90 '2� 0��� �&��� �������SOA��L2)� �॥H॥ 

   $�&$G�iू�è".� ;@A$4 ;UG���ब��। (AHr. Sū, 12. 5) 
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91 ����"W�v��^>0� 5"t) �2�� �$ ;��। 

   Ix� OG(��� >��� �$$)���� � �À��॥n॥ (AHr. Sū, 12. 8) 

92 ���S�ब)  5��¦a�Ù�� �॥३०॥ (YS 3. 30) 

93 ���S2���6�� /)&" A�^5� ��:2� 2��। 

   �5 � �6;� � � �>i� ���S2ऽ �$6)?��॥२॥ (AHr. Sū, 12. 2) 

94 '2� 0��� �&��� �������SOA��L2)� �॥H॥ 

   $�&$G�iू�è".� ;@A$4 ;UG���ब��। (AHr. Sū, 12. 5) 

95 &6 .^�$�:����� �62"2��@o�� �। 

   5bñ"Wॐ� j&�� ���S@ ;��� 6 �ब�.�^ 6 �&� �॥१३॥ (AHr. Śā, 3. 13) 

96 �02� ������� �॥४8॥ (YS 2. 46) 

97 ��" T����S����॥४n॥ (YS 2. 48) 

98 A�:$� 5� ;���·� &^Þ"W�v�%&�� 3��। 

    �$S#��O�ऽ[� ¦������>.��� )॥१०॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 10) 

99 $���>i���^ ?�A" $G\"�.4´ � �� �.)� �। 

    I: ;6G� ��? )¦�� ?�A�S� �`:S"�.�S�॥११॥ 

    6^�5�A) $�R) � ���)$ ��"W�&�। (AHr. Sū, 2. 11) 

100 �Gg� 3�� ू��5" 2#�>i� ौ�� "��। 

     I��¦������ 5��" Ø2ँð�&YL .��� )॥१३॥ (AHr. Sū, 2. 13) 

101 �>A�$b�@A$ळ�����[��� 5���Ô� �॥४l॥ (YS 3. 47) 

102 0aA/�>�aå����< ;$ý�����& � Sa�.��॥४H॥ 

     ��"W�4���&ू��S� ;$� 5���Ô� � �ç�� ;��S���L॥४8॥ (YS 3. 45-46) 

103 One hasta is 45 cms. Three and half hasta (157 cms) is the average height of an adult male. 
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104 /� /� ��ऽ�� ��\� $> �� >�ऽ� � ���� �?"�। 

    � � �s �#� ��ि#P 2J��S�� ;��� P�� ;. P�॥१०8॥ 

    I2"�6����0aA&^� ;[ P� ��$>� ;� P�। (AHr. Śā, 3. 105a-106b)  

105 AA�æ� �x�� �ÎJ6X�:%§��xS� �। 

    54Y �^�"x�� >L����R� �ÎJ����A�॥१०n॥ 

    � )ऽ ) ¦#������� ) � �@\:�>å4^। 

    'x��म� ��"Z��� >^�. �;�� ;��5� ���॥१०q॥ (AHr. Śā, 3. 108-116) 

106 [म#�&^�� �ý�R��[�b�J� �<"i2� �। 

     @Aू��4Ù���<% ��2�b� �#��� &)����� �॥११l॥ 
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114 Tola Fernando and Dragonetti Carmen. The Yogasūtras of Pataṅjali (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1995), p. 32 
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4. Vaiśeṣika 

4.1. Antecedents 

At its origin, the Vaiśeṣika system is later than the Sāṁkhya but is older 

than the Nyāya. Radhakrishnan1 writes that this system is older than Buddhism 

and Jainism, later to 300 A.D. The word is derived from viśeṣa which means 

particularity or distinction. It places emphasis on the eternal substances such as 

atoms of the four elements (earth, water, fire and air) and believes in the 

plurality of souls. Kaṇāda have been the founder of the system. He is also 

known as Kaṇabhuk, Ulūka and Kāśyapa. After him, this system also had the 

name of Kaṇāda Darśana or Aulūka. The name Kaṇāda comes from the fact that 

him having lived as an ascetic on grain harvested from the field. Kaṇa has the 

meaning of "grain" but also means a particle or particular and the word Kaṇāda 

suggests that anyone who is living under the philosophy of viśeṣa (particularity). 

 

4.2. Literature 

The first systematic exposition of the Vaiśeṣika philosophy is found in 

Vaiśeṣikasūtra of Kaṇāda. His work is divided into ten books. The Book I 

discusses the five categories of substance, quality, action, generality and 

particularity. The Book II deals with different substances, excepting soul and 

mind. The Book III mentions the soul and mind along with the objects of the 

senses and the nature of the inference. The atomic structure of the universe is 

treated in Book IV. The next Book makes a discussion of the nature and kinds of 

action. The Book VI discusses ethical problems. The Book VII is devoted to the 

questions of quality, self and inference. The last three books are mainly logical 

and treat of the problems of perception, inference and causality.  

Praśastapāda wrote the Padārthadharmasaṁgraha that, besides being a 

bhāṣya or commentary on Vaiśeṣikasūtra of Kaṇāda, is also an independent 

work. It was commented by Udayana and Śrīdhara. Later, the Vaiśeṣika system 
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was merged with Nyāya who accepted the ontology of its founder and has grown 

under the light of its epistemology. Śivāditya, Laugākṣi, Bhāskara, Viśvanātha 

and Annambhaṭṭa treat the two systems together. One of its objectives is dealing 

with the categories and split its atomistic pluralism. One category is called 

padārtha and the whole universe is reduced to six or seven padārthas. Literally, 

padārtha means "the meaning of a word" or "the object by a word meaning". All 

objects of knowledge come under padārtha. Padārtha means an object that can 

be taught (jñeya) or called (abhidheya). Thus, the categories of Vaiśeṣika are a 

metaphysical classification of all objects known. The Vaiśeṣika system is a 

pluralistic realism, a philosophy of identity and difference, which emphasizes 

that the essence of reality consists in the difference. 

 

4.3. Principles 

Originally, the Vaiśeṣika believed in six categories and seventh, abhāva or 

non-existence, was added later. Although Kaṇāda mention abhāva, it didn’t give 

the status of category. It was added later by teachers, Śrīdhara, Udayana and 

Śivāditya. The Vaiśeṣika divides all existing real objects that are objects of 

knowledge into two classes, bhāva or existence and abhāva or non-existence. 

Six categories are in the first group and the seventh is abhāva. The discussion of 

padārthas forms the content more relevant within the Vaiśeṣika system. The six 

padārthas are: dravya (substance), guṇa (quality), karma (action), sāmānya 

(generality, equality), viśeṣa (particularity, differentiation) and samavāya 

(inherence)2. The seventh category is called abhāva (non-existence). 

4.3.1. Dravya 

The substance or dravya is defined as the ground where the actions and 

qualities inheres and is the coexistent material cause of composite things 

produced from it. The substance is the self-subsistence, the absolute and the 

independent nature of things. 
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It is the substrate of the qualities and actions. Without substance, there are 

no qualities and actions. It is the basis of the qualities and actions, actual or 

potential, at present or in future. The substances cannot be defined far away 

from the qualities and actions. 

The latest and ultimate substances are eternal, independent, individual and 

infinite or infinitesimal, as Sharma3. The substances are nine: pṛthivī (earth), ap 

(water), tejas (fire), vāyu (air), ākāśa (ether), kāla (time), dik (space), ātman 

(spirit, soul) and manas (mind)4. The earth, water, fire, air and ether elements 

represent the last and ultimate, the eternal atoms that are individual and 

infinitesimal. Ether is not atomic but infinite and eternal. These five are called 

bhūtas (elements) and are physicals. Each of them has particular qualities that 

distinguish the other. The qualities of earth, water, fire, air and ether is the smell, 

taste, color, touch and sound, respectively. They are perceived by external five 

senses. The external senses are made by their elements whose specific qualities 

are perceived by them - the sense of smell is made up of the elements of earth 

and so on.  

Time and space are eka (unique), nitya (eternal) and vibhu (all-pervading). 

They are elusive, endless and indivisible substances. They have different parts 

and divisions. Time is the cause of our cognition of the past, present and future. 

Space is the cause of our cognition of "east" and "west", "here" and "there", 

"near" and "far" and is different from ākāśa (ether) which is the substrate of the 

quality of sound.  

The mind is antarindriya (internal sense). It is atomic, eternal and 

imperceptible. Each self have a mind. It is through this that the self enter into 

contact with objects. In the perception of external objects, the mind is active and 

selective, because we could not perceive at the same time, color, touch, taste, 

smell and sound. 
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4.3.2. Guṇa  

The second category is guṇa or quality. It cannot exist independently by 

itself and possesses no qualities or actions. Inheres in substance and depends, for 

its existence, of the substance. It is not a constitutive cause of anything. It is 

called independent reality because it can be prameya (conceived), jñeya 

(thought) and abhidheya (named), independently of where substance inheres. 

They are not necessarily eternal and include materials and mental qualities. They 

are permanent and static characteristics of the substance, while the action is a 

dynamic and transient characteristic of the substance. Guṇa is defined by 

Kaṇāda5 as "what inhere a substance that has no quality or action, which does 

not produce anything composed, and that is not the cause of the conjunction and 

disjunction as an action". 

Kaṇāda mentions seventeen qualities6. Subsequently, seven are added by 

Praśastapāda. These twenty-four qualities are recognized by the School Nyāya-

Vaiśeṣika, as Radhakrishnan7: 

Color (rūpa), taste (rasa), smell (gandha), touch (sparśa), number 

(sāṁkhya), size (parimāṇa), separation or individuality (pṛthaktva), conjunction 

(saṁyoga), disjunction (vibhāga), distant or long (paratva), proximity or near 

(aparatva), knowledge (buddhi), pleasure (sukha), pain (duḥkha), desire (icchā), 

aversion (dveṣa), effort (prayatna), heaviness (gurutva), fluidity (dravatva), 

viscidity (sneha), merit (dharma), demerit (adharma), sound (śabda) and faculty 

or processing (saṁskāra).  

4.3.3. Karman 

The third category is karman or action. As the quality, it belongs and 

inheres in a substance and cannot exist separately of it. The action is a dynamic 

and transient characteristic and is the cause of the conjunction and disjunction 

and is of five types: utkṣepaṇa (upward movement), avakṣepaṇa (downward 
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movement), ākuñcana (contraction), prasāraṇa (expansion) and gamana 

(motion)8. 

4.3.4. Sāmānya 

The fourth category is sāmānya (generality, equality). It is the concept of 

class or the essence of class. It is the common nature of things that are within the 

same class.  

The sāmānya directs itself to the common characteristics of certain 

individuals and does not include sub-classes. It is universal because different 

individuals are said to belong to a single class. It is eka (unique), nitya (eternal) 

and anekānugata (residing in many). 

It is unique, although the individuals that resides are different. It is eternal, 

although the individuals in that inhere are subject to the birth and death, 

production and destruction. It is common to several individuals. It is the essence 

of the class of the universe of Man, called "humanity" which inheres in all 

individual men, as Sharma states9. 

Sāmānya also mean uniformity and is always the cause of increase (effect) 

of others. However, the increase is related to the effect only when two objects 

have common characteristics and when both come together or are in contact 

with each other. 

 

4.3.5. Viśeṣa 

The fifth category is viśeṣa (particularity, differentiation). It allows us to 

perceive things as different from each other. It is the basis for exclusion. Each 

individual is unique and singular.  

We distinguish empirical objects by meaning of the parties by which they 

are made and where, during the examination, reach substances that have no 

simple parts for which we can distinguish them, we assume that each simple 

substance has the quality that makes it different from the one another. An atom 
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differs from other not only in numbering existence but also in qualitative 

existence. Thus, as the ultimate and last atoms are innumerable, so are their 

features. The category of viśeṣa was created to defend this position. 

4.3.6. Samavāya 

The sixth category is samavāya or the eternal inseparable relationship 

called inherence. Kaṇāda calls this the relationship between cause and effect10. 

The related things by samavāya are inseparably linked. It is an "inseparable 

relationship" and eternal. It is imperceptible and is inferred from the inseparable 

relationship of two things. The things that are inseparably connected are: a part 

and whole, the quality and substance, action and substance, the particular and 

the universal, viśeṣa and the eternal substance. As Sharma11, the whole inhere in 

parts, the quality inheres in their substances and an action inheres in individual 

members of that class. The viśeṣa (particularity) inheres in its eternal substance. 

Samavāya is the unique and eternal relationship between two things inseparably 

connected. 

4.3.7. Abhāva 

The seventh category is abhāva or non-existence. Initially, there wasn’t a 

category. It was added later. Kaṇāda not admitted it. For him, the non-existence 

has no absolute meaning and all types of non-existence - prāgabhāva (no 

antecedent existence) or non-existence of a thing before its production, 

pradhvaṁsābhāva (no existence subsequent) or non-existence of a thing after its 

destruction, anyonyābhāva (no mutual existence) or non-existence of a thing as 

other thing that is different, are related to bhāva (positive existence), as 

Radhakrishnan12.  

A pot does not exist prior its production, neither after its destruction, 

neither as cloth. Antecedent negation has no beginning but has an end. It ends 

when the thing is produced. The subsequent negation has a beginning but has no 

end. It starts when the thing is destroyed and has no end since the same thing 
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cannot be produced again. The mutual is exclusive and is opposed to identity. 

The absolute negation is a pseudo-idea. They are both beginning and end.  

The anyonyābhāva or mutual negation means the non-existence of a thing 

as something else - "A is not B". The other three negations - antecedent, 

subsequent and absolute - are called saṁsargābhāva or non-existence of 

correlation which implies the non-existence of something else within of other 

thing - "A is not within B". If antecedent negation is denied, then all things will 

become eternal; if the mutual negation is denied, then all things will become 

indistinguishable; and if the absolute negation is denied, then all things will 

always exist and anywhere. The vision of non-existence is based on the design 

of ontological conception of Vaiśeṣika. 

 

4.4. Vaiśeṣika in Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya 

As noted before, Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya is a treatise where the application of 

philosophy or applied philosophy is more relevant than just the discussion of 

philosophy. 

In AHr, the Vaiśeṣika is present with the following doctrines: 

- dravya-pañcamahābhūtas13
 

- guṇa14
 

- karman
15

 

- kāla16
 

- sāmānya-viśeṣa17
 

- kārya -kāraṇa18
 

Dravya (substance) is the chief (most important) among rasa (tastes) and 

others (qualities) because all of them (qualities) are residing in it (substance). 
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AHr mentions19: 

Substances yield good or bad effect, some by their rasa (taste), some by 

their vipāka (taste at the end of digestion), some by their guṇa (quality), some by 

their vīrya (potency) and some by their prabhāva (special action). Whichever 

the one that is powerful among them (rasa, vipāka, guṇa, prabhāva) present in a 

substance, covers up (reduce, inactivates, lessens or even negates) the others and 

becomes the cause of action (of that substance). In case of combination of two 

opposite qualities, the strong one vanquishes the weak. When these are of equal 

strength, vipāka wins over rasa; they (rasa and vipāka) win over the vīrya, 

prabhāva wins over them (rasa, vipāka, guṇa, prabhāva). This is the pattern of 

natural strength. 

Thus, AH refers that the substances have a good or bad effect, some by 

their rasa (taste) and some by their vipāka (taste at the end of digestion). Other 

causes: guṇa (qualities), vīrya (potency) and prabhāva (special action). It also 

mentions the special effect of each of the tastes20. 

According to Āyurveda, each dravya (substance) is pañcabhautika 

(composed of five elements). In AHr21, it is said that these elements have their 

support in kṣmā (pṛthvī bhūta) and have the origin from aṁbu (ap bhūta), agni 

(tejas bhūta), pavana (vāyu bhūta) and nabhas (ākāśa bhūta), with their 

inseparable combination for its formation and specificity (of each substance). Its 

identification or designation is by preponderance (predominance of the bhūta 

present in it)22.  

The dravya is classified on the basis of the predominance of one specific 

bhūta (element): pārthiva, predominantly earth, āpya, predominantly water, 

āgneya, predominantly fire, vāyavīya, predominantly air and nābhasa, 

predominantly ether. Certain dynamic psycho-pharmacological properties have 
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been assigned to each dravya this group. This allows to doctor identify and 

select the drug that is appropriate to treat a particular patient's condition.  

AHr23 concerns that the substances are of three types: śamana (those that 

reduce or calm the doṣas), kopanā (those that cause the increase or disorder of 

doṣas) and svasthahita (those that are beneficial to health). 

Guṇas are the qualities or properties owned by the substance (dravya). In 

Āyurveda, are described what are known as śabda guṇa (sound and other 

properties), reflecting the five special properties of pañcamahābhūtas, when 

they are in the state atomic (paramānu rūpa). 

They are directly perceived by the organs of the senses and are called 

objects of the senses: śabda (sound), sparśa (touch), rūpa (color), rasa (taste), 

gandha (smell), as can be seen in AHr24. In the table below, there are the 

elements associated with their qualities: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 - Guṇa and bhūta 

In the next stage of evolution, ākāśa origins vāyu with the qualities śabda 

of ākāśa and sparśa oneself. Vāyu origins agnibhūta that has three qualities: 

śabda, sparśa and rūpa (oneself). From agnibhūta, has origin ap bhūta - which 

has four guṇas: śabda, sparśa, rūpa and rasa (oneself). From the ap bhūta born 

pṛthivī bhūta with five guṇas: śabda, sparśa, rūpa, rasa and gandha (oneself). 

In AHr25, specified qualities are associated with substances: 

- Guru (heavy), manda (slow), hima (cold), snighda (unctuous), ślakṣṇa 

(smooth), sāndra (solid), mṛdu (soft), sthira (firm), sūkṣma (subtle) and viśada 

Guṇa Bhūta 

śabda (sound) kha (ākāśa) 
sparśa (touch) anila (vāyu) 
rūpa (color) agni (tejas) 
rasa (taste) ṁbu (ap) 
gandha 
(smell) 

bhū (pṛthivī) 
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(rough and clean). These ten along with their respective opposites like laghu 

(light in weight), tīkṣṇa (penetrating), uṣṇa (hot), rukṣa (dry), khara (rough), 

drava (liquid), kaṭhiṇa (hard), cala (moving), sthūla (gross) and picchila (slimy) 

are the twenty guṇas. 

And the properties of doṣas are mentioned in AHr26: 

• Besides rūkṣa, laghu, khara, sūkṣma and cala, vāta has the property śīta 

(cold); 

• Besides tīkṣṇa, uṣṇa, laghu, drava, pitta has the following properties:  

sasneha (slight unctuousness), visra (bad smell) and sara (free flowing); 

• Besides snighda, śīta, guru, kapha has the following properties: manda 

(slow in action), slakṣṇa (smooth), mṛtsna (slimy) and sthira (firm). 

The substances which possess qualities such as guru (heaviness), sthūla 

(bulky), sthira (stable) and predominant in gandha (smell) are pārthiva 

(earthier). It bestows heaviness, stability, compactness and growth27. The 

substances which possess qualities such as drava (liquidity), śīta (cold), guru 

(heaviness), snigdha (unctuousness, moisture, oiliness), manda (dull), sāndra 

(thickness, dense) and predominant in rasa (taste) are āpya (watery). It confers 

lubrification (moistness), secretion (moisture, production), kleda (keeping wet), 

satiation (contentment, satisfaction) and cohesion (binding, holding together)28.  

And the substances which possess qualities such as rūkṣa (dry), tīkṣṇa 

(penetrating, sharp), uṣṇa (hot), viśada (non-slimy), sūkṣma (minute) and 

predominant in rūpa (appearance, showing, form) are āgneya (firy). It causes 

burning sensation, luster, expression of color and digestion (process of 

transformation, putrefaction, etc.29 The substances with qualities such as rūkṣa 

(dry), viśada (non-slimy), laghu (lightness) and predominant in sparśa (touch 

tactile sensation) are vāyavīya (winder). It produces dryness, lightness, 

transparency, movements (different kinds of activities) and exhaustion30. The 
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substances which possess qualities such as sūkṣma (minuteness), viśada 

(transparence, clearness), laghu (lightness) and predominant in śabda (sound, 

hearing) are nābhasa (etherer). It produces cavitations (hollowness) and 

lightness (weightiness)31. 

Svādu (sweet), amla (sour), lavaṇa (salt), tikta (bitter), ūṣṇa (pungent) and 

kaṣāya (astringent) are the six rasas. They are present in the substances, each 

one is more strengthening (to the body) in their order of precedence32. Taste is 

also a guṇa (quality) of every substance. Each substance may have one or more 

tastes, which becomes known when the substance is put on the tongue. The first, 

clearly recognizable taste is known as pradhāna rasa (primary taste) and the 

remaining tastes are recognized later and mildly are anurasa (secondary taste). 

In respect of giving strength to the body, kaṣāya (astringent) provides the 

minimum, ūṣṇa (pungent) a little more and so on, svādu (sweet) providing the 

maximum. 

Madhura and other rasas (tastes) get formed from the preponderance of 

two bhūtas (primary elements) respectively in the following manner: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6 – Bhūtas and rasa 

Two bhūtas  Rasa 

kṣmā (pṛthivī) + aṁbu (ap) madhura (sweet) 

agni (tejas) + kṣmā (ap) amla (sour) 

aṁbu (ap) + tejas lavaṇa (salt) 

kha (ākāśa) + vāyu tikta (bitter) 

agni (tejas) + anila (vāyu) kaṭu (pungent) 

go (pṛthivī) + anila (vāyu) kaṣāya (adstringent) 
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One can say that the extension, flexion, etc., are efforts or karmans 

(actions). Vyāyāma or exercise33 is also considered an action that causes ceṣṭā 

(effort) to the body. The effort of different types is the quality of living beings 

and has also been mentioned as guṇa. The pañcakarma, or the five actions of 

purification, also seen as an effort that already has a very profound effect and 

are carried out in three steps: pūrvakarma (pre-operative procedure), 

pradhānakarma (operative procedure) and paścātkarma (post-operative 

procedure). 

And the karman of a substance is diverse: dīpana (carminative), pācana 

(digestive), sotaghna (anti-inflammatory), mūtra virecana (diuretic), stambhana 

(haemostatic or anti-diarrheal), śūla praśamana (anodyne), jvaraghna (anti-

pyretic), svedana (diaphoretic), rasāyana (rejuvenating), vājīkaraṇa 

(aphrodisiac), ārtavajanana (emmenagogue) and stanyajanana (galactagogue). 

There are hundreds of actions described in Āyurveda with their explanations and 

examples. 

When there is pain (in the body), constipation, predominance of anila 

(vāta) and śleṣman (kapha) together, abhayā, pippalīmūla, śamyāka, kaṭukā and 

ghana act as dīpana (carminative) and pācana (digestive)34. 

 Medicinal substances which are heavy (not easily digestible), cold (in 

potency), mobile (causing movement), unctuous, dull, thin (capable of entering 

into minute pores), soft and liquid are generally snehana (oleating, producing 

oiliness, lubrification), those possessing opposite properties are rūkṣaṇa 

(producing dryness)35. 

Caraka says that vīrya is that (property) through which action is made 

possible, no action is possible without vīrya and all actions are affected by the 

vīrya only36. 
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Those who designate guru, etc. (eight qualities mentioned above) as 

vīryas, do so by direct implication (after actually nothing/observing the effect of 

these qualities) because out of all qualities, these (eight) are the chief, their 

effect very strong, important in day-to-day routine (widely used) and applicable 

to majority of substances being considered first (in the scientific procedures)37. 

Rasa (taste) and others though eligible to be considered (as vīryas) are not 

called as vīryas because these are opposite to the four reasons mentioned in the 

previous verse (paragraph). Hence guru and others (eight qualities) only are the 

vīryas38. 

Some others (authorities) consider uṣṇa (hot) and śīta (cold) only the two 

(guṇas) as vīryās, because even thought, substances are of many kinds and 

qualities, only agni (tejas) and soma (ap) are very strong (powerful) just as 

vyakta (manifest) and avyakta (unmanifest) are for this universe and these 

cannot be surpassed (vanquished)39.  

The karman is very present in AHr. For example, the karman of vīryas: 

Uṣṇa vīrya (hot potency) produces giddiness, thirst, exhaustion (without 

any work), perspiration, burning sensation, quick cooking (transformation) and 

mitigation of vāta and kapha. Śiśira (śīta vīrya or cold potency) on the other 

hand causes hlādana (production), jīvana (livings, activities of life), stoppage 

(withholding, restraining) and purification (removal of abnormalities) of rakta 

(blood) and pitta
40. 

And the karman of madhura rasa and amla rasa: 

Madhura (sweet), being accustomed since birth produces greater strength 

in the dhātus (tissues), is very valuable for children, the aged, the wounded, the 

emaciated, is good for the color (complexion), hairs, sense organs and ojas 

(essence of the tissues), causes stoutness of the body, good for the throat, 

increases breast milk, unites broken things (fracture of the bones, etc.), not 
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easily digestible, prolongs life, helps life activities. It is unctuous, mitigates 

pitta, vāta and viṣa (poison). By excess use, it produces diseases arising from fat 

and śleṣman (kapha), obesity, dyspepsia, unconsciousness, diabetes, 

enlargements of glands of the neck, etc. malignant tumor (cancer) and such 

others41. 

For its part, amla (sour) stimulates the agni (digestive activity), is 

unctuous, good for the heart, digestive, appetizer, hot in potency, cold on touch 

(coolant on external applications, relieves burning sensation), satiates 

(comforting), causes moistening, is easy for digestion, causes aggravation 

(increases) of kapha, pitta and asṛa (blood) and makes the inactive vāta 

downwards. Used in excess, it causes looseness (flabbiness) of the body, loss of 

strength, blindness, giddiness, itching (irritation), pallor (whitish yellow 

discoloration as in anemia), visarpa (herpes), swellings, visphoṭa (small pox), 

thirst and fevers42. 

The karman of other tastes (lavaṇa, tikta, kaṭu, kaṣāya) are described in 

AHr. 

The karman of lavaṇa43
 taste: 

Lavaṇa (salt) removes the rigidity, clears the obstructions (of the channels 

and pores), increases digestive activity, lubrificates, causes sweating, penetrates 

(into the tissues), improves taste, causes lacerations and bursting (of tissues, new 

growth, abscess, etc). Used in excess, it causes increase of asra (blood) and 

pavana (vāta), causes baldness, graying of hair, wrinkles of the skin, thirst, 

leprosy (and other skin diseases), poison (effect of poison), visarpa (herpes) and 

diminution of strength (of the body). 
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The karman of tikta
44

 taste: 

Tikta (bitter) by itself is not liked, it cures anorexia, worms (bacteria, 

parasites, etc.), thirst, poison, leprosy (and other skin diseases), loss of 

consciousness, fever, nausea, burning sensations, mitigates pitta and kapha, 

dries up moisture (water), fat, muscle-fat marrow, feces and urine; is easily 

digestible, increases intelligence, cold (in potency), dry (causes dryness), 

cleanses the breast milk and throat. Used in excess, it causes depletion of dhātus 

(tissues) and diseases of vāta origin. 

The karman of kaṭu45
 taste: 

Kaṭu (pungent) cures diseases of the throat, allergic rashes, leprosy and 

other skin diseases, alasaka (a kind of indigestion), swelling (edema); reduces 

the swelling of the ulcers, dries up the unctuousness (greasiness), fat and 

moisture (water); increases hunger, is digestive, improves taste, śodhana 

(eliminates the doṣas), dries up the (moisture of the) food, breaks up hard 

masses, dilates (expands) the channels and mitigates (increased) kapha. By over 

use, t causes thirst, depletion of śukra reproductive element, sperm) and 

strength, fainting (loss of consciousness) contractures, tremors and pain the 

waist, back, etc. 

The karman of kaṣāya
46

 taste: 

Kaṣāya (astringent) mitigates (the increased) pitta and kapha, is not easily 

digestible; cleanses the blood, causes squeezing and healing of ulcers (wounds), 

cold (in potency), dries up the moisture and fat, hinders the cooking (digestion) 

of undigested food, is water absorbent (thereby causing constipation), dry 

(causes dryness) and cleanses the skin too much. Used in excess, it causes stasis 

of food without digestion, flatulence, pain in the (region of) heart, thirst, 

emaciation, loss of virility, obstruction of the channels and constipation. 
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Kāla (time) which is relevant to the (administration and selection of) drug 

(or therapies) is of two kinds – viz. that (time) commencing with kṣaṇa 

(moment), etc. and that of the stages of the disease47. The disease develops in the 

body in different successive stages and not all of a sudden. Each stage has its 

own characteristic signs and symptoms, recognition of each stage helps the 

physician to access the strength of the disease and decide the appropriate drug 

and therapy required for that stage, hence the necessity of two kinds of time. 

The success in treatment depends on the proper action of a physician, 

which in turn depends on proper dosage and proper time of administration. The 

sāma doṣas should be treated (first) with drugs which are digestive and which 

increase hunger. Next, with oleation and sudation therapies and finally, they 

should be expelled out with purificatory therapies (emesis, purgation) at the 

proper time and in accordance with the strength (of the patient)48. After 

consuming the medicine he should await for a muhūrta (48 minutes) the 

commencement of vomiting, with keen intent49.  

Vṛddhi (increase) of all of them (doṣas, dhātus and malas) is caused by 

the use of samāna (similar) and its opposite (decrease) by use of viparīta 

(dissimilar)50. Each of the doṣas, dhātus and malas has its own pramāṇa 

(quantity), guṇa (quality) and karman (function), which in it normalcy (sāmya) 

is conducive to health. They sometimes undergo vṛddhi and kṣaya (decrease) in 

their quantity, one or more of its qualities and functions, which are both known 

as vaiṣamya (abnormally) and which lead on to ill-health. Use of association 

with substances, qualities and activities which are similar (same or identical) 

with the material, qualities and activities and functions of the doṣas, dhātus and 

malas bring about their increase, whereas the use or association with substances, 

qualities and activities are viparīta (dissimilar, opposite) bring about their 

increase. For example, milk is guru, etc and kapha is guru
51, etc. So, when one 

take milk, kapha increases. This can be associated with sāmānya-viśeṣa. 
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The six padārthas culminate in effects and refer to the maintenance of the 

balance of all body elements as the doṣas, dhātus and malas (vitiators, tissues 

and waste products of the body). The state of equilibrium is related to the three 

doṣas and the two primary attributes of the mind, rajas and tamas forms the 

mānasika, mental or psychological52. Its imbalance deals with disease while the 

balance generates health53. Here, disease or health is kārya or effect that has 

kāraṇa or causes54. For example, two effects: 

Dhūma (inhalation of smoke), gaṇḍūṣa (holding liquids in the mouth) and 

kavaḷa (mouth gargles) appropriate to the doṣa may also be administered, these 

relieve running in the nose, bad taste in the mouth, pain in the head and throat55. 

When the doṣas become reduced by fasting, the digestive power becomes 

increased and feeling of lightness of the body appears, health, hunger, and thirst, 

desire for food, good digestion, strength and vitality (enthusiasm) also 

manifest56. 

When the patient is found to have developed the symptoms of proper 

laṅghana therapy, he should be treated next, with administration of peyā, etc. 

(drinking of gruel), prepared with drugs appropriate to each doṣa commencing 

first with maṇḍa (liquid food), either for six days or till the fever become soft 

(mild). By these (different kinds of gruel) his digestive fire gets increased just as 

the external fire, by the faggots (small piece of wood)57. 

To conclude, is it possible to say that AHr uses the doctrines of Vaiśeṣika 

system like dravya-pañcamahābhūtas, guṇa, karman, kāla, sāmānya-viśeṣa and 

kārya-kāraṇa. 
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52 2.��L ���" T� � &"?�$ �&� j��॥२१॥ (AHr. Sū, 1. 21) 
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5. Nyāya 

5.1. Antecedents 

The sage Gautama is the founder of the school Nyāya. Nyāya means "going 

into a subject or analytical investigation", as Radhakrishnan1. In its popular use, 

the term Nyāya means right or fair. It suggests that the system is predominantly 

intellectual, analytical, logical and epistemological. It is also called tarkaśāstra or 

the science of reasoning, pramāṇaśāstra or the science of logic and epistemology, 

tetuvidyā or the science of causes, vādavidyā or the science of debate and āvikṣikī 

or the science of critical study, as stated Sharma2. It becomes a science of 

demonstration or of correct knowledge, pramāṇaśastra. All knowledge implies 

four conditions: the subject or the pramātṛ, the cogniser or the substantive ground 

of the cognitions, the object or the prameya to which the process of cognition is 

directed, the resulting state of cognition or the pramiti and the means of knowledge 

or the pramāṇa. Every cognitive act, valid or invalid, has the three factors of a 

cognizing subject, content or what of which the subject is aware and a relation of 

knowledge between the two, which are distinguishable though not separable. The 

nature of knowledge as valid or invalid depends upon the fourth factor of pramāṇa. 

It is the operative cause of valid knowledge in normal circumstances3. 

The purpose of Nyāya is to achieve the ultimate aim of life, the mokṣa 

(liberation). Nyāya considers that this can be achieved by performing the following 

four aspects: 1 – cause of the pain; 2 - method of destruction of pain (knowledge); 

3 - means to achieve this destruction; 4 - aim to be reached. Also, believes that the 

objective can be achieved through an examination of forms and sources of 

knowledge correct or valid, as B.G. Gopinath4. Nyāya examines the philosophical 

concepts and fundamental problems of reality.  
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To find out the truth or reality, Nyāya emphasizes the need to study 

carefully, consider and adopt the following categories, which are described in 

Nyāya Sūtra, as described by Dasgupta5: 

1 - means of right knowledge (pramāṇa); 2 – object of right knowledge 

(prameya); 3 - doubt (saṁśaya); 4 - purpose (prayojana); 5 - illustrative instances 

(dṛṣṭānta); 6 - accepted conclusions (siddhānta); 7 - premises (avayava); 8 - 

argumentation (tarka); 9 - ascertainment (nirṇaya); 10 - debates (vāda); 11 - 

questioning (jalpa); 12 – arguments with fallacies (vitaṇḍā); 13 - fallacy 

(hetvābhāsa); 14 - quibble (chala); 15 - refutations (jāti) and 16 – disagreement in 

principle (nigrahasthāna). 

It is said that the apavarga (salvation) is affected by the subsequent 

disappearance of mithyājñāna (false knowledge), doṣas (defects), pravṛtti 

(endeavours) and janma (birth) as Dasgupta6. The means of salvation are four 

ways: pratyakṣa (perception), anumāna (inference), upamāna (analogy) and śabda 

(testimony). The inference is of three types: cause from the effect, effect on the 

cause and inference in general. Śabda is defined as the āpta (testimony of reliable 

authority). Such testimony may tell us something we may be experiencing and that 

is beyond the experience. Objects of knowledge are said to be self (ātman), body, 

senses, sense-objects, understanding (buddhi), mind (manas), endeavour (pravṛtti), 

rebirths, enjoyment of pleasure and suffering of pain, sorrow, and salvation. 

Desire, antipathy, effort (prayatna), pleasure, pain and knowledge indicate the 

existence of the self. Body is that which upholds movement, the senses and the rise 

of pleasure and pain as arising out of the contact of sense with objects. The five 

senses are derived from the five elements (pṛthivī, ap, tejas, vāyu and ākāśa). 

Smell, taste, color, touch and sound are the qualities of the above five elements and 

these are also the objects of the senses. The fact that many cognitions cannot occur 

at any one moment indicates the existence of mind (manas). Endeavour means 

what is done by speech, understanding and body. Doubt arises when through 
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confusion of similar qualities or conflicting opinions, etc., one wants to settle one 

of the two alternatives. That for attaining which, or for giving up which one sets 

himself to work is called prayojana. 

 

5.2. Literature 

The first treatise of Nyāya philosophy is the Nyāya Sūtra (3rd century B.C) 

of Gautama. It is divided into five books, each containing two sections. The first 

book states in general terms the sixteen topics described above (pramāṇa, 

prameya, saṁśaya, etc.) to be considered in the other four. The second book deals 

with the nature of doubt, the means of proof and their validity. In fact, deals with 

the refutations of objections against the means of right knowledge (pramāṇa). In 

refutation of certain objections against the possibility of the happening of doubt, 

which held that doubt arises when the special differentiating characteristics 

between the two things are noted. The third book discusses the nature of self, body, 

senses, their objects, cognition and mind. Each of the senses is associated with its 

own specific object, but there must exist some other entity which gathered together 

the different sense-cognitions and produced the perception of the total object as 

distinguished from the separate sense-perception. The fourth treats of volition, 

sorrow, suffering and liberation. In examination of doṣa (defect), moha (ignorance) 

is at root of all other defects such as rāga (attachment) and dveṣa (antipathy). The 

last book discusses jāti or unreal objections and nigrahastāna or occasions for 

rebuke. 

The Nyāya Bhāṣya of Vātsyāyana (before the 400 A.D) is the classic 

commentary from Nyāya Sūtra. The date of Vātsyāyana has not been definitely 

settled but there is reason to believe that he lived sometime in the beginning of the 

fourth century A.D. Vātsyāyana performs different explanations, stating that 

previous commentators did not agree with the interpretations of sūtras. Vātsyāyana 

refers to Gautama as a sage of the remote past, and cites Mahābhāṣya of Patañjali, 
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Arthaśāstra of Kauṭilya and Vaiśeṣika Sūtra. Diṅnāga (5th century A.D) criticized 

Vātsyāyana’s interpretation from the Buddhist point of view. Diṅnāga’s works, 

which are preserved in Tibetan translations, are Pramāṇasamuccaya, with a 

commentary by the author himself, Nyāya-praveśa, Hetucakrahamaru, 

Ālambanaparīkṣā and Pramāṇaśāstrapraveśa.  

About this commentary, Uddyotakara wrote his Nyāyavārttika (6th century 

A.D) and is a defense of Vātsyāyana against the attacks of Diṅnāga. Dharmakīrti’s 

Nyāyabindu (beginning of seventh century) is a defense of Diṅnāga against the 

criticisms of Uddyotakara. In ninth century, Dharmottara followed on the lines of 

Diṅnāga and Dharmakīrti, in his Nyāyabinduṭīkā.  

Towards the first half of the ninth century, Vācaspati wrote his 

Nyāyavārttikatātparyaṭikā. He also wrote smaller works on the Nyāya like 

Nyāyaṣucīnibandha. Udayana’s (984 A.D) Tātparyapariśuddhi is a valuable 

commentary on Vācaspati work. He has others works: Ātmatattvaviveka, 

Kiraṇāvali, Nyāyapariśiṣṭa and Kusumāñjali. This last work ought to be read with 

its commentary Prakāśa by Vardhamāna’s (1225A.D) and its sub-commentary 

Makaranda by Rucidatta (1275 A.D). Jayanta’s Nyāyamañjarī (10th century) is an 

independent commentary on the Nyāya Sūtra. Jayanta chooses some of the Nyāya 

Sūtras for interpretation but he discusses the Nyāya views quite independently. 

Nyāyanibandhaprakāśa is a commentary on Udayana’s Tātparyapariśuddhi. 

Padmanābha wrote a sub-commentary on that called Varddhamānendu and 

Śaṇkara Miśra (1245 A.D) wrote a sub-commentary on that called the 

Nyāydtātparyamaṇḍana. 

The later works on the Nyāya openly accepts the Vaiśeṣika categories, which 

they bring under prameya or objects of knowledge or under artha which is one of 

the twelve kinds of prameya. Varadarāja’s Tārkikarakṣā (12th century A.D) is an 

important treatise. Keśava Miśra’s Tarkabhāṣā (end of 13th century) combines the 

Nyāya and Vaiśeṣika views. 
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In the seventeenth century, Viśvanātha wrote an independent short 

commentary known as Viśvanāthavṛtti, on the Nyāya Sūtra and Rādhāmohana 

wrote a separate commentary on the Nyāya Sūtra known as Nyāyasūtravivaraṇa 

The new school of Nyāya philosophy known as Navya-Nyāya began with 

Gaṇgeśa Upādhyāya of Mithilā, about 1200 A.D. In his work Tattvacintāmaṇi, 

Gaṇgeśa wrote only on the four pramāṇas admitted by the Nyāya, viz., pratyakṣa, 

anumāna, upamāna and śabda and not on only of the topics of Nyāya metaphysics.  

 

5.3. Nyāya and Āyurveda 

There is no mention of Nyāya in AHr though the core of it has used 

whenever necessary. One example could be its application in the roga (disease), 

the understanding of any specific disease. 

So, in order to obtain full knowledge (diagnosis) of disease, AHr mentions 

the five means of diagnosis: nidāna (cause), pūrvarūpa (premonitory symptoms), 

rūpa (signs and symptoms characteristic of the diseases), upaśaya (diagnostic test) 

and saṁprāpti (mode of manifestation of the disease)7. Knowledge of all these five 

is not essential for the diagnosis of every disease. Many can be diagnosed by 

knowing any one or two, sometimes all the five are necessary. 

Nidāna (cause) is indicated by synonyms such as nimitta, hetu, āyatana, 

pratyaya, utthāna and kāraṇa8. 

Prāgrūpa (or pūrvarūpa) are those (signs and symptoms) which appears 

earlier to the forthcoming disease, not assignable to any doṣa specifically because 

of their poor manifestation and mild nature. They are enumerated in the way they 

manifest in each disease (further on)9. 

Pūrvarūpa is mentioned in any disease in AHr. For example, in fever: 

lassitude, lack of interest in anything, feeling of heaviness of the body, bad taste in 
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the mouth, loss of appetite, (too much of) yawning, eyes full of tears, body ache, 

indigestion, poor strength, excess sleep, horripilations, bending and drooping of the 

body parts (by weakness), cutting pain in the calves, exhaustion (even without any 

strain, impatience towards good advice, desire for things of sour, pungent and salt 

tastes, hatredness towards sweet eatables and children, severe thirst, like or dislike 

for sound (pleasant sound of music, etc.), fire (sitting near fire), cold breeze, cold 

water, shade and sunlight without any apparent reason. Following these, the 

manifestation of fever took place10. 

These premonitory symptoms only, after attaining clear manifestation, come 

to be known as rūpa (characteristic signs and symptoms of the disease). 

Administration of either medicine, food or activity which is viparīta (opposite) of 

either the cause, the disease of both or though not actually opposite (but of 

identical nature) yet produces the effect of the opposite (viparītatārthakāri). That 

of giving comfort to the patient is known as upaśaya. It is called sātmya (suitable 

to the disease and the patient). The opposite of upaśaya is anupaśaya and asātmya 

(unsuitable) to the disease11. 

The genesis (evolution, process of manifestation) of the disease by the 

vitiated (increased) doṣas which are constantly circulating is known as saṁprāpti. 

It’s also called jāti and āgati
12. It is of five kinds such as saṁkhyā, vīkalpa, 

prādhānya, bala and kāla. Counting the varieties (kinds) of each disease, as for 

example, when it is said that jvara (fever) is of eight kinds (and so on in other 

diseases) is saṁkhyā saṁprāpti. To indicate the different aspects of the doṣas 

involved (their kind), quantity, qualities and functions) is vikalpa saṁprāpti. 

Signifying a disease as either independent (primary) or dependent (secondary) is 

prādhānya saṁprāpti. Signifying a disease as strong (severe, grave) or weak 

(mild) based on the nature of the cause, etc. (signs, symptoms, organs involved, 

nature of abnormalities, general health, age and sex and many other aspects) is 

bala saṁprāpti. To signify the time of the night, day, season and digestion of food 
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during which the disease and the doṣa are strong (predominant) is kāla 

saṁprāpti
13. 

Saṁprāpti is mentioned in any disease in AHr. For example, in fever: malas 

(doṣas) getting increased by their respective causes, enter the āmāśaya (stomach), 

combine with āma (undigested or improperly processed metabolites present in 

alimentary tract), obstruct the channels (of rasa dhātu present in the digestive 

tract), drive the fire (digestive agency) to the exterior (skin and other tissues) and 

moving along with it (fire, heat) make for great increase of the heat of the body. 

Thus generate jvara (fever). Because of the obstruction of the channels of sweat 

(by the doṣas mixed with āma) sweating does not occur generally (in spite of 

increase of temperature)14. 

To conclude, is it possible to say that AHr uses the core of Nyāya system 

whenever necessary. 
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6. Mīmāṁsā 

6.1. Introduction 

The term Mīmāṁsā is derived from the root MAN (thinking or discussing) 

and is defined as logical reasoning. Originally, it was applied for interpretation of 

Vedic rituals but now is used to any critical investigation, as Sharma1. The 

Mīmāṁsā is called Pūrva-Mīmāṁsā because deals with the earlier portion of 

Vedas relatively to Uttara-Mīmāṁsā, the later portion of Vedas, not only from the 

point of the chronological view but also in their logical sense. Its central question 

is the ritual. The whole Vedas, excluding Upaniṣads, deals with the dharma, or 

acts of duty, in which the sacrifices have a leading role. The realization of sacred 

rites is the beginning for search of wisdom. Moreover, the beginning of Mīmāṁsā 

can be traced through their own Vedas, which is used to denote doubts and debates 

with a view to the rules of ritual and doctrine because the correct realization of the 

sacrifices depends on a right interpretation of Vedic texts. 

The purpose of Mīmāṁsā is to examine the nature of dharma. Their interest 

is more practical that speculative. Speculation philosophical discoveries in it are 

subordinate to the ritualistic purpose. The Mīmāṁsā is polytheist2. 

6.2. Literature 

The Mīmāṁsā-sūtra of Jaimini (4th century B.C) is the oldest book of the 

Mīmāṁsā system. It describes the various sacrifices and their purposes as well as 

certain philosophical propositions, discussing the sources of knowledge and 

validity of Vedas. 

Jaimini tries to justify each part of the Vedas. Śabara (1st century B.C) wrote 

the biggest commentary of this work. There were other authors who commented on 

the work of Jaimini, as Bhartṛmitra, Bhavadāsa, Hari and Upavarṣa. The work of 

Śabara is the main basis of all subsequent writings related with Mīmāṁsā.  
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Kumārila (7th century A.D) commented on the sūtra and the bhāṣya and his 

work is in three parts. The first Ślokavārttika deals with the first part of the first 

chapter. The second Tantravārttika goes to the end of the third chapter and Âupṭīkā 

covers the rest. Maṇḍana Miśra, the author of Vidhiviveka and  

Mīmāṁsānukramaṇī is a follower of  Kumārila. He is earlier than Vācaspati (850 

A.D) who expounds the views of Vidhiviveka in his Nyāyakaṇikā. Kumārila’s 

work has had several commentators: Sucarita Miśra, author of the Kāśikā, a 

commentary of the Ślokavārttikka; Someśvara Bhaṭṭa, author of Nyāyasuddhā, 

also known as Rāṇaka, a commentary on the Tantravārttika, and  Pārthasārathi 

Miśra (1300 A.D.), author of Nyāyaratnākara, a commentary of  Ślokavārttika as 

well as Śāstradīpikā, an independent manual of Mīmāṁsā system on the lines of 

Kumārila, and Tantraratna. Veṇkaṭa Dīkṣita’s Vārttikābharana is a commentary 

on ÂÂÂÂupṭīkā. 

Prabhākara wrote his commentary Bṛhatī on the Bhāṣya of Śabara. 

Śālikanātha’s ÚÚÚÚjuvimalā is a commentary on Bṛhatī. His Prakaraṇapañcikā is a 

popular manual of the Prabhākara system. His Pariśiṣṭa is a brief annotation on 

Śabara’s work. 

 

6.3. Pramāṇa 

Jaimini accepts the three pramāṇas: perception3, inference4 and śabda or 

testimony5. Prabhākara admits upamāna (comparison) and arthāpatti (implication). 

For its part, Kumārila adds anupalabdhi (non-apprehension). Aitihya (rumor) is 

rejected because there is no certainty about the validity of the result of cognition 

towards definitive information on the origin of the rumor. 

 

6.4. Mīmāṁsā and Āyurveda 

The Āyurveda not ignored the Mīmāṁsā system and the rituals are very 

present in AHr. To the general treatment of all diseases, AHr mentions: 
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 Avoidance of improper activities (of the body, mind and speech by willful 

transgression of rules), control of the senses, remembering previous experiences, 

good knowledge of the land (habitat), time (season, age) and the self (and their 

importance to health), adherence to rules of good (moral) conduct, conduct of 

propitiary rites as prescribed in the Atharvaveda, worshiping of malevolent planets 

as the plan (means, methods) to prevent the onset of diseases – both nija (organic) 

and āgantu (traumatic) and also for the cure (of relief) of those (diseases) which 

have already arisen6. 

The rites are used as a procedure of emesis therapy:  

Next, during temperate seasons, after administering oleation and sudation 

therapies properly, on the day previous to the day of emesis, in order to excite 

(increase) kapha, the patient, who has slept well in the night, who has had his food 

well digested, should be made to drink peyā (thin gruel) prepared from fish, māṣa 

(black gram), tila (sesame seeds), etc. added with little quantity of fats, in the 

morning, after performing auspicious rites, either or empty stomach or after 

drinking little quantity of ghee. The aged, children, the debilitated, the impotent 

and the coward, should be made to drink wine, milk, sugarcane juice or meat juice 

added with honey and saindhava salt, appropriate to the disease, to their maximum 

capacity. Afterwards, determining the nature of his bowels the emetic drug is 

administered sanctifying it with the following hymn – “let Brahmā, Dakṣa, Aśvins, 

Rudra, Indra, the earth, moon, sun, air, fire, sages, comity of herbs and of living 

beings protect you. Let this medicine be to you like rasāyana for the sages, nectar 

for gods and sudhā for the good serpents. Om, salutations to the worshipful 

Baiṣajyaguru, the vaiḍūrya prabharāja, the Tathāgata, the Arhat, the Samyak 

saṁbuddha, Om, baiṣajye, baiṣajye, mahā baiṣajye, samudgate (salutation to you 

the medicine)”. Uttering these hymns, he should drink facing east7.  
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The rites are present in procedures of decoction enema: 

On the fifth or third day (after fat enema), at an auspicious time, sometime 

after midday, after performing auspicious rites… the physician should administer 

(decoction) enema to the patient8. 

Vāgbhaṭa mentions the ritual in the ceremony concerned with conception: 

The priest should perform the ritual of begetting a son, in accordance with 

the prescribed procedure (for persons of upper castes) and for śūdras (persons of 

lower castes) by making them bow to gods, without uttering sacred hymns, by 

doing this rite, it (copulation) will not become futile and the couple will beget a 

son of their liking9. After the end of the ceremony (ritual of begetting a male 

offspring) the man who has partaken food consisting of ghee, milk and boiled rice, 

should climb on the bed, keeping his right foot first, and at the auspicious moment. 

The woman should climb next, keeping her left foot first, from the right side (of 

her husband), after partaking food consisting chiefly, of oil (of sesame) and māṣa 

(black gram). Then after, the following holy hymn should be recited (by her 

husband)10. And the holy hymn is: “O Lord, you are the procurer, you are the life, 

you are present everywhere, may Dhātā bestow (me good), vidhātā bestow the 

brahmavarcas (divine radiance), may Brahman, Bṛhaspati, Viṣṇu, Soma, Sūrya, 

Aśvin, Bhaga, Mitra and Varuṇa – grant me a valiant son11. 

After the baby’s birth, there are some procedures to make and the following 

sacred hymn should be chanted into its right ear: 

“You have been born from every organ of the  

body and the hṛdaya (mind)12; 

You are myself in the form of a son; may you 

live for a hundred years, may you attain long  

life, let the stars, the quarters, night and  

days protect you”13. 
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After the baby becomes to calm and after some procedures, he should be fed 

with a prāśya (confection) to confer intelligence, long life and good strength in the 

dose of one hareṇu in quantity, fortified with sacred hymns14. Then, the jātakarma 

(religious rite concerned with child birth) should be perform by prājāpatya 

method15. And, in the first day, the baby should be made to lick the juice of anañta 

(synonym of many drugs) mixed with honey and ghee, fortified with sacred 

hymns, all the three times of the day16. 

On the sixth night, protective rites and offering of oblation (to protect the 

child from evil spirits) should be performed especially and the relatives (of the 

child) should be keep awake that night, keeping (the child) in a pleasant and happy 

mood17. The baby should always be adorned with auspicious maṇi (amulets) 

prepared from the horn of khaḍga (rhinoceros) and others (animals) which are 

living, wear potent herbs such a brāhmī, aindri, jīvaka, etc. on the hands, neck and 

head, specially vacā should be worn constantly. These bestow long life, 

intelligence, memory and health and protects from the evils18. The child who is 

born with erupted teeth or the child which develops teeth first in the upper jaw – in 

both cases a śānti (propitiatory rite) should be performed. The child should be 

gifted along with dakṣina (money) to the twice born (brāhmaṇa) and naigameṣa 

(an evil spirit) should be worshipped19. 

In the cikitsita (treatment), the rituals are used. To the fever: daivāśraya 

(providential) therapies cure all kinds of fever, specially the viṣama jvara (irregular 

fevers) because these are usually produced by external agencies20. Daiva 

vyāpaśraya treatment includes mantra (chanting of sacred hymns), auṣadha 

(wearing of precious herbs), maṇi (wearing of amulets, precious stones, etc.), 

maṅgala (auspicious rites), bali (offering things to please gods, etc.), upahāra 

(giving gifts), homa (fire sacrifice), niyama (vow, voluntary penance, abstaining 

from desires), prāyascitta (expiciation, intentional suffering), upavāsa (fasting), 

svastyayana (auspicious benediction, blessings by gods, saints, etc.), praṇipāta 
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gamana (bowing to the feet of gods, saints, preceptors, etc.) going on pilimigrage 

to holy places) and such other acts21. And for fevers caused by graha (evil spirits, 

bacteria, etc.) measures like bali, mantra, etc. described in bhūta vidyā (sorcery) 

are the methods of treatment. For fevers caused by curse (of gods, ascetics, etc.) 

and hymns of Atharvaṇa (sorcery, with craft, etc.), daiva vyāpaśraya measures are 

the treatment22.  

And for the treatment of fever due to external agent, AHr mentions: wearing 

of potent herbs and precious gems, (chanting) benevolent hymns, worship of 

saints, preceptors, the twice born (brāhmaṇās) and gods, affectionate mind and 

(indulgence in) objects, pleasing the mind cure dreadful fevers though caused even 

by Viṣṇu23. 

In the treatment of grahas (demons, evil spirits), there are some references: 

the graha which desires to kill the child/adult should be won by resorting to homa 

(fire sacrifices) initiated by (accompanied with) chanting of effective hymns. The 

other grahās should be won by fulfilling their desires such as sexual gratification, 

offering of oblations, etc.24 And to the physician: the physician conversant with 

hymns and procedures (of sorcery) should make use of the medicated ghee recipes, 

described in bhūta vidyā and also perform rites such as bali, home and snapana 

(religious bath/sacrificial bath)25. The physician should perform fire sacrifices and 

offer oblations on specific days on which the specific evil spirits seize the patient. 

Bath, clothes, fat, meat, wine, milk, jiggery, etc. whichever is desired by the patient 

should be given on these days (of seizures) and offering of precious gems, 

perfumes, garlands, seeds (grains), honey, ghee, eatables, etc. These are the 

common/general procedure of treatment26. 

There are several oblations to the graha: oblations should be offered to sura, 

ṛṣi, guru, vṛddha and sidha graha (evil spirits) at the temples (place of worship) 

especially in the northern quarters for the deva graha and in the western quarters 

and at the meeting place of four roads for the daitya graha. At the path of the cattle 
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for the gandharva, along with new clothe and ornaments and in the river for pitṛ 

and nāga graha. In the south-east, for nāga and for the yakṣa, either at the 

dwelling of the yakṣa or the meeting of the rivers. For the rākṣasa at the meeting 

place of the rivers, four roads or at dangerous and secret places. At the eastern 

quarters for brahma rākṣasa, for piśāca graha at the haunted house in the western 

quarter. Clean white cloth and garlands, scents, milk pudding, boiled rice (mixed 

with milk), curds and white umbrella are the offerings given to the deva graha
27. 

To brahma rākṣasa, the oblations are pot filled with boiled yava, pot filled 

with water, meat, umbrella, new cloth and unguents28. For rākṣasa graha, the 

oblations are meat, white flowers, rice cooked along with meat, cooked and 

uncooked meat and niṣpāva, smeared with blood29. 

Concerning to the treatment of grahas: except for piśāca graham, in all 

others, nothing unbeneficial (offering, oblations, activities, drugs and therapies) 

should be done, because they (grahas) being of great valor (power) may get 

enraged and kill both the patient and the physician. By worshipping Īśvara with 

twelve shoulders, Nātha, the lord (of the universe) Ārya, Avalokita, the treater of 

(destroyer of) all diseases and by doing japa (chanting of sacred hymns, syllables 

or letters) all the graha (evil spirits) can be won (dispelled, killed). Also diseases 

such as insanity, epilepsy and others disorder of the mind30. The term Īśvara with 

twelve shoulders, Nātha, Avalokita are interpreted as referring to Lord Śiva by all 

the ancient commentators. 

Sthāṇu (Śiva), the bhūteśa (lord of creatures) and the pramatha gaṇa should 

be worshiped, the potent hymns concerned with them should be chanted. These 

will dispel/drive away all the grahas31. 

The treatment to unmāda (insanity) also consists of oblations consisting of 

meat, balls of flour of yava, food which are fatty and sweet, rice (boiled) mixed 

with blood, cooked or uncooked meat, surā, maireya, āsava, flowers of atimukta, 
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jātī and sahacara, offering being done at the meeting place of four roads, cattle 

shed or confluence of rivers32.  

And AHr mentions that brāhmayadi ghṛta, a kind of ghee, cures leprosy, 

leucoderma, abdominal tumors, poison, fever, insanity, artificial poisoning, 

abdominal enlargement, diseases caused by Atharvaṇa (magical rites) sorcery and 

diseases of great increase of vāta33. 

To conclude, is it possible to say that AHr uses Mīmāṁsā system in the form 

of rituals. 
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6.5. Notes and Sanskrit references 

 
                                                           

1
 Sharma Chandradhar, A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, p. 211. 

2
 Radhakrishnan S., Indian Philosophy. 2nd vol, p. 374. 

3
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11
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12
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13
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15
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   .�OG� �@� ;o$��� &��� >2��� � �&� �॥२१॥ (AHr. Utt, 1. 21) 
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20
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   �$6)?��T?��� � ू���) ��OÅ� �@o.��॥१8H॥ (AHr. Ci, 1. 165) 

21
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   ²?:^Oo.) �>i6��� �$?�.�T? )॥१8n॥ (AHr. Ci, 1. 168) 

22
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23
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28
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   ���>�s�L �aA)� >Ü�  ��" ��? )�� )� �। (AHr. Ci, 5. 37b-38a) 

29
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   ð&;� )T� $��Ç"�S� �>i�  O �c$��2�S�॥H१॥ (AHr. Ci, 5. 49-51) 
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7. Vedānta 

7.1. Antecedents 

The term Vedānta literally means "the end of Vedas" or the established 

doctrines in the ultimate chapters of Vedas, who are Upaniṣads. The Vedānta 

philosophy is the exposure of philosophy taught in Upaniṣads and is summarized 

in Brahma Sūtra of Bādarāyaṇa. This book is an exposition of the doctrine of 

Brahman. While the karma mīmāṁsā of Jaimini investigates the duties (dharma) 

in the Vedas, the uttara mīmāṁsā of Bādarāyaṇa describes the philosophical and 

theological visions of Upaniṣads, as Radhakrishnan1.  

The Upaniṣads form the last part of vedic literature and his philosophy is 

called uttara mīmāṁsā. The interpretations of this work have been different but the 

commentary made by Śaṁkara (788-820 A.D) has to be extremely useful for their 

understanding. The influence of philosophy proposed by Śaṁkara and illustrated 

by his followers have been very large over time. When Vedānta philosophy is 

mentioned, normally is referring to the philosophy proposed by Śaṁkara. Thus, 

Śaṁkara, Bhāskara, Yādavaprakāśa, Rāmanuja, Keśava, Nilakaṇṭha, Madhva, 

Baladeva, Vallabha and Vijñanabhikṣu developed their own interpretations. 

 

7.2. Literature 

The Brahma Sūtra of Bādarāyaṇa is the basic work of Vedānta and its date 

is probably 2th century B.C. The first chapter concerns the theory of Brahmā as a 

central reality. Its purpose is samanvaya or reconciliation of the different 

statements in Vedas about this subject. Any interpretation of religion, any 

explanation of God, soul and the world is bound to take account of the religious 

experiences of those. Thus, deals with the nature of Brahmā, its relationship with 

the world and the individual soul. The second chapter deals with accusation and 

objections to these views and criticized rival theories. It also gives an account of 

the nature of the dependence of the world on God and the gradual evolution from 
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the reabsorption into him and in latter part there are interesting psychological 

discussions about the nature of the soul, its attributes, its relation to God, body and 

its own deeds. The third discusses the ways and means of achieving Brahma-vidyā. 

There is an account of rebirth and minor psychological and theological discussions. 

The fourth and last chapter refers to the fruits of Brahma-vidyā. It also describes in 

some detail the theory of the departure of the soul after death along the two paths 

of the gods and the fathers and the nature of the release from which there is no 

return.  

Around 780 A.D, Gauḍapāda revived the teachings of Upaniṣads through its 

commentary on Māṇḍūkya Upaniṣad in verse called Māṇḍūkyakārikā. In fact, the 

Gauḍapāda’s philosophy is essentially based on the Upaniṣads, particularly on the 

Māṇḍūkya, the Bṛhadāraṇyaka and the Chāndogya. His disciple Govinda was 

teacher of Śaṁkara. 

The commentary of Śaṁkara on Brahma Sūtra is the base from which 

emerged many commentaries and studies about the Vedānta philosophy. Thus, 

Ānandagirī, a disciple of Śaṁkara, wrote a commentary called Nyāyanirṇaya and 

Govindānanda wrote another commentary called Ratnaprabhā. Vācaspati Miśra 

(841 A.D) has produced another commentary called Bhāmatī. Amalānanda (1247-

1260 A.D) wrote Kalpataru about this Bhāmatī and Appyayadīkṣita (1550 A.D) 

wrote Kalpataruparimala on Kalpataru. Another disciple of Śaṁkara, 

Padmapāda, also called Sanandana, wrote a commentary about it called 

Pañcapādikā. Prakāśātman (1200 A.D) has developed a commentary on 

Pañcapādikā called Pañcapādikāvivaraṇa. Akhaṇḍānanda was the author of 

Tattvadīpana and Nṛsiṁhāśrama Muni (1500 A.D) wrote 

Vivaraṇabhāvaprakāśikā over it. Amalānda and Vidyāsāgara prepared its 

commentaries to Pañcapādikā, called Pañcapādikādarpaṇa and Pañcapādikāṭīkā, 

respectively. 
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7.3. Vedānta and Āyurveda 

The eradication of diseases and miseries of the world is an objective of 

Āyurveda. The effects of past deeds are very important to cure the diseases and this 

doctrine of Vedānta is present in AHr.  

AHr explains that diseases are of three kinds: those born from bad acts 

which are seen (committed in the present life), those born from bad acts committed 

previously (in earlier lives) and those from the combination of both2. Disease 

which arise from the specific (which bring about increase of doṣas) are known as 

doṣottha rogas (born from doṣas), those which arise without any apparent cause 

are known as karmaja (born from the effects of bad acts of previous lives). Those 

which have severe onset (and manifestation) are known as doṣakarmaja (born from 

combination of doṣas and bad acts of previous lives)3. And AHr mentions the cure: 

the former (diseases arising from doṣas) get cured from indulgence in the opposite 

(foods, drugs or activities which possess qualities opposite of the increased doṣas). 

Karmaja get cured after the end of the effects of the acts or previous lives and 

doṣakarmaja get cured after the mitigation of the doṣas and end of effect of acts 

(of previous lives)4. 

AHr states that sattva (ātman or soul) impelled by the affliction of his own 

past actions, entering into the union of pure śukra (semen, the male seed) and 

ārtava (menstrual blood – the female seed) gives rise to the formation of the 

embryo. It’s like the fire from two pieces of womb (rubbing together)5. 

From cetanā (ātman or soul) are derived the mind, the sense organs and 

birth (ordeal of being born) in various species of living beings6. Ātman (soul) 

undergoes a series of births and deaths depending upon his own good or bad 

actions. The effects of the actions of the previous life are carried by him to his next 

life. The movement from one life to the next is achieved instantaneously at the 

time of the union of the śukra and ārtava.  
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In the first month, during the first seven days, the embryo becomes a kalala 

(jelly mass) and is unmanifest (undetermined in sex). Hence pumsavana (methods 

to beget a male offspring) should be done before manifestation (differentiation of 

sex), because powerful (potent) puruṣākāra (actions of the present life) will even 

overcome daiva (effects of actions of previous lives)7. The soul entering into the 

womb to take birth, the determination of sex and other qualities of the embryo, etc. 

are due to the effects of actions of his previous lives. However, sometimes the 

effects of some activities of the present life, done properly and at appropriate time 

might become more powerful than the effects of actions of previous lives. Hence 

the advice in the above verse, to perform the puṁsavana rites before the 

determination of sex of the embryo. Once sex differentiation becomes patent (after 

seven days of conception) it is impossible to change it and puṁsavana rites done 

later will be futile. 

To conclude, is it possible to say that AHr uses the doctrine of the effects of 

past deeds of Vedānta system. 
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7.4. Notes and Sanskrit references 

 
                                                           

1
 Radhakrishnan S., Indian Philosophy. 2nd vol, p. 430. 

2
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8. Conclusion 

The philosophy is very important for a broader understanding of Āyurveda. 

In fact, the ancient seers utilized the different philosophical ideas to achieve their 

objectives. In this thesis, the ṣaḍ darśanas (Sāṁkhya, Yoga, Vaiśeṣika, Nyāya, 

Mīmāṁsā and Vedānta) have been chosen to find its references in AHr. Being 

essentially a treatise devoted to the practical application of philosophy, theoretical 

explanations were not included. AHr not explain the process that constitute each of 

the philosophies but provides references, some direct and other indirect, which 

allows us to elaborate on them. Unfortunately, the philosophy of AHr never 

received attention before from the scholars. 

The second chapter discusses about Sāṁkhya especially the Sāṁkhya 

Kārikā, the main text of this system, to find the principles of it inside of AHr. 

Then, references of Sāṁkhya in AHr have been found like vyakta-avyakta, prakṛti-

puruṣa, 
triguṇa-tridoṣa, dravya-mahābhūtas, prāṇavāyu, examination meters 

specially analogy, logic, etc., means of right cognition, bodily misery and the 

doṣas, embryology and satkāryavāda. Subsequently, a text is prepared which 

attempts to show the close relationship between the doctrines described in SK and 

that reported in AHr. 

Thus, it is started with the avyakta and vyakta principle, which states that 

before the evolution of the universe there existed only principle and it was avyakta 

(unmanifest). From this were evolved many principles which became vyakta 

(manifest in from). It is composed of the triguṇas (sattva, rajas and tamas) that are 

primary or natural qualities responsible for creation of all the substances of the 

world. AHr doesn’t explain the process of evolution from the basic principles of 

tattvas until mahābhūtas but refers and stating the prakṛti in seven kinds, 

depending on the doṣa. And there is a closed bhūta-body relation. As an example, 

from ākāśa bhūta, the orifices like tubes, channels and pores, the ears, the sound 

(voice, sound of the heart, lungs, intestines, etc.) and empty spaces are produced.  
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Then, it states that each dravya (substance) is pañcabhautika (composed of 

five elements) and the Sāṁkhya theory of pañcabhūtas (five primary elements) is 

very present in Āyurveda. Each one of the bhūtas has guṇas (qualities). And each 

substance has predominance of one bhūtas. So, if pṛthivībhūta is more than the 

other four in a certain combination, then the substance that gets formed is called 

pārthiva; if apbhūta is more the resulting substance is known as āpya; if tejasbhūta 

is more it will be āgneya; if vāyubhūta is more it will be vāyavīya and finally, if 

ākāśabhūta is more, it will be nābhasa.  

So, it was stated that there is a correlation between the triguṇas (sattva, 

rajas, tamas) from Sāṁkhya and the tridoṣas (vāta, pitta, kapha). In fact, rajas and 

tamas produce disequilibrium that originates vāta, pitta or kapha diseases.  

Then, the prāṇavāyu and the others four types is mentioned. Thus, for each, 

is referred its location, where it moves, which supports and its functions. As an 

example, and for prāṇa, can be said that it is going towards the head and moves in 

the chest, throat. It controls the mind, heart, sense organs and intelligence. Its 

function is expectoration, sneezing, belching, inspiration and swallowing of the 

food. 

After, the doctrine of examination meters like perception, logic, etc. is 

treated and the concept of artha (senses and their correlations) is referred. Thus, 

hinayoga association of artha is poor contact or non-contact with the objects of the 

senses (sound, touch, sight, taste and smell) with their respective sense organs 

(ears, skin, eye, tongue and nose). Atiyoga is too much contact (excess, great, 

hyper) and mithyāyoga is improper association. 

Then, the perception and valid testimony as means of right cognition is 

mentioned. The ear, the skin, the eye, the tongue and the nose are the five organs 

of sense and sound, touch, sight, taste and smell are respectively the five objects of 

these. The ear comprehends sound: the skin, touch; the eyes, sight; the tongue, 
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taste; the nose, smell. This is called perception. However, when an object cannot 

be apprehended by perception is apprehended by valid testimony. For example, the 

existence of Indra, the king of the gods, which is not apprehended by perception, is 

apprehended by valid testimony.  

And the bodily misery is related with doṣas. In fact, as an example, the 

bodily misery (fever, dysentery and the rest) is due to disorder of vāta, pitta and 

kapha. 

After, the doctrine of embryology is mentioned. Thus, the embryo formed 

from the mahābhūtas, followed by (or later associated with) satva (soul) grows 

slowly in the womb of the mother, nourished by the essence of the food of the 

mother. Also there is a description of fetal growth, referring to the characteristics 

of each month. 

Finally, the satkāryavāda is explained. It means that the kārya or effect is sat 

or existing, even before the causal operation to produce the effect. As an example, 

one can say that the oil is in sesame, the statue in stone. The effect is only an 

explicit manifestation or transformation and therefore there is no new production. 

The third chapter deals with Yoga and particularly Yoga Sūtra, the main text 

of this system, to find the principles of it inside of AHr. Then, references of Yoga 

in AHr have been found like controlling mind tendencies, yamas and niyamas, 

prāṇavāyu, udānavāyu and samānavāyu, cakra, āsana as physical exercise, perfect 

physical body, ear, nidrā, abhyāsa. Subsequently, a text is prepared which attempts 

to show the close relationship between the doctrines described in YS and that 

reported in AHr. Thus, it is started with the controlling mind tendencies principle, 

defined by Patañjali that says “Yoga is the cessation/control of the fluctuations of 

the mind”. AHr corroborates with the control of mind tendencies, although in 

indirect way and refers diseases like unmāda (insanity) and respective treatments. 

It also mentions ways of diagnostics useful in mitigating the mind tendencies. 
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Then, the yamas and niyamas are mentioned, although not all described in 

AHr. In fact, and for yamas, AHr speaks about hiṁsā (violence), steya (stealing) 

and abrahmacarya (non celibacy). And AHr mentions some considerations about 

abrahmacarya. 

The niyamas are well elaborated and incorporated in dinacaryā (daily 

regimen) mentioned in AHr. It recommends different types of conduct proper to 

maintain the purity of body and mind. Thus arose the concept of sadvṛtta, a set of 

rules to achieve health, wealth and eternal world. 

Next, the prāṇa principle is mentioned. Yoga speaks about it in the 

prāṇāyāma way and this doesn’t happen in AHr that refers to prāṇa as one 

division of vāyu (vāta) mentioning its locations, movements and functions. The 

same occurs to udāna and samāna. YS refers that, if one can control this two, then 

will have special powers. 

Then, cakra is referred. In fact, YS speak about nābhi cakra (navel energy 

center) and AHr mentions that nābhi is the main seat of pitta and udāna vāta 

moves on it and is one of the seats of life. Not speak about cakra. 

After, the āsanas of Yoga is linked with vyāyāma (exercise), if we look to 

the secondary benefits of the first. 

Subsequently, the perfect physical body principle is mentioned. YS states 

about general characteristics saying that this perfection is achieved with the 

dominium of pañcamahābhūtas about it and AHr gives detailed characteristics of 

the perfect physiognomy. 

After, the ear is mentioned. YS speaks about ear as a mean to acquire divine 

hearing and AHr refers the knowledge and treatment of diseases of ears. 

Subsequently, nidrā (sleep) is indicated. While YS refers to nidrā as a 

mental process which must be restrained if the yogin wants to achieve the supreme 
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goal, AHr gives special attention to nidrā saying that is one of the three pillars of 

health. 

Finally, abhyāsa or practice (repeated) is mentioned. YS speaks about it as a 

mean to still the movement of consciousness and AHr refers as essential to obtain a 

good knowledge of successful treatment. 

The fourth chapter discusses about Vaiśeṣika darśana and specially 

Vaiśeṣikasūtra, the main text of this system, to find the principles of it inside of 

AHr. Then, references of Vaiśeṣika have been found in AHr like dravya-

pañcamahābhūtas, guṇa, karman, kāla, sāmānya-viśeṣa and kārya-kāraṇa. 

Subsequently, a text is prepared which attempts to show the close relationship 

between the doctrines described in VS and that reported in AHr. 

Thus, it is started with dravya-pañcamahābhūtas principle. It refers that 

each dravya (substance) is pañcabhautika (composed of five elements). It has 

kṣmā (pṛthivī bhūta) as its substratum and takes origin from aṁbu (ap bhūta), agni 

(tejas bhūta), pavana (vāyu bhūta) and nabhas (ākāśa bhūta) with their inseparable 

combination for its formation and specificity (of each substance). The dravya is 

classified on the basis of the predominance of one specific bhūta (element): 

pārthiva, predominantly earth, āpya, predominantly water, āgneya, predominantly 

fire, vāyavīya, predominantly air and nābhasa, predominantly ether. 

After, it is spoken that guṇas are the qualities or properties owned by the 

substance (dravya). They are directly perceived by the organs of the senses and are 

called objects of the senses: śabda (sound), sparśa (touch), rūpa (color), rasa 

(taste), gandha (smell). And there are specified qualities which are associated with 

substances like guru (heavy), laghu (light in weight), manda (slow), etc. And the 

properties of nābhasa (etherer), vāyavīya (winder), āgneya (firy), āpya (watery) 

and pārthiva (earthier) substances are mentioned ether the doṣas and six rasas 

(tastes). 
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Then, the karman or action is explained. Vyāyāma or exercise is also 

considered an action that causes ceṣṭā (effort) to the body. The pañcakarma, or the 

five actions of purification, also seen as an effort. And the karman of a substance is 

mentioned. Then, the vīrya is mentioned as that (property) through which action is 

made possible. The karman of vīryas is mentioned as well the karman of rasas. 

After, the kāla (time) is mentioned that which is relevant to the 

(administration and selection of) drug (or therapies). Finally, the doctrine 

sāmānya-viśeṣa is related with the vṛddhi (increase) of doṣas, dhātus and malas 

that is caused by the use of substances, qualities and activities that are samāna 

(similar) with it and it’s opposite (decrease) by the use of substances, qualities and 

activities that are viparīta (dissimilar). 

Finally, the kārya-kāraṇa principle is explained. It states that the six 

padārthas culminate in effects and refer to the maintenance of the balance of all 

body elements as the doṣas, dhātus and malas. The state of equilibrium is related 

to the three doṣas and the two primary attributes of the mind, rajas and tamas. Its 

imbalance deals with disease while the balance generates health. Thus, disease or 

health is kārya or effect that has kāraṇa or causes. 

The fifth chapter speaks about Nyāya and tries to find the principles of this 

system inside of AHr but, in truth, there is no direct mention though the core of it 

has used whenever necessary. One example could be its application in the roga 

(disease), in order to understanding any specific disease. For that, the five means of 

diagnosis like nidāna (cause), pūrvarūpa (premonitory symptoms), rūpa (signs and 

symptoms characteristic of the diseases), upaśaya (diagnostic test) and saṁprāpti 

(mode of manifestation of the disease) are explained. 

The sixth chapter speaks about Mīmāṁsā system but the references found 

are just for the rituals. For that, the AHr mentions rituals for general treatment of 

all diseases, procedure of emesis therapy, procedures of decoction enema, 
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ceremony concerned with conception, after the baby’s birth, in the cikitsita 

(treatment), treatment of fever due to external agent, treatment of grahas (demons, 

evil spirits), several oblations to the graham, treatment to unmāda (insanity). 

Finally, the seventh chapter says about Vedānta particularly Brahma Sūtra, 

the main text of this system, to find the principles of it inside of AHr. Then, the 

references of Vedānta in AHr have been found the doctrine named the effects of 

past deeds. Subsequently, a text have been prepared which attempts to show the 

close relationship between the doctrine described in BS and that reported in AHr. 

In fact, AHr explains that diseases are of three kinds: those born from bad 

acts which are seen (committed in the present life), those born from bad acts 

committed previously (in earlier lives) and those from the combination of both and 

mentions the cure. 

The ancient seers of medicine utilized the different philosophical ideas to 

achieve their own objectives.  Being essentially a treatise devoted to the practical 

application of philosophy, theoretical explanations were not included. AHr not 

explain the processes that constitute each of the philosophies but provides 

references, some direct and other indirect, which allows us to elaborate on them. 

I have been studied the ṣaḍdarśanas. From the entire set, Nyāya, Mīmāṁsā 

and Vedānta have less significance within the whole context of AHr. In fact, the 

aims of this darśanas are different of Āyurveda scope. The main objective of 

Nyāya is to attain the ultimate aim of life, the mokṣa (liberation) achieved through 

an examination of forms and sources of knowledge correct or valid. Nyāya 

examines the philosophical concepts and fundamental problems of reality. On the 

other hand, the chief purpose of Mīmāṁsā is to examine the nature of dharma. 

Their interest is more practical that speculative. Speculation philosophical 

discoveries in it are subordinate to the ritualistic purpose. Lastly, the major point of 
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Vedānta is the exposure of philosophy taught in Upaniṣads and deals with the 

nature of Brahmā, its relationship with the world and the individual soul. 

In truth, these main objectives are somewhat related to Āyurveda. Hence, its 

meager expression within the context of this treatise and no need to use 

extensively.  

However, the Vaiśeṣika darśana have some application in the AHr namely 

because of the need of Āyurveda to use the dravyas and classify them according to 

their guṇa and karmans. 

Finally, the Sāṁkhya and Yoga darśanas are widely applied within this 

treatise, since they give a very big emphasis on the body, mind and soul (ātman). 

According to Sāṁkhya, a creation is brought about the union of puruṣa and 

pradhāna (or prakṛti, or nature). And then, the whole process of creation is 

explained (see Chart 1), including the manifestation of the mind and 

pañcamahābhūtas. In the beginning, the ātman (soul) has a special role in the 

embryology because soul gives rise to the formation of embryo, when in union of 

śukra and ārtava. But in truth, the prakṛti and pañcamahābhūtas are two of the 

central doctrines within the ayurvedic system in general and AHr in particular. The 

prakṛti is the nature of human constitution stating in seven kinds depending on the 

doṣa, originated from the pañcamahābhūtas. 

The Yoga is expressed within the AHr, either with direct references, or with 

indirect references. It gives big emphasis to mind saying that Yoga is the control of 

mental fluctuations. In fact, the mind is linked to health and illness and is 

considered one of seats of diseases. However, to keep the mind in a healthy 

condition, the techniques of Yoga like āsanas are very useful. 

Unfortunately, the philosophy of AHr never received attention from the 

scholars. In fact, ayurvedic knowledge revealed by AHr is both vast and 
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immensely exciting. Its synthetic, systematic and assertive nature and quality of its 

contents, constitutes an indispensable source of knowledge for those wishing to 

conduct a study of the progressive world of Āyurveda. 

To further research scope, one can follow the subject how the influence of 

AHr was in medical knowledge at the time it was written and the impact of its 

various publications with translations in Asian countries. The present work 

considers only the orthodox system but it’s possible expand to heterodox systems 

of Indian philosophy like Buddhism and Jainism. The philological study of this 

treatise can be other topic to be pursued. 
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10. Appendixes 

10.1. Appendix A – References of the darśanas in Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya 

10.1.1. References of Sāṁkhya  

 

Sūtrasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

1 

1a 

11 

12a 

20 

21 

49 

9 1 

2 

5b 

6 

7 

8 

9 

17-18 

12 

4 

5 

6-7 

8 

9 

13-13½  

32-34 

36-38½ 
  

Śārīrasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

5b-6b 
37 

49b-50a 
52b-54a 
54b-55a 
57-57½ 
62-63 

66 
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Śārīrasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

3 

2 
3-3 ½  
4-5 
6a 
6b 

 
7-8a 
16 

49 

83 

84-89 

90-95 

96-103 

104 

119-120 

96-103 

104 

119-120 
  

Nidānasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

1 2 

  

Cikitsitasthāna 

Chapter Śloka 

3 
132 

140 
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10.1.2. References of Yoga 

 

Sūtrasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

1 

1 

13 

26 

28 

29a 

2 

10 

11 

13 

16 

19 

21-22 

23b 

24 

25 

26½   

30 

31 

37 

48 

7 

52 

53 

54 

56-59 

61-61½   

62-63 

72 

73 

74 

75 

11 
12 

20 

12 

2 

4 

5 

8 

56 

69 

  

Śārīrasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

3 

13 

105a-106b 

108-116 

117-118 
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Nidānasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

1 2 

  

Cikitsitasthāna 

Chapter Śloka 

7 108 

  

Uttarasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

6 

1 

2-6b 

6b-10 

10b-11 

12-13 

15-16 

17 

18-20a 

43-44 

59 

7 

1-5a 

5b 

6-8 

9-12a 

12b-13 

14-15a 

15b-16a 

16b-18a 

35-36 

37 

17 

5b-6a 

7b-8 

11 

18 
3b-4a 

30b-31 
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10.1.3. References of Vaiśeṣika 

 

Sūtrasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

1 

16 

18 

19 

20 

21 

24 

2 10 

9 

1-2 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

13 

14-15 
16 

17-18 
19 

22-25 

10 

7-9 

10-11½  

12-13 

14-16 

17-19 

20-21½  

13 29 

16 1 

18 18b-19 
  

Śārīrasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

3 2 
  

Cikitsitasthāna 

Chapter Śloka 

1 

3 

24b-26a 

54b-55a 

127 
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10.1.4. References of Nyāya 

 

Nidānasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6-7 

8 

9-11 

2 6b-10a 
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10.1.5. References of Mīmāṁsā 

 

Sūtrasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

4 33-34 

18 

12-18a 

27b-28 

31-32 

33 

36-37½  

  

Cikitsitasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

1 

26b-28a 
62-63a 

165 
168 
171 
177 

3 
40b-41a 

58 
 21-23 
 24-29a 
 37b-38a 
 40b 
 49-51 
 52 
 53 
 54-58 

  

Uttarasthāna 

Chapter Śloka 

1 

4 

7b-8 

10b-11a 

12b-13a 

21 
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10.1.6. References of Vedānta 

 

Sūtrasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

12 

57 

58 

59 

  

Śārīrasthāna 
Chapter Śloka 

1 
1 

37 

3 4-5 
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10.2. Appendix B – List of commentators on Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya 
 

Commentators of AHr1: 

                                                           
1
 Retired from Vāgbhaṭa, Aṣṭāñgahṛdaya, 3rd vol. Trans. K. R Srikantha Murthy (Varanasi: Krishnadas 

Academy, 1999), p. 570. 

Nº Name Probably date Commentary Remarks 
1 Baṭṭāraharicaṅdra 7th cent Name not known Not traced 
2 Himadātta ou  

Svahitamitradatta 
7th cent - - 

3 Jejjaṭa 9th cent - - 
4 Caṅdranaṅdana 10th cent Padārthacaṅdrika Partly 

published 
5 Vāgbhaṭa 10th cent? Vaidūryaka 

Bhāsya (tibertan 
version) 

Not 
published 

6 Iśvarasena 10th cent - Not traced 
7 Iṅdu 12th cent ? Śaśilekhā 

/Iṅdumati 

Not 
published 

8 Aruṇadatta 12th cent Sarvāṅgasuṅdara Published 
9 Hemādri 13th cent Āyurvedarasāyana Published 
10 Āśādhara 13th cent Udyota/Udyotini Not traced 
11 Vācaspati Miśra 13th cent Name not known - 
12 Udayāditya ou 

Puraṅdara 
14th cent Manodayā - 

13 Śridāsa Paṇḍita 14th cent Hṛdayabodhika Published 
14 Todaramalla Kānha 

Prabhu 
14th-15th cent Manojnā ou 

Nidāna cintāmaṇi 
Not 
published 

15 Dāmodara 14th-15th cent Saṅketa Maṅjarī - 
16 Viṭṭala Paṇḍita 14th-15th cent - - 
17 Śrikaṇṭha 14th-15th cent Alpabuddhi 

Prabodhana 

Not 
published 

18 Bhaṭṭa Narahari 15th cent Aṣṭāṅga Hṛdaya 

Dīpikā 
Not traced 

19 Haṭakāṅka 15th cent? - - 
20 Bhaṭṭasrivardhamāna 15th cent? Sārodhara - 
21 Vāsudeva 15th cent? Anvayamāla - 
22 Yasodānaṅdan 

Sarkar 
15th cent? Pradīpa - 

23 Kṛṣṇasena Mallick 15th-16th cent ? Vāgbhatārtha 

Kaumudī 
Not 
published 
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Nº Name Probably date Commentary Remarks 
25 Rāmanātha Gaṇaka 16th cent ? Aṣṭāṅga Hṛdaya 

Tikā 
 

- 

26 Parameśvara 16th cent? Vākyapradīpika Published 
27 Viśveśvara Paṇḍita 16th cent? Vijjneyārtha 

Prakāsikā 
Not 
published 

28 Narāyana Yogīṅdra 
Śiṣya  
 

16th cent? Aṣṭāṅga Hṛdaya 

tika 

- 

29 Śivadāsa Sen 16th cent Tatvabodha   Published 
30 ? ? Bālabodhinī Not 

published 
31 ? ? Bālaprabodhikā - 
32 ? ? Pāṭhyā - 
33 ? ? Bṛhat Pāṭhya - 
34 ? ? Hṛdyā/Hṛdyārtha - 
35 ? ? Sugata Tīkā Not 

published 
36 ? ? Kairalīṭī Tikā Published 
37 ? ? Karṇāṭi Tīkā Not traced 
38 ? ? Drāviḍi ṭīkā - 
39 Rāmanujacarya ? Aṅdhra ṭīkā Not 

published 
40 ? ? Paṅjikā Not traced 
41 ? ? Bṛhat 

Vyākhyasara 

Not traced 
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10.3. Appendix C - Contents of each sthāna of Aṣṭāṅgahṛdaya 
 

Sūtrasthāna (section on general principles) 

Chapter 1 – ayuṣkāmīya adhyāya (desire for long life) 

Chapter 2 – dinacaryā adhyāya (daily regimen) 

Chapter 3 – ṛtucaryā adhyāya (seasonal regimen 

Chapter 4 – rogānutpādanīya (prevention of diseases) 

Chapter 5 – dravadravya vijñānīya adhyāya (knowledge of liquid materials) 

Chapter 6 – vijñānīya adhyāya (nature of food materials) 

Chapter 7 – annasvarūpa vijñānīya adhyāya (protection of foods) 

Chapter 8 – mātraśītīyādhyāya (proper quantity of food) 

Chapter 9 – dravyādi vijñānīya adhyāya (knowledge of substances, etc.) 

Chapter 10 – rasabhedīya adhyāya (classification of tastes) 

Chapter 11 – doṣādi vijñānīya adhyāya (knowledge of doṣas, etc) 

Chapter 12 – doṣabhedīya adhyāya (classification of doṣas) 

Chapter 13 – doṣopakramaṇīya adhyāya (treatment of the doṣas) 

Chapter 14 – dvividhopakramaṇīya adhyāya (two kinds of treatment) 

Chapter 15 – śodhanādigaṇa sangraha adhyāya (groups of drugs for purificatory 

therapies, etc.) 

Chapter 16 – sneha vidhi adhyāya (oleation therapy) 

Chapter 17 – svedavidhi adhyāya (sudation therapy) 

Chapter 18 – vamana virecana vidhi adhyāya (emesis and purgation therapies) 

Chapter 19 – basti vidhi adhyāya (enema therapy) 

Chapter 20 – nasya vidhi adhyāya (nasal medication) 

Chapter 21 – dhūmapāna vidhi adhyāya (inhalation of smoke therapy) 

Chapter 22 – gaṇḍūṣādi vidhi adhyāya (mouth gargles and other therapies) 

Chapter 23 – āścyotana-añjana vidhi adhyāya (eye drops, collyrium therapies) 

Chapter 24 – tarpaṇa-puṭapāka vidhi adhyāya (satiating the eye and other 

therapies) 
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Chapter 25 – yañtra vidhi adhyāya (use of blunt instruments) 

Chapter 26 – śastra vidhi adhyāya (use of sharp instruments) 

Chapter 27 – sirāvyadha vidhi adhyāya (venesection) 

Chapter 28 – śalyāharaṇa vidhi adhyāya (removal of foreign bodies) 

Chapter 29 – śastrakarma vidhi adhyāya (surgical operations) 

Chapter 30 – kṣārāgnikarma vidhi adhyāya (alkaline and thermal cautery) 

 
Śārīrasthāna (section on anatomy, physiology, etc.) 

Chapter 1 – garbhāvakrānti śārīra (embryology) 

Chapter 2 – garbhāvyāpad śārīra (disorders of pregnancy) 

Chapter 3 – añga vibhāga śārīra (different parts of the body) 

Chapter 4 – marma vibhāga śārīra (classification of vital spots) 

Chapter 5 – vikṛti vijñānīya śārīra (knowledge of bad prognosis) 

Chapter 6 – dūtādi vijñānīya śārīra (knowledge of messenger, etc.) 

 

Nidānasthāna (diagnosis of diseases) 

Chapter 1 – sarvaroga nidānam (diagnosis of diseases in general) 

Chapter 2 – jvara nidānam (diagnosis of fever) 

Chapter 3 – raktapitta, kāsa nidānam (diagnosis of bleeding disease and cough) 

Chapter 4 – śvāsa-hidhmā nidānam (diagnosis of dyspnoea and hiccup) 

Chapter 5 – rājayaksmādi nidānam (diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis, etc.) 

Chapter 6 – madātyaya nidānam (diagnosis of alcoholic intoxication) 

Chapter 7 – arśas nidānam (diagnosis of hemorrhoids) 

Chapter 8 – atīsāra-grahaṇī nidānam (diagnosis of diarrhea and duodenal 

disorders) 

Chapter 9 – mūtrāghāta nidānam (diagnosis of retention of urine) 

Chapter 10 – prameha nidānam (diagnosis of diabetes) 

Chapter 11 – vidradhi-vṛddhi-gulma nidānam (diagnosis of abscess, enlargement 

of the scrotum and abdominal tumor) 
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Chapter 12 – udara nidānam (diagnosis of enlargement of the abdomen) 

Chapter 13 – pāṇḍuroga-śopha-visarpa nidānam (diagnosis of anemia, dropsy and 

herpes) 

Chapter 14 – kuṣṭha-śvitri-krimi nidānam (diagnosis of leprosy, leucoderma and 

parasites) 

Chapter 15 – vāta vyādhi nidānam (diagnosis of diseases of nervous system) 

Chapter 16 – vātaśoṇita nidānam (diagnosis of gout) 

 

Cikitsitasthāna (therapeutics) 

Chapter 1 – jvara cikitsita (treatment of fevers) 

Chapter 2 – raktapitta cikitsita (treatment of bleeding diseases) 

Chapter 3 – kāsa cikitsita (treatment of cough) 

Chapter 4 – śvāsa-hidhmā cikitsita (treatment of dyspnoea and hiccup) 

Chapter 5 – rājayaksmādi cikitsita (treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis, etc 

Chapter 6 – cardi-hṛdroga-tṛsṇā cikitsita (treatment of vomiting, heart disease and 

thirst) 

Chapter 7 – madātyaya cikitsita (treatment of alcoholic intoxication) 

Chapter 8 – arśas cikitsita (treatment of hemorrhoids) 

Chapter 9 – atīsāra cikitsita (treatment of diarrhea) 

Chapter 10 – grahaṇī doṣa cikitsita (treatment of duodenal disorders) 

Chapter 11 – mūtraghāta cikitsita (treatment of retention of urine) 

Chapter 12 – prameha cikitsita (treatment of diabetes) 

Chapter 13 – vidradhi-vṛddhi cikitsita (treatment of abscess, enlargement of the 

scrotum) 

Chapter 14 – gulma cikitsita (treatment of abdominal tumors) 

Chapter 15 – udara cikitsita (treatment of enlargement of the abdomen) 

Chapter 16 – pāṇḍu roga cikitsita (treatment of anemia) 

Chapter 17 – śvayathu (śopha) cikitsita (treatment of dropsy) 
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Chapter 18 – visarpa cikitsita (treatment of herpes) 

Chapter 19 – kuṣṭha cikitsita (treatment of dropsy) 

Chapter 20 – śvitra-krimi cikitsita (treatment of leucoderma and parasites)  

Chapter 21 – vāta vyādhi cikitsita (treatment of diseases of the nervous system) 

Chapter 22 – vātaśoṇita cikitsita (treatment of gout) 

 

Kalpasiddhisthāna (purificatory recipes, pharmaceutics) 

Chapter 1 – vamana kalpa (emetic recipes) 

Chapter 2 – virecana kalpa (purgative recipes) 

Chapter 3 – vamana virecana vyāpat siddhi (management of complications of 

emesis and purgation therapies) 

Chapter 4 – basti kalpa (enema recipes) 

Chapter 5 – basti vyāpat siddhi (management of complications of enema therapy) 

Chapter 6 – dravya kalpa (pharmaceutics) 

 

Uttarasthāna 

Chapter 1 – bālopacāraṇīya adhyāya (care of the new born baby) 

Chapter 2 – bālamaya pratiṣedha (treatment of diseases of children) 

Chapter 3 – bālagraha pratiṣedha (treatment of evil spirits) 

Chapter 4 – bhūta vijñānīya (knowledge of demons) 

Chapter 5 – bhūta pratiṣedha (treatment of demons) 

Chapter 6 – unmāda pratiṣedha (treatment of insanity) 

Chapter 7 – apasmāra pratiṣedha (treatment of epilepsy) 

Chapter 8 – vartma roga vijñānīya (knowledge of diseases of eyelids) 

Chapter 9 – vartma roga pratiṣedha (treatment of diseases of eyelids) 

Chapter 10 – sañdhisitāsita roga vijñānīya (knowledge of diseases of fornices, 

sclera and cornea) 

Chapter 11 – sañdhisitāsita roga pratiṣedha (treatment of diseases of fornices, 
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sclera and córnea) 

Chapter 12 – dṛṣṭi roga vijñānīya (knowledge of diseases of vision) 

Chapter 13 – timira pratiṣedha (treatment of blindness) 

Chapter 14 – liñganāśa pratiṣedha (treatment of blindness) 

Chapter 15 – sarvākṣī roga vijñānīya (knowledge of diseases of whole eye) 

Chapter 16 – sarvākṣī roga pratiṣedha (treatment of diseases of the whole eye) 

Chapter 17 – karṇa roga vijñānīya (knowledge of diseases of the ear) 

Chapter 18 – karṇa roga pratiṣedha (treatment of diseases of the ear) 

Chapter 19 – nāsā roga vijñānīya (knowledge of diseases of the nose) 

Chapter 20 – nāsā roga pratiṣedha (treatment of diseases of the nose) 

Chapter 21 – mukha roga vijñānīya (knowledge of diseases of the mouth) 

Chapter 22 – mukha roga pratiṣedha (treatment of diseases of the mouth) 

Chapter 23 – śiro roga vijñānīya (knowledge of diseases of the head) 

Chapter 24 – śiro roga pratiṣedha (treatment of diseases of the head) 

Chapter 25 – vraṇa pratiṣedha (treatment of ulcers) 

Chapter 26 – sadyo vraṇa pratiṣedha (treatment of traumatic wounds) 

Chapter 27 – bhañga pratiṣedha (treatment of fractures) 

Chapter 28 – bhañgadara pratiṣedha (treatment of rectal fistula) 

Chapter 29 – grañthi-arbuda-ślīpada-apacī-nāḍi vijñānīya (knowledge of tumors, 

cancers, filariasis, scrofula and sinus ulcer) 

Chapter 30 – grañthyādi pratiṣedha (treatment of tumors, etc.) 

Chapter 31 – kṣudra roga vijñānīya (knowledge of minor diseases) 

Chapter 32 – kṣudra roga pratiṣedha (treatment of minor diseases) 

Chapter 33 – guhya roga vijñānīya (knowledge of diseases of genital organs) 

Chapter 34 – guhya roga pratiṣedha (treatment of diseases of genital organs) 

Chapter 35 – viṣa pratiṣedha (treatment of poisoning) 

Chapter 36 – sarpa viṣa pratiṣedha (treatment of snake bite poison) 

Chapter 37 – kīṭalūtādi viṣa pratiṣedha (treatment of poison of insects, spiders, 
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etc.) 

Chapter 38 – mūṣika-alarka viṣa pratiṣedha (treatment of poison of mouse, rabid 

dog, etc.) 

Chapter 39 – rasāyana vidhi (rejuvination therapy) 

Chapter 40 – vājīkaraṇa vidhi (virilification therapy) 

 

 

 

 

 


